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1            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Good morning.  This is           09:02:50

2       the start of media labeled Number 1 in the               09:02:52

3       videotaped deposition of Donald Remy in the              09:02:56

4       matter of Jake Corman versus NCAA in the                 09:02:59

5       Commonwealth of the Court of Pennsylvania,               09:03:05

6       Case Number 1MD2013.                                     09:03:06

7            This deposition is being held at                    09:03:10

8       555 - 11th Street Northwest, Washington, D.C.            09:03:13

9       on November 20, 2014.  And the time on the               09:03:18

10       video monitor is 9:01.                                   09:03:21

11            My name is Krishna Sharma, from TSG                 09:03:24

12       Reporting, Inc.  And the court reporter is               09:03:26

13       Randi Garcia, also in association with TSG               09:03:29

14       Reporting.                                               09:03:33

15            Will counsel please introduce yourselves            09:03:34

16       for the record.                                          09:03:37

17            MR. HAVERSTICK:  For Jake Corman, Matt              09:03:39

18       Haverstick.                                              09:03:40

19            MR. JOHNSON:  Everett Johnson for the NCAA          09:03:43

20       and the witness.                                         09:03:46

21            MS. DOBLICK:  Donna Doblick on behalf of            09:03:49

22       Penn State University.                                   09:03:51

23            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Will the court reporter          09:03:55

24       please swear in the witness and Kevin Lennon             09:03:56

25       with begin.                                              09:03:57
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1                  DONALD REMY, ESQUIRE                          09:03:58

2  after having been first duly sworn, was examined and          09:03:58

3  testified as follows:                                         09:03:58

4                   DIRECT EXAMINATION                           09:04:05

5  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:04:06

6       Q    Good morning, Mr. Remy.  I am Matt                  09:04:11

7    Haverstick.  And I represent Jake Corman in                 09:04:14

8    Corman versus NCAA, et al.  Thanks for being                09:04:17

9    here this morning.  I appreciate it.                        09:04:20

10       A    Good morning, Matt.                                 09:04:23

11       Q    I -- well, look, you know how these                 09:04:23

12    things go.  I'm going to ask questions, and you             09:04:25

13    will presumably have answers.  And we'll try to             09:04:30

14    get through this as quickly as we can.                      09:04:32

15            If you need to break at any time, let me            09:04:35

16    know.  I expect that there are going to be a                09:04:36

17    couple of times where counsel anticipates we may            09:04:38

18    need to stop and you may need to either talk                09:04:43

19    over certain issues or review certain documents             09:04:45

20    to determine whether there is an attorney-client            09:04:50

21    privilege that's applicable.                                09:04:52

22            I think the court reporter said this                09:04:55

23    before.  Let's just make sure that, before you              09:04:56

24    answer anything, if there is any kind of                    09:05:00

25    objection like that or concern, that we take it             09:05:01
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1    slow.  I don't want to put anything on the                  09:05:04

2    record that's not supposed to be there.  Okay?              09:05:07

3       A    I'll do my best.                                    09:05:09

4       Q    All right.  Great.                                  09:05:10

5            Tell me, sir, when you first learned of             09:05:14

6    the Jerry Sandusky matter at Penn State.                    09:05:19

7       A    At the time of the grand jury                       09:05:23

8    indictment, when the report was provided to the             09:05:26

9    public, I read about it in the newspaper.  It               09:05:28

10    detailed all of the allegations regarding his               09:05:31

11    behavior on campus.                                         09:05:33

12       Q    So if that's -- if I tell you that was              09:05:34

13    early November 2011, I think we'd agree that's              09:05:36

14    roughly right?                                              09:05:39

15       A    No reason to disagree with that.                    09:05:40

16       Q    Okay.  Was there -- what was, if any,               09:05:42

17    the reaction inside the NCAA?                               09:05:45

18       A    I can't speak for the reaction of                   09:05:50

19    everybody --                                                09:05:51

20       Q    Sure.                                               09:05:51

21       A    -- in the building.  I can tell you how             09:05:52

22    I reacted to it.  And I read the indictment, and            09:05:53

23    I thought, wow, these are some pretty horrible,             09:05:56

24    heinous crimes that have been alleged to have               09:05:59

25    been committed by Mr. Sandusky to -- to go                  09:06:01
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1    through a period of time of more than a decade              09:06:04

2    of having raped and abused little boys, some on             09:06:07

3    the campus of Penn State.                                   09:06:10

4            And -- and the allegations included some            09:06:12

5    allegations around potential knowledge of                   09:06:14

6    individuals on that campus, people in                       09:06:17

7    responsible positions on the campus, having                 09:06:20

8    known about it.  My reaction was, this is pretty            09:06:21

9    bad.                                                        09:06:25

10       Q    It's troubling stuff.                               09:06:25

11       A    Yes.                                                09:06:27

12       Q    Was there -- were there meetings                    09:06:27

13    scheduled, in the immediate aftermath of the                09:06:29

14    release of the grand jury presentment, among                09:06:32

15    high-level NCAA staff, to discuss the matter?               09:06:35

16       A    I don't know what you mean by "high                 09:06:38

17    level."                                                     09:06:39

18            Yes, there were meetings after the                  09:06:40

19    indictment came out, and individuals talked                 09:06:42

20    about the material that was in the indictment.              09:06:45

21       Q    Do you recall a meeting on Wednesday,               09:06:50

22    November 16, 2011, regarding Penn State?                    09:06:57

23       A    I -- you would have to give me more                 09:07:04

24    information about the context of the meeting.               09:07:06

25    We just agreed that early November is the time              09:07:08
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1    that the indictment came out.  I think it was               09:07:10

2    maybe the first week of November.                           09:07:13

3            November 16 is a couple of weeks later.             09:07:14

4    So I suspect there were conversations that                  09:07:16

5    occurred prior to November 16, but I can't give             09:07:19

6    you dates on that.                                          09:07:21

7       Q    Do you recall, at least from your                   09:07:23

8    perspective, who was involved in those                      09:07:24

9    conversations?                                              09:07:25

10       A    Generally, I think I do.  There -- there            09:07:27

11    were individuals that -- who made up part of                09:07:30

12    the -- what we call "senior management group"               09:07:33

13    within the NCAA, to talk about the information              09:07:36

14    that we had learned in the indictment.  So those            09:07:39

15    would have included vice presidents and above.              09:07:41

16       Q    Can you name names for me, who those                09:07:44

17    folks were?                                                 09:07:46

18       A    I don't know that I can capture                     09:07:47

19    everybody that was in the -- in the room in                 09:07:48

20    every meeting.  And I suspect everybody wasn't              09:07:50

21    in every meeting.                                           09:07:52

22       Q    Okay.                                               09:07:53

23       A    So if we can agree to that, I can --                09:07:53

24       Q    Sure.  No, no.                                      09:07:55

25       A    -- tell you some people that I generally            09:07:55
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1    think might have been included in those                     09:07:56

2    meetings.                                                   09:07:57

3            Dr. Emmert, who is president of the                 09:07:59

4    NCAA; Wally Renfro; Dave Berst; Julie Roe Lach;             09:07:59

5    Kevin Lennon; myself.  And there may have been              09:08:05

6    others that I'm forgetting.  But right now,                 09:08:14

7    that's who I can -- I can recall that was in                09:08:16

8    those meetings.                                             09:08:19

9       Q    Tell me about your role, generally, at              09:08:20

10    NCAA.  Then we'll get to the meetings later.                09:08:23

11    Your title is general counsel?                              09:08:26

12       A    It was at the time, yes.                            09:08:27

13       Q    Okay.  And it was also executive vice               09:08:28

14    president?                                                  09:08:30

15       A    At that time, no.  I was vice president             09:08:30

16    for legal affairs.                                          09:08:34

17       Q    Can you -- is there a distinction                   09:08:35

18    between those titles?  Did they have different              09:08:37

19    duties or roles?                                            09:08:39

20       A    I did.  I did.  So let me just try to               09:08:40

21    walk you through --                                         09:08:42

22       Q    Please.  That would be great.                       09:08:43

23       A    -- my roles at the NCAA.                            09:08:43

24            When I was first hired at the NCAA, the             09:08:46

25    announcement came out maybe in January of 2011.             09:08:47
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1    I started there maybe in March of 2011.  And I              09:08:50

2    was vice president of legal affairs and general             09:08:53

3    counsel.                                                    09:08:56

4            That was the job that I had, and the                09:08:58

5    responsibilities were the management of legal               09:09:00

6    affairs of the association.  Those were my                  09:09:03

7    duties.                                                     09:09:04

8            Subsequently, in January of 2012,                   09:09:06

9    roughly there around, I was given the additional            09:09:11

10    title of executive vice president and general               09:09:13

11    counsel.  So I was still responsible for the                09:09:15

12    legal affairs of the association, but had                   09:09:17

13    greater responsibility within the organization              09:09:20

14    and -- and participation in the senior                      09:09:24

15    management group.                                           09:09:26

16            And then, roughly a year or so later, I             09:09:26

17    was named executive vice president of law policy            09:09:29

18    and governance and chief legal officer, at which            09:09:32

19    point someone else assumed the role of vice                 09:09:35

20    president of legal affairs and general counsel.             09:09:38

21    And -- and I was the chief legal officer, and am            09:09:40

22    today, the chief legal officer of the                       09:09:45

23    association and the executive vice president of             09:09:46

24    law policy and governance.                                  09:09:47

25       Q    You -- I would consider it a                        09:09:49
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1    promotion -- and tell me if you don't agree --              09:09:51

2    your promotion in early 2012 to the executive               09:09:53

3    vice president position.  I mean, tell me what              09:09:57

4    duties that that job entailed.                              09:09:58

5       A    Well, again, as I mentioned, it was                 09:10:02

6    still the job that had the responsibility for               09:10:03

7    the management of the legal affairs.  I was                 09:10:06

8    still --                                                    09:10:08

9       Q    Sure.                                               09:10:08

10       A    -- the general counsel of the                       09:10:08

11    association.                                                09:10:09

12            In addition to that, I assumed the                  09:10:10

13    responsibility for management of an organization            09:10:12

14    called the Office of Committee on Infractions,              09:10:14

15    which included staff members who provided                   09:10:17

16    support to the Committee on Infractions,                    09:10:21

17    separate unit altogether.  The only difference              09:10:23

18    was, I was then the manager of that group,                  09:10:26

19    whereas before, someone else was the manager of             09:10:28

20    that group.                                                 09:10:31

21       Q    Who would have been the manager prior to            09:10:32

22    you?                                                        09:10:34

23       A    Dave Berst.                                         09:10:35

24       Q    Did you have any additional duties other            09:10:36

25    than assuming -- my word -- control of the                  09:10:37
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1    Committee on Infractions?  That's not the right             09:10:40

2    word.                                                       09:10:42

3       A    Yeah.  I'm glad you said your word --               09:10:42

4       Q    Yeah.                                               09:10:44

5       A    -- because I would -- I would never                 09:10:44

6    assume to have control of the Committee on                  09:10:45

7    Infractions.                                                09:10:48

8       Q    Yeah.                                               09:10:48

9       A    They are a membership body.  They are               09:10:49

10    made up of university presidents, conference                09:10:50

11    commissioners, athletics directors, private                 09:10:53

12    citizens, members of the public who are lawyers             09:10:55

13    and judges.                                                 09:10:58

14            The Committee on Infractions, just so we            09:10:59

15    understand the terms here, is an independent                09:11:00

16    committee that actually adjudicates matters that            09:11:03

17    are brought before it.                                      09:11:05

18            The Office of Committee on Infractions              09:11:06

19    includes staff that provides staff to the                   09:11:10

20    Committee on Infractions' scheduled meetings,               09:11:12

21    gather materials, provide the documents for them            09:11:16

22    to engage in their deliberations, and then staff            09:11:19

23    the meetings while they occur.                              09:11:21

24            That organization was a separate                    09:11:24

25    organization.  The Office of Committee on                   09:11:26
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1    Infractions was a separate organization within              09:11:29

2    the national office that supports that                      09:11:30

3    committee.  If you think about the way the                  09:11:33

4    national office is structured, we have a number             09:11:34

5    of staff that support various committees                    09:11:36

6    throughout the membership.  And that was one of             09:11:40

7    that staff group that supported that committee.             09:11:43

8       Q    That -- would that staff be the folks               09:11:45

9    who bring cases before the committee?                       09:11:47

10       A    No.  I'm sorry.  I didn't mean to                   09:11:52

11    interrupt.  I won't do that again, I promise.               09:11:54

12            MR. JOHNSON:  Yes, you will.                        09:11:58

13  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:11:58

14       Q    Does that staff -- who brings -- who                09:11:58

15    within the organization brings the --                       09:12:01

16       A    The enforcement staff.                              09:12:03

17       Q    Okay.  The committee -- I'm sorry.  The             09:12:05

18    office staff that you discussed -- and those                09:12:06

19    would be folks that you would have supervision              09:12:11

20    over in your new role as executive vice                     09:12:13

21    president; is that right?                                   09:12:16

22       A    In the Office of Committee on                       09:12:17

23    Infractions --                                              09:12:19

24       Q    Yes.                                                09:12:19

25       A    -- staff, not the enforcement staff.                09:12:20
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1       Q    Correct, correct.                                   09:12:23

2            Those folks, the office staff -- they --            09:12:23

3    were they primarily policy-making folks, or did             09:12:26

4    they provide specific services to the committee             09:12:30

5    itself?                                                     09:12:33

6       A    Yeah.  I wouldn't call them                         09:12:33

7    policy-making folks at all.                                 09:12:35

8       Q    All right.                                          09:12:36

9       A    They provided staff service to the                  09:12:36

10    Committee on Infractions, much akin to what a               09:12:38

11    clerk would provide in terms -- or an admin                 09:12:42

12    assistant would provide -- in terms of a chamber            09:12:44

13    of a body that adjudicates issues -- scheduling,            09:12:46

14    gathering documents, presenting the materials so            09:12:50

15    that they can be prepared for the meetings,                 09:12:53

16    assisting them with their activities.                       09:12:55

17       Q    Did that staff ever do anything in the              09:12:58

18    nature of a -- a function similar to what                   09:13:00

19    judicial clerk might -- that is, research                   09:13:03

20    issues, draft potential outcomes or legal                   09:13:06

21    analyses -- for folks on the Committee on                   09:13:10

22    Infractions?                                                09:13:12

23       A    Not at that time.  And I wouldn't                   09:13:14

24    describe it that way at all.  At that time they             09:13:15

25    merely provided staffing services for the                   09:13:18
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1    Committee on Infractions.  They since evolved,              09:13:20

2    whereas today they -- they don't provide                    09:13:23

3    anything in the way of direction or suggestions             09:13:26

4    about outcome of cases, but they do provide                 09:13:29

5    what's more like a bench memo today to really               09:13:32

6    just frame the issues for the committee so that             09:13:35

7    they understand all the material before them,               09:13:37

8    whereas in the past, they would just give them              09:13:39

9    the big binders and say, "Here's the material.              09:13:42

10    Here's the date.  This is when you're supposed              09:13:44

11    to show up.  Please read the material and then              09:13:46

12    afterwards deliberate," provide the material,               09:13:48

13    tell them how to draft the infractions report,              09:13:49

14    and then they provide a draft and work with the             09:13:53

15    committee on getting that out in the format that            09:13:57

16    the association's used to.                                  09:13:59

17       Q    This is more curiosity than anything.               09:14:01

18    When did that evolution of the office staff                 09:14:03

19    occur, where they -- where they moved into doing            09:14:07

20    more like, as you've noted, a bench brief?                  09:14:09

21       A    Oh, recently.  I think that -- that's               09:14:12

22    in -- I suppose it was the middle of 2012.                  09:14:14

23    There was a new managing director that was hired            09:14:18

24    in that unit, Joel McGormley.  And he was                   09:14:23

25    charged with the responsibility of bringing some            09:14:26
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1    innovation to the committee so that they could              09:14:28

2    be more efficient in the work that they do.                 09:14:30

3            He moved them from paper to electronic              09:14:32

4    and -- and then crafted this process whereby                09:14:36

5    they can actually receive the material in a                 09:14:38

6    condensed format.  And that's when this new memo            09:14:40

7    process came into play.                                     09:14:44

8       Q    In the -- now, taking you back to early             09:14:47

9    November of 2011, do you recall, in any of the              09:14:50

10    meetings you had with senior staff -- I forget              09:14:55

11    which one of us used that term, but the folks               09:14:59

12    that you generally identified before.                       09:15:02

13            Do you recall whether -- in any of those            09:15:04

14    early November meetings, that there were                    09:15:06

15    discussions about possible penalties for                    09:15:08

16    Penn State?                                                 09:15:10

17            MR. JOHNSON:  So let me just -- I'll just           09:15:12

18       do this one time.                                        09:15:13

19            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Sure.                              09:15:14

20            MR. JOHNSON:  Donald, answer this                   09:15:15

21       question, if you can, and don't reveal any               09:15:16

22       communications with yourself that were for the           09:15:18

23       purpose of obtaining legal advice.  If, in your          09:15:23

24       answer, you have excluded any communications,            09:15:25

25       let Matt know that, and we can explore the               09:15:28
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1       privilege around those.                                  09:15:32

2            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Oh, I'm sorry.                     09:15:35

3  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:15:35

4       Q    And, Mr. Remy, so your counsel's right.             09:15:35

5    We don't -- so we don't have to do that every --            09:15:40

6    every time this comes up, I accept, as we go                09:15:41

7    forward, that you may edit the answer in the                09:15:45

8    fashion your counsel suggests.                              09:15:50

9            And, again, I offer that if you need to             09:15:52

10    take a time-out and go think about it or talk it            09:15:55

11    out to see, you know, which hat you were wearing            09:15:57

12    or whether you were -- whether these discussions            09:15:59

13    were occurring for the purpose of provision of              09:16:02

14    legal services or advice, just let me know,                 09:16:04

15    because I want to make sure we get it right and             09:16:06

16    we have a -- a clean record.                                09:16:08

17       A    Okay.  With all of -- I was about to                09:16:10

18    say, if I was making -- can you rephrase the                09:16:12

19    question or read it back, one of the two?                   09:16:15

20            MR. JOHNSON:  It was whether penalties              09:16:16

21       were discussed.                                          09:16:18

22            THE WITNESS:  Thank you.                            09:16:18

23            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Okay.  Thank you very              09:16:19

24       much.                                                    09:16:19

25            THE WITNESS:  Well, let me first say that           09:16:20
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1       I don't have clear specific recollections of             09:16:21

2       every conversation that occurred at every                09:16:24

3       meeting.                                                 09:16:26

4  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:16:27

5       Q    Understood.                                         09:16:27

6       A    So, you know, whether a conversation                09:16:28

7    about anything occurred at any particular                   09:16:30

8    meeting, I doubt that I'll be able to give you              09:16:33

9    information about that.                                     09:16:34

10            But we did talk about the fact that,                09:16:36

11    generally, there were meetings that occurred                09:16:37

12    during this time period.  I'll offer that my                09:16:39

13    presence at those meetings and my purpose at                09:16:42

14    those meetings was to evaluate, for the purposes            09:16:45

15    of providing legal advice to the association,               09:16:48

16    what the next steps might be.                               09:16:51

17            And when I say "next steps," what I'm               09:16:54

18    referring to there is, what should we do -- what            09:16:56

19    can we do -- in response to, or in reaction to,             09:17:00

20    the indictment of Jerry Sandusky and the                    09:17:03

21    material that was provided in that indictment?              09:17:06

22       Q    Now --                                              09:17:08

23            MR. JOHNSON:  I'm sorry.  Were you                  09:17:11

24       finished?                                                09:17:12

25            THE WITNESS:  So in that context -- it's            09:17:12
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1       that context that I would need to offer to you           09:17:14

2       in order to try to respond to your question.             09:17:16

3            So if it's fair for both of you, what               09:17:19

4       I'd like to do is not talk about anything                09:17:21

5       that I might have said or anything that might            09:17:23

6       have been said to me for the purposes of my              09:17:25

7       analytics around what should the appropriate             09:17:28

8       legal solution be there, but rather answer it            09:17:31

9       this way:  As I participated in these                    09:17:34

10       meetings, I certainly can sit back and think             09:17:38

11       about what the association can or should do,             09:17:41

12       what the issues might be that would arise out            09:17:44

13       of a circumstance like this.                             09:17:48

14            And -- and I probably did that.  Now,               09:17:50

15       some of that may be work product, depending              09:17:53

16       on how you might want to define it.  But                 09:17:55

17       what -- what I'd like to share with you about            09:17:57

18       those meetings is that we had discussions                09:17:58

19       around what our next steps might be.                     09:18:02

20            And, as a general matter, as I thought              09:18:04

21       about what the next steps might be after that            09:18:07

22       indictment, thought about a number of things.            09:18:09

23       At that time one of those thoughts was not               09:18:13

24       what are the penalties.  I -- I simply wasn't            09:18:16

25       thinking that way.                                       09:18:19
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1            The thought was, here's an indictment.              09:18:21

2       It delineates heinous activity and the                   09:18:23

3       possibility that management knew of it and               09:18:27

4       didn't react properly to it.  What should we             09:18:31

5       as an association do in response?                        09:18:34

6       Q    I appreciate the distinction between                09:18:38

7    what you should do and what you can do.                     09:18:41

8            When you speak of discussions about what            09:18:44

9    you -- and I think -- by "you," I mean NCAA --              09:18:48

10    can do, are those the types of conversations                09:18:50

11    where folks are eliciting from you, from a legal            09:18:55

12    perspective, what legally NCAA can do?                      09:18:59

13       A    Most times, yes.                                    09:19:04

14       Q    Okay.  Are those conversations ones in              09:19:05

15    which you would be, in your opinion, or in your             09:19:08

16    view or your counsel's view, communicating for              09:19:11

17    the purpose of providing legal advice?                      09:19:14

18       A    Most times, yes.                                    09:19:16

19       Q    Is it fair to say that when you discuss             09:19:21

20    in these meetings what NCAA should do, that                 09:19:26

21    those conversations would be less about little              09:19:30

22    advice and more about, from a policy                        09:19:33

23    perspective, what NCAA should do -- should do --            09:19:36

24    in reaction to the Jerry Sandusky matter?                   09:19:39

25       A    You know, it -- it's hard to describe it            09:19:43
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1    the way that you have described it.  So let me              09:19:45

2    try it again in terms of the way that I think it            09:19:47

3    about it, because that might be the way that                09:19:49

4    some of my colleagues would think through these             09:19:51

5    issues and perhaps participate in a discussion              09:19:54

6    with one another about them.                                09:19:57

7            But given my responsibilities at the                09:19:58

8    association at the time, the way that I was                 09:20:00

9    thinking about them was in terms of, what are               09:20:03

10    our rights?  What are our authorities?  What are            09:20:06

11    our obligations?  How do we respond to this?                09:20:10

12            So when I would solicit information from            09:20:12

13    my colleagues, it would be for the purpose of me            09:20:16

14    analyzing those issues, digesting them, and then            09:20:18

15    providing legal advice.                                     09:20:21

16            That's not to say that I didn't have                09:20:23

17    thoughts or didn't have perspectives or didn't              09:20:25

18    even have policy judgments.  It's just, in                  09:20:28

19    response to your question, that's how I would               09:20:31

20    think through that.                                         09:20:32

21            MR. JOHNSON:  And let me just offer this,           09:20:34

22       because I don't want you to miss the                     09:20:35

23       opportunity to ask him something.  It may well           09:20:36

24       be that Donald observed communications between           09:20:39

25       others that were not to him and were not for             09:20:42
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1       the purpose of legal advice.  And I wouldn't             09:20:43

2       want you to miss the chance to ask --                    09:20:45

3            MR. HAVERSTICK:  And that's -- thank you.           09:20:48

4       And that's right where I was going to go.                09:20:48

5  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:20:51

6       Q    And I know that, based on an earlier                09:20:54

7    answer, the things that you say are ones that               09:20:57

8    are probably going to be ones that we are going             09:20:59

9    to be more circumspect about.                               09:21:01

10            But tell me about what others in these              09:21:04

11    meetings, if you recall -- as specifically as               09:21:06

12    you recall -- were saying about what should                 09:21:08

13    happen.                                                     09:21:11

14       A    Well, others were talking about the                 09:21:11

15    question around whether an enforcement action               09:21:13

16    should be initiated immediately or should                   09:21:16

17    another path be taken.                                      09:21:19

18            And that was the principal dialogue, if             09:21:22

19    you will, around what to do in response to the              09:21:25

20    indictment of Jerry Sandusky and others.                    09:21:29

21       Q    Do you remember what something other                09:21:32

22    than the enforcement action was described as or             09:21:34

23    discussed as by others in these meetings?                   09:21:37

24       A    How do we communicate with Penn State?              09:21:41

25    You know, how do we gather more information                 09:21:42
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1    about what happened under these circumstances?              09:21:47

2            The indictment delineated some very                 09:21:49

3    graphic and specific things, but it didn't give             09:21:52

4    all the information that we would need to                   09:21:55

5    determine what the next steps of the association            09:21:57

6    might be.                                                   09:21:59

7       Q    Were the discussions, among others,                 09:22:00

8    early on about vehicles to obtain more                      09:22:02

9    information to inform NCAA on what to do?                   09:22:05

10       A    You know, I would describe it a little              09:22:09

11    differently, but I think we're close.                       09:22:12

12       Q    Okay.                                               09:22:14

13       A    During that November time frame, the                09:22:14

14    discussions were about, you know, how can we                09:22:16

15    engage with our members -- our member to learn              09:22:18

16    the circumstances around what happened on their             09:22:22

17    campus at this time?  What's the right way to go            09:22:25

18    about doing that?                                           09:22:28

19       Q    What were -- what was or were -- let me             09:22:29

20    get this right.                                             09:22:32

21            What was discussed, among others, that              09:22:34

22    you recall about different ways that that                   09:22:37

23    information could be obtained?                              09:22:40

24       A    Well, the first question we talked                  09:22:43

25    about, which was do we have enough information              09:22:44
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1    for the enforcement staff to make a judgment                09:22:47

2    about moving forward with the enforcement                   09:22:49

3    action?                                                     09:22:51

4            I think that the product of that is                 09:22:51

5    clear, inasmuch as there was a letter sent by               09:22:54

6    the president of the association to the                     09:22:57

7    president of Penn State.                                    09:22:58

8       Q    And I -- but I'm going to forget this if            09:23:01

9    I don't ask.  Does that -- do I take your answer            09:23:03

10    to mean that it was established among the group             09:23:04

11    that an enforcement action at that time was not             09:23:09

12    one that could move forward, that NCAA didn't               09:23:12

13    have enough information to do it?                           09:23:15

14       A    You know, again, I wouldn't stay                    09:23:16

15    "established."                                              09:23:17

16       Q    Okay.                                               09:23:18

17       A    What I would say is, there -- there was             09:23:18

18    a good, healthy discussion amongst members of               09:23:19

19    the team, examining an issue, and as we looked              09:23:23

20    at this indictment, there was a conclusion that             09:23:27

21    we need more information to figure out what our             09:23:29

22    next steps might be.                                        09:23:32

23       Q    All right.                                          09:23:34

24       A    And -- and the product of that was the              09:23:34

25    letter that Dr. Emmert sent to Dr. Erickson.                09:23:35
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1       Q    Did you have a role in drafting that                09:23:40

2    letter?                                                     09:23:42

3       A    I did.                                              09:23:43

4       Q    Before I move on from these early                   09:23:49

5    conversations, do you recall any individuals and            09:23:51

6    their -- who were in these meetings and their               09:23:56

7    individual perspectives on whether an                       09:23:59

8    enforcement action could happen or whether more             09:24:02

9    information was needed?  In other words, did                09:24:04

10    camps develop?  Did some people, that you                   09:24:06

11    remember specifically, think, we can do                     09:24:08

12    enforcement now, and some say, "No, we can't"?              09:24:10

13       A    No.  I think what would be helpful for              09:24:13

14    me, and for you, is if I kind of describe what              09:24:15

15    we do in this context.                                      09:24:19

16       Q    That would be great.                                09:24:21

17       A    And -- and this is a group of                       09:24:22

18    individuals who have various responsibilities               09:24:23

19    throughout the organization and a wealth of                 09:24:26

20    knowledge about NCAA policies and practices.  I             09:24:29

21    would even call them experts in various areas.              09:24:32

22            And the conversations were around, what             09:24:36

23    are the possibilities?  What are the choices?               09:24:39

24    What are the alternatives?  How can we move                 09:24:41

25    forward?                                                    09:24:45
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1            It wasn't adversarial.  It wasn't                   09:24:46

2    confrontational.  It wasn't camps.  We don't                09:24:49

3    have that type of culture or atmosphere at the              09:24:51

4    NCAA.  It was really was a dialogue around, what            09:24:54

5    should our next steps be?  What are our                     09:24:57

6    alternatives, and how do we get there?                      09:25:00

7       Q    I'm going to throw out some names that              09:25:02

8    appear -- appear to have been at some of these              09:25:05

9    early meetings, and I'd like you to comment on              09:25:08

10    what their particular expertise would be in this            09:25:11

11    conversation.  I think it would be helpful for              09:25:13

12    understanding your consensus process.  I mean,              09:25:15

13    that's what it sounds like, right?  A consensus?            09:25:16

14       A    Yeah.  It's a discussion of ideas.                  09:25:19

15       Q    Mr. Emmert, the president -- I suppose              09:25:20

16    his expertise is, he's the boss?                            09:25:23

17       A    You know, it's interesting.  He -- he is            09:25:26

18    an individual who operates in this fashion that             09:25:28

19    I just described, which is a leader who gathers             09:25:31

20    information and data before he makes a decision.            09:25:34

21            And -- and so in this context, he would             09:25:37

22    be a participant in the dialogue around what our            09:25:40

23    next steps are, not an individual that says,                09:25:44

24    "This is what we're going to do.  Go do it,"                09:25:46

25    but, rather, "Let me hear all of your ideas and             09:25:48
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1    perspectives.  Let's put them all together, and             09:25:51

2    then we'll make a decision how to move forward."            09:25:54

3            So -- so, yes, he is the president of               09:25:57

4    the NCAA and, by virtue of that, is my boss.                09:25:58

5       Q    Fair to say that once Dr. Emmert                    09:26:02

6    collects information and synthesizes it and                 09:26:05

7    comes with a conclusion, then he says, "Okay.               09:26:08

8    I've thought about it.  Here's how we're going              09:26:11

9    to go"?                                                     09:26:13

10       A    Yeah.  He's the -- he's the decision                09:26:14

11    maker in the context of that national office                09:26:15

12    staff, yes.                                                 09:26:18

13       Q    Jim Isch.  Do you recall Mr. Isch being             09:26:19

14    at any of these meetings?                                   09:26:20

15       A    Yes, yes.  Jim was at the meetings.  I              09:26:22

16    apologize.  I left him out.                                 09:26:24

17       Q    It was a couple years ago.                          09:26:27

18            Tell me what Mr. Isch's expertise or                09:26:31

19    skill set would be that would be relevant to                09:26:34

20    these meetings.                                             09:26:36

21       A    So I'm going to say the same thing for              09:26:37

22    everybody -- so I'll start with Jim -- of                   09:26:39

23    course, I said about Mark.                                  09:26:40

24            These are all really good thinkers.                 09:26:42

25    They're -- they're all really smart people.  And            09:26:44
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1    they bring to the table various perspectives                09:26:46

2    from their walks in lives and their experiences             09:26:49

3    that can help inform a judgment at the end of               09:26:51

4    the day.                                                    09:26:54

5            Jim was the chief operating officer of              09:26:55

6    the association.  He was also the former interim            09:26:57

7    president of the association and had been with              09:27:00

8    the NCAA for a number of years.  I'm not sure               09:27:02

9    how many.                                                   09:27:05

10            And so, you know, he brings those                   09:27:06

11    experiences to the table.  Has had a number of              09:27:08

12    engagements with membership over the years and              09:27:12

13    understands how our members think about issues.             09:27:14

14       Q    So, from an operational standpoint, he's            09:27:18

15    done it before.  He sort of understands how it              09:27:20

16    happens in the real world with the membership?              09:27:23

17       A    He has a good relationship with the                 09:27:25

18    membership.                                                 09:27:27

19       Q    Wally Renfro.                                       09:27:28

20       A    At the time Wally's title was chief                 09:27:32

21    policy adviser, I believe.  He was the principal            09:27:34

22    policy person within the organization, reporting            09:27:38

23    directly to Dr. Emmert.                                     09:27:41

24            You know, some like to characterize                 09:27:44

25    Wally as a provocateur.  He was the individual              09:27:46
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1    in any meeting that would argue for both sides              09:27:50

2    of an issue, or three sides of an issue, even               09:27:53

3    though there were only two, and -- and argue                09:27:57

4    with himself.  That's the way that he approached            09:27:59

5    issues.                                                     09:28:01

6            He -- you know, he was the person that              09:28:01

7    could pull the strings on any ball of yarn and              09:28:02

8    have it straight by the end of the day and then             09:28:06

9    crumble it all back up and have you figure out.             09:28:08

10       Q    Was Mr. Renfro, from a policy                       09:28:12

11    perspective, looking at the Jerry Sandusky issue            09:28:14

12    in terms of what -- what a reaction by NCAA                 09:28:18

13    might mean towards policy goals that the                    09:28:24

14    organization wanted to -- wanted to engage in?              09:28:26

15       A    You know --                                         09:28:30

16            MR. JOHNSON:  Matt, I just didn't                   09:28:31

17       understand.                                              09:28:33

18            THE WITNESS:  I didn't either.                      09:28:33

19            MR. JOHNSON:  Could you just read it back           09:28:33

20       so that Donald can hear it again?                        09:28:34

21            (Thereupon, the requested portion of the            09:28:36

22       record was read back by the court reporter.)             09:28:36

23            THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I think I understood            09:28:52

24       the question.                                            09:28:52

25            But the answer is, I really can't tell              09:28:54
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1       you how Wally was analyzing the issues what              09:28:56

2       we were talking about --                                 09:28:58

3  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:28:59

4       Q    Okay.                                               09:28:59

5       A    -- on that.                                         09:28:59

6       Q    I'd have to ask him?                                09:29:00

7       A    Yeah.                                               09:29:02

8       Q    David Berst.                                        09:29:03

9       A    Uh-huh.  Dave Berst is the vice                     09:29:04

10    president for Division I governance and has held            09:29:06

11    various others roles in the organization                    09:29:09

12    overtime.  Between he and Wally Renfro, you                 09:29:12

13    probably have about 80-plus years of experience             09:29:16

14    at the NCAA.  At the time Wally was the longest             09:29:18

15    serving employee of the national office staff,              09:29:23

16    Dave being the second longest serving employee              09:29:25

17    of the national office staff, and so Dave brings            09:29:27

18    to the table a lot of different perspectives and            09:29:29

19    history and ideas about what the association has            09:29:33

20    faced in the past and how they've handled those             09:29:36

21    challenges.                                                 09:29:38

22       Q    Fair to say that many of the bylaws that            09:29:39

23    are in place today at NCAA were -- well, at                 09:29:44

24    least have Mr. Berst's fingerprints on them, if             09:29:47

25    not actually being written by him?                          09:29:50
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1       A    Yeah, I don't know what that means.  The            09:29:52

2    membership passes the bylaws, so --                         09:29:53

3       Q    Who writes them?                                    09:29:55

4       A    -- when -- when a bylaw -- the                      09:29:56

5    membership through committee.  There may be an              09:29:57

6    initial draft that somebody on the staff                    09:30:00

7    provides, but at the end of the day, it goes                09:30:01

8    through a membership process and ultimately is              09:30:04

9    voted on by the Division I board of directors,              09:30:07

10    or Divisions II and III, depending upon the                 09:30:09

11    circumstances.  And -- and that's how the bylaws            09:30:10

12    are created.                                                09:30:13

13       Q    Bob Williams is the communications head.            09:30:15

14    I suppose I understand his role, but go ahead.              09:30:18

15       A    Yes.  He's the vice president for                   09:30:20

16    communications.  Again, like I said with                    09:30:21

17    everyone else, a great thinker, somebody who can            09:30:23

18    examine issues and look at them from various                09:30:26

19    perspectives.                                               09:30:28

20       Q    Julie Roe?                                          09:30:29

21       A    Julie Roe at time was vice president for            09:30:30

22    enforcement, or of enforcement, I think it is.              09:30:31

23    And she brought her experiences.  She had been              09:30:35

24    with the national office since she was an                   09:30:39

25    intern, had been working in enforcement her                 09:30:41
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1    entire career there, and understood how the                 09:30:44

2    enforcement process worked, what the membership             09:30:46

3    expected from the enforcement process, and, of              09:30:48

4    course, another great thinker.                              09:30:50

5       Q    Kevin Lennon?                                       09:30:53

6       A    Kevin Lennon at the time was the vice               09:30:54

7    president of academic and membership affairs, I             09:30:55

8    think is what it's called.  And he's probably               09:30:58

9    the third longest serving person in the NCAA,               09:31:00

10    now having graduated to the second, since Wally             09:31:02

11    Renfro had left.                                            09:31:06

12            And, you know, he brings with him                   09:31:07

13    experiences from the membership.  You know,                 09:31:09

14    he -- when you talk about how rules are passed              09:31:11

15    and interpreted, Kevin has interfaced with the              09:31:14

16    membership and his staff, on a regular basis,               09:31:18

17    about the interpretation of the rules that the              09:31:20

18    member has put in place.                                    09:31:22

19       Q    And Jennifer Strawley?                              09:31:24

20       A    I don't recall Jen Strawley being in                09:31:28

21    many of those meetings.                                     09:31:31

22       Q    What is her role?                                   09:31:32

23       A    She may have been from time to time.                09:31:34

24            She's on Kevin Lennon's staff.  I don't             09:31:34

25    know her exact title.                                       09:31:36
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1       Q    And, by the way, I don't mean to infer              09:31:37

2    that all of these people were at every one of               09:31:39

3    these meetings.  It's just a list that I have.              09:31:41

4    And I assume that's your answer too.  You                   09:31:44

5    don't --                                                    09:31:46

6       A    Yes.                                                09:31:46

7       Q    -- remember all of them being at every              09:31:46

8    meeting?                                                    09:31:46

9       A    They likely were not.                               09:31:47

10       Q    All right.  You mentioned the                       09:31:49

11    November 17 letter from Dr. Emmert to Cynthia               09:31:52

12    Baldwin at Penn State.  And I do want to ask                09:31:56

13    you -- I do want to ask you some questions about            09:31:58

14    that.                                                       09:31:59

15            Couple follow-up first, though.  What               09:32:00

16    is, to your -- as far as you know, the first                09:32:03

17    contact between NCAA and anyone at Penn State               09:32:07

18    regard Jerry Sandusky?                                      09:32:10

19       A    I don't think I know what the first                 09:32:17

20    contact was regarding Jerry Sandusky.  I can                09:32:19

21    probably, if you help me, recall what my                    09:32:26

22    contacts were.                                              09:32:29

23       Q    Yeah.                                               09:32:29

24       A    But -- but I couldn't tell you if                   09:32:29

25    anybody at the NCAA, other than myself or -- or             09:32:31
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1    Dr. Emmert, ever had any contacts with                      09:32:35

2    Penn State regarding Jerry Sandusky.                        09:32:38

3       Q    What -- yeah, I am -- I am going to --              09:32:40

4    I'm going to try.                                           09:32:40

5            Can I see 2?                                        09:32:44

6            Do you recall -- while we pull this out,            09:32:49

7    do you recall if there were contacts by anybody             09:32:50

8    at NCAA with Penn State prior to Dr. Emmert's               09:32:53

9    being -- letter being sent to -- to Ms. Baldwin?            09:33:00

10       A    Contacts in -- what contacts?  I'm not              09:33:05

11    being funny, but --                                         09:33:06

12       Q    No.                                                 09:33:06

13       A    -- just to be -- just to be precise,                09:33:08

14    there are -- there are contacts probably on a               09:33:08

15    regular basis with Penn State throughout the                09:33:11

16    national office, and Penn State staff.                      09:33:12

17       Q    I get it.  And that's a -- that's a fair            09:33:15

18    qualifier.  Thank you.                                      09:33:17

19            Regarding the Jerry Sandusky matter.                09:33:19

20       A    So restate your question.                           09:33:23

21       Q    What I'm getting at -- maybe I'll say it            09:33:26

22    in plain English and it'll be better than this.             09:33:28

23    Do you know if, prior to Dr. Emmert -- was                  09:33:30

24    Dr. Emmert's letter to Cynthia Baldwin the first            09:33:34

25    communication NCAA made to Penn State about the             09:33:38
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1    Jerry Sandusky matter, or were there any                    09:33:42

2    communications -- telephonic, e-mail, in                    09:33:43

3    person -- before that?                                      09:33:46

4       A    Well, first -- this is the second time              09:33:48

5    you've said it, so let me -- let me just clarify            09:33:51

6    the record.  The letter, I believe, was from                09:33:52

7    Dr. Emmert to Dr. Erickson and not to Cynthia               09:33:54

8    Baldwin.                                                    09:33:56

9       Q    You're absolutely -- thank you.  You're             09:33:57

10    right.                                                      09:33:59

11       A    And the Jerry Sandusky matter --                    09:34:00

12    indictment became public, I believe -- you said             09:34:01

13    the first week in November.  I think it was the             09:34:05

14    4th or the 5th.                                             09:34:07

15       Q    5th, I think.                                       09:34:08

16       A    And the letter from Dr. Emmert to                   09:34:09

17    Dr. Erickson was the 17th.  So, while I can't               09:34:11

18    sit here and specifically recall -- and you may             09:34:14

19    be able to refresh my recollection -- any                   09:34:16

20    conversations that occurred, I'm fairly                     09:34:19

21    confident that there probably were conversations            09:34:22

22    in between that time period.  You may have                  09:34:25

23    records of them or not.  I just --                          09:34:28

24            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Let's mark this as --              09:34:31

25       let's mark this as Remy 1.                               09:34:32
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1            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 1 was marked             09:34:38

2       for identification purposes.)                            09:34:38

3            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 09:34:57

4  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:34:57

5       Q    First off, you don't recall making any              09:35:01

6    contact with Penn State prior to Dr. Emmert's               09:35:04

7    letter to President Erickson?                               09:35:10

8       A    I don't recall specifically.                        09:35:16

9       Q    All right.                                          09:35:18

10       A    But, again, if you have documents --                09:35:18

11    this is a call that appears to be scheduled on              09:35:19

12    the 23rd, so it's after.                                    09:35:22

13       Q    It's after.  Right.                                 09:35:23

14            This -- I will tell you that as far as I            09:35:26

15    know, this is the first indicator of a                      09:35:29

16    communication involving you and anyone at                   09:35:33

17    Penn State.                                                 09:35:38

18       A    Okay.                                               09:35:39

19       Q    Looking at this document, does it --                09:35:40

20    does it give you any better insight of whether              09:35:42

21    this was, in fact, the first communication you              09:35:44

22    had or were -- whether there were ones preceding            09:35:46

23    it?                                                         09:35:49

24       A    It doesn't.  And I don't specifically               09:35:51

25    remember this communication either.  But I see              09:35:53
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1    that it's a telephone call that was set up on               09:35:56

2    July 3.                                                     09:35:59

3            MR. JOHNSON:  Can I interrupt you for just          09:36:00

4       a second?  I don't want to throw you off, but            09:36:01

5       it may be helpful to you.  Dr. Emmert's letter           09:36:04

6       to Dr. Erickson refers to an earlier discussion          09:36:06

7       in it.                                                   09:36:09

8            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Between the two of them.           09:36:12

9            MR. JOHNSON:  It just says, "As we                  09:36:14

10       discussed."  So it implies that there was some           09:36:14

11       communication.                                           09:36:16

12  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:36:17

13       Q    And -- but, again, if there was an                  09:36:18

14    earlier conversation, a telephonic conversation,            09:36:18

15    say, between the two presidents, as we sit here             09:36:21

16    today, you don't recall that?                               09:36:24

17       A    I don't recall that specifically.  But,             09:36:26

18    as I testified earlier, I wouldn't be surprised.            09:36:27

19    And I actually think that a communication or                09:36:29

20    more occurred during that time period.                      09:36:32

21       Q    Do you -- seeing this document, do you              09:36:33

22    remember, if not the call specifically, a call              09:36:36

23    like this happening in November between all of              09:36:38

24    you on this list?                                           09:36:41

25       A    I do recall the conversation                        09:36:43
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1    occurring -- I don't recall that all of these               09:36:45

2    individuals were on that conversation --                    09:36:48

3    subsequent to the letter being sent to                      09:36:50

4    Penn State, yes.                                            09:36:53

5       Q    What do you recall the conversation                 09:36:54

6    being about?                                                09:36:57

7       A    About, one, that they either had or were            09:36:59

8    in the process of retaining former federal judge            09:37:02

9    and director of the FBI Louie Freeh to conduct              09:37:05

10    an independent investigation; and then, two,                09:37:10

11    given that, whether or not we could change the              09:37:12

12    time frame within which they would have to                  09:37:16

13    respond to the questions that Dr. Emmert had put            09:37:18

14    forward.                                                    09:37:21

15       Q    Is that, to your recollection, the first            09:37:22

16    time that you learned that Penn State University            09:37:24

17    would be retaining the Freeh Group, or any                  09:37:26

18    outside investigator, to do an investigation?               09:37:31

19       A    I may have read about it in the -- in               09:37:34

20    the newspaper before I actually had the call,               09:37:36

21    but if I -- if I did, that would be the only way            09:37:39

22    I would have known.                                         09:37:42

23       Q    It wasn't discussed, at least between               09:37:43

24    you -- I mean, to the extent this is not a                  09:37:45

25    privileged conversation, it was not discussed               09:37:47
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1    between you and anyone inside the organization,             09:37:49

2    that you recall, prior to this phone call?                  09:37:51

3       A    Yeah.  I wouldn't have any reason to                09:37:54

4    discuss it or any knowledge of it.                          09:37:56

5       Q    Do you remember who raised the issue of             09:37:59

6    seeking more time to respond to Dr. Emmert's                09:38:06

7    letter in light of the Freeh investigation?  Was            09:38:09

8    it the Penn State side?                                     09:38:12

9       A    It was.  Again, I don't know if it was              09:38:13

10    this call.  But the purpose of the call that we             09:38:15

11    did have, that I do recall, was to, again,                  09:38:17

12    inform us of the retention of director Freeh and            09:38:20

13    to ask for more time, in whatever sense that                09:38:24

14    meant, around responding to the questions that              09:38:27

15    we had provided them.                                       09:38:30

16       Q    Was there agreement on this call at that            09:38:31

17    time to give Penn State more time to respond to             09:38:33

18    the four questions?                                         09:38:36

19       A    I believe so.  You know, we recognized              09:38:38

20    that they were going to undertake an independent            09:38:40

21    investigation of these matters, and they                    09:38:43

22    indicated that that investigation would provide             09:38:45

23    them with additional information that would be              09:38:48

24    helpful to responding to the questions.                     09:38:49

25            And so, you know, we were more than                 09:38:52
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1    willing to accommodate whatever the member                  09:38:54

2    needed in order to provide us the information we            09:38:56

3    needed.                                                     09:38:59

4       Q    Do you recall in this conversation,                 09:39:00

5    whenever it was, whether NCAA participation in              09:39:03

6    any aspect of the Freeh Group investigation was             09:39:08

7    discussed?                                                  09:39:11

8       A    I don't know if it was in the first                 09:39:12

9    call.  May or may not have been.  There were                09:39:14

10    conversations about how the NCAA would get                  09:39:17

11    answers to the questions and how the Freeh                  09:39:22

12    Report would move forward -- I mean, the Freeh              09:39:25

13    investigation would move forward.                           09:39:26

14            At some point in time, it was discussed             09:39:29

15    whether or not we would have access to                      09:39:31

16    information, or how we could potentially                    09:39:33

17    participate in -- in such an investigation.  We             09:39:36

18    had those conversations after director Freeh had            09:39:39

19    been retained.                                              09:39:43

20       Q    Who had those conversations, to the best            09:39:44

21    of your recollection?                                       09:39:46

22            MR. JOHNSON:  You're asking now                     09:39:49

23       conversations between the NCAA and Penn State?           09:39:49

24            MR. HAVERSTICK:  And Penn State.  Right.            09:39:51

25       Right.                                                   09:39:56
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1            THE WITNESS:  You know, to the best of my           09:39:57

2       recollection, I would say I probably had a               09:39:58

3       couple of those conversations with the general           09:39:59

4       counsel of Penn State at the time.                       09:40:02

5  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:40:03

6       Q    Cynthia Baldwin?                                    09:40:04

7       A    Yes.  I believe that's who it was.                  09:40:05

8       Q    Were those over the telephone?                      09:40:07

9       A    Yeah.  I don't believe I ever met her in            09:40:09

10    person.                                                     09:40:11

11       Q    Not in letter form or e-mail form?                  09:40:11

12       A    I mean, there may have been a                       09:40:15

13    communication that memorialized how we were                 09:40:16

14    going to move forward with respect to allowing              09:40:19

15    the Freeh investigation to proceed and with                 09:40:22

16    respect to how Penn State would answer the                  09:40:25

17    questions that had been posed.  That may have               09:40:28

18    come in form of a letter that we discussed.  But            09:40:30

19    I don't -- I don't recall any e-mails back and              09:40:35

20    forth between Ms. Baldwin.                                  09:40:37

21       Q    Do you recall whether NCAA or Penn State            09:40:40

22    first broached the idea of NCAA participation --            09:40:46

23    potential participation in the Freeh Group                  09:40:48

24    investigation?                                              09:40:52

25       A    You know, I don't recall that                       09:40:53
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1    specifically.  And I think a way to deal with               09:40:54

2    the question that you're asking is to just                  09:40:56

3    understand how the dynamic works whenever you               09:40:59

4    have, in my experience and in the experience of             09:41:01

5    others at the association -- when you have an               09:41:05

6    investigation that's being conducted.                       09:41:07

7            It is typical that you would have some              09:41:10

8    mode of communication between the investigators             09:41:15

9    and, you know, interested parties and the                   09:41:18

10    organization that's participating in the                    09:41:23

11    investigation or that's commissioned the                    09:41:26

12    investigation.                                              09:41:27

13            And in this context, the conversations              09:41:28

14    were around how to approach this in a fashion               09:41:30

15    that was consistent with the typical approaches.            09:41:34

16            I mean, in prior investigations at the              09:41:36

17    NCAA, as I understand from the experts on our               09:41:38

18    staff, the NCAA has participated insofar as has             09:41:41

19    even shadowed them at interviews and the like as            09:41:44

20    investigations were undertaken by member                    09:41:49

21    institutions or even by third parties for member            09:41:51

22    institutions.                                               09:41:55

23            In my experience as a lawyer, having                09:41:55

24    conducted internal investigations, I have seen              09:41:58

25    it happen in those types of fashions.  So the               09:42:01
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1    early conversations were about how to structure             09:42:04

2    this in a way that's similar to what people                 09:42:06

3    recognize and understand as a typical approach              09:42:09

4    to an internal investigation.                               09:42:13

5       Q    Do you know if -- well, let's ask this              09:42:16

6    it way:  In these conversations with -- with                09:42:21

7    Cynthia Baldwin, did anyone else from Penn State            09:42:26

8    participate?  Was it just the two of you, in                09:42:30

9    other words?                                                09:42:32

10       A    Yeah, I don't -- I don't recall.  I                 09:42:32

11    really don't recall.  And I don't want make it              09:42:34

12    appear as if there were a number of                         09:42:36

13    conversations, because there weren't.  At most I            09:42:38

14    may have talked to Ms. Baldwin two, maybe three             09:42:40

15    times at -- at most.                                        09:42:42

16            And so this wasn't a -- you know, an                09:42:44

17    ongoing day-to-day conversation, where she                  09:42:46

18    brought a lot of people in and I brought a lot              09:42:48

19    of people in.  It really was, you know, how are             09:42:50

20    we going to move forward?                                   09:42:52

21            And -- and then at some point, her                  09:42:54

22    instruction was to talk to the Freeh Group about            09:42:56

23    how their investigation was going to unfold and             09:42:59

24    what role we may or may not be able to play.                09:43:02

25       Q    Where did that -- to your knowledge,                09:43:06
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1    where did that instruction come from?                       09:43:06

2       A    I think I said it was from her.  I'm                09:43:09

3    not --                                                      09:43:12

4       Q    Oh, I misunderstood.                                09:43:12

5            Her instruction -- it was an instruction            09:43:14

6    from her to you?                                            09:43:15

7       A    Yeah.                                               09:43:17

8       Q    Not that she was instructed by someone              09:43:17

9    to --                                                       09:43:20

10       A    I can't say what happened at Penn State.            09:43:21

11       Q    You don't know.                                     09:43:23

12            But she instructed you to get in touch              09:43:23

13    with the Freeh Group.                                       09:43:26

14       A    Yeah.  She offered that this might be a             09:43:27

15    way to go about framing whatever the involvement            09:43:29

16    might have been.                                            09:43:31

17       Q    By the -- by the time that she had given            09:43:31

18    you that instruction, to use your word, had you             09:43:32

19    and Ms. Baldwin come to some consensus about                09:43:37

20    NCAA's participation looking like what it                   09:43:42

21    normally would, as you described, in other                  09:43:44

22    investigations?                                             09:43:46

23       A    No, I don't think we reached a consensus            09:43:48

24    or anything.  It was a brainstorming session in             09:43:50

25    terms of how we may be able to do this, because,            09:43:53
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1    remember, at that time, and at most times, there            09:43:55

2    was still this question of, how is Penn State               09:44:00

3    going to respond to the questions so that the               09:44:03

4    NCAA can have adequate information to evaluate              09:44:06

5    these circumstances?                                        09:44:08

6            And so I believe -- and I don't want to             09:44:09

7    speak for her.  You guys can talk to her.  I                09:44:11

8    believe what Penn State was thinking was the                09:44:14

9    Freeh Group report, or the Freeh Group                      09:44:16

10    investigation, would provide them with                      09:44:20

11    information that would be useful to them in                 09:44:21

12    responding to these questions, which were still             09:44:24

13    on the table.                                               09:44:26

14            And so that's how people were thinking              09:44:27

15    about it, you know, how do we make sure that we             09:44:29

16    have the data and information necessary to                  09:44:31

17    respond to the questions that the NCAA has                  09:44:34

18    posed?                                                      09:44:36

19       Q    So rather than have there be multiple               09:44:37

20    layers to it, it sounds like the approach that              09:44:41

21    was being discussed was, give you, meaning NCAA,            09:44:43

22    more immediate access to the information so that            09:44:45

23    you can have the questions answered as we're                09:44:48

24    moving along in real-time, rather than sort of              09:44:50

25    be structured, here is our answer, based on                 09:44:52
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1    blah, blah, blah?                                           09:44:55

2       A    No.  And that's not what I meant.                   09:44:55

3            MR. JOHNSON:  Let me just object to the             09:44:56

4       form of that.                                            09:44:56

5            Then you can answer.                                09:44:57

6            THE WITNESS:  I object to the form of               09:44:58

7       that.                                                    09:45:00

8            No.  I know, I know.                                09:45:01

9            But what I was going to say is,                     09:45:02

10       that's -- that's not what I said.  And if                09:45:03

11       that's how it came out, let me try to                    09:45:04

12       rephrase it for you.                                     09:45:06

13  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:45:07

14       Q    Okay.                                               09:45:08

15       A    It wasn't for the purpose of Penn State             09:45:08

16    responding to the questions as the investigation            09:45:11

17    went on.  It was for the purpose of Penn State              09:45:13

18    being able to have the information that it                  09:45:18

19    needed to determine how to respond to those                 09:45:20

20    questions at the end of the investigation.                  09:45:24

21       Q    So, if I -- if I understand better now              09:45:27

22    your answer -- and I apologize for not getting              09:45:31

23    it the first time -- was it your thought that               09:45:33

24    NCAA's participation could help elicit the                  09:45:38

25    information that Penn State would need in order             09:45:41
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1    to correctly answer the questions?                          09:45:43

2            In other words, Freeh Group, by                     09:45:44

3    discussing -- or involving NCAA in the matter,              09:45:50

4    would then be able to provide data and do an                09:45:54

5    investigation that would, in fact, give                     09:46:00

6    Penn State the tools to answer the questions                09:46:01

7    that you-all were looking for?                              09:46:03

8       A    At this time I really don't understand              09:46:06

9    your question.  Maybe you could break it down               09:46:07

10    for me.                                                     09:46:10

11       Q    It might get -- it may a little verbose.            09:46:11

12            I understood your answer to the previous            09:46:21

13    question to mean that Penn State desired -- or              09:46:24

14    you-all, you and Dr. Baldwin, thought that                  09:46:31

15    NCAA's involvement could assist in Penn State's             09:46:34

16    answering the questions in -- in Dr. Emmert's               09:46:37

17    letter.  Right?                                             09:46:41

18       A    No.  I really must be not communicating             09:46:42

19    well to you.                                                09:46:44

20            It wasn't about NCAA's involvement or               09:46:46

21    not in terms of Penn State's ability to respond             09:46:48

22    to the questions.  It was about the recognition             09:46:52

23    that, at the end of this process, the questions             09:46:57

24    would still be on the table.  And there needed              09:47:00

25    to be a vehicle to try to make sure that                    09:47:03
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1    Penn State had adequate information to respond              09:47:06

2    to those questions at the end of the day.                   09:47:09

3            And so as we approached it, when you                09:47:12

4    think about the answers that I have given to                09:47:14

5    your various questions, the first approach was              09:47:16

6    about, typically, how do you engage in these                09:47:18

7    types of investigations?                                    09:47:22

8            Well, typically, you engage in a fashion            09:47:23

9    that's cooperative and that's engaging, where               09:47:24

10    you can provide information or receive                      09:47:27

11    information as you go along so you can determine            09:47:30

12    where things are going to be at the end of the              09:47:33

13    road of the investigation.  That was a                      09:47:36

14    conversation around, typically, what do you do              09:47:38

15    in these circumstances?                                     09:47:39

16            The second part of my answer which was              09:47:42

17    to a different question, was about why -- why               09:47:44

18    would you need to have the questions answered,              09:47:48

19    -- which is what I thought you were asking.                 09:47:52

20            And what I was saying was, the NCAA's               09:47:54

21    involvement was to provide information so that              09:47:57

22    everyone could understand what the questions                09:48:01

23    were and what the expectations were at the end              09:48:03

24    of that investigation so we could have that data            09:48:06

25    to process and Penn State could use it to answer            09:48:09
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1    the questions.                                              09:48:12

2       Q    Got it.                                             09:48:12

3            And that included the interaction with              09:48:13

4    the Freeh Group so Freeh Group understood what              09:48:16

5    it was NCAA was looking for as well?                        09:48:19

6       A    I mean, I can't speak for Freeh Group.              09:48:21

7    But, yes, we did have interaction with the                  09:48:24

8    Freeh Group, which further shaped the way the               09:48:26

9    engagement would occur.                                     09:48:28

10       Q    I'm going to direct your attention to a             09:48:30

11    document we'll mark as 2.                                   09:48:44

12            (Thereupon, Exhibit Numbers 2, 3, 4 & 5             09:48:45

13       were marked for identification purposes.)                09:48:45

14            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 09:48:45

15  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:48:46

16       Q    A couple things I would like to ask                 09:49:22

17    about this e-mail.  First, the beginning e-mail             09:49:23

18    in the chain is one from Cynthia Baldwin to you,            09:49:30

19    dated November 27, 2011, and discusses a contact            09:49:33

20    with Ken Frazier.                                           09:49:43

21            MR. JOHNSON:  I'm am not sure that's right          09:49:45

22       in the exhibit.  There's one on the prior page           09:49:46

23       that's earlier, I believe.                               09:49:49

24            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yeah, you're right.  I             09:49:52

25       beg your pardon.  Thank you.                             09:49:53
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1  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            09:49:59

2       Q    Let's take a look at that one.                      09:50:01

3       A    Uh-huh.                                             09:50:03

4       Q    This e-mail is dated November 23, 2011.             09:50:05

5    Does this assist your recollection about when               09:50:07

6    you would have been having your conversations               09:50:13

7    with Ms. Baldwin regarding the Freeh Group?                 09:50:17

8       A    I mean, the document says what it says.             09:50:21

9    It's consistent with what we've been talking                09:50:23

10    about.  But there were conversations, and I                 09:50:25

11    presume from here there's a communication,                  09:50:27

12    indicating a follow-up.                                     09:50:28

13       Q    And this is roughly in the time frame               09:50:31

14    that you would have been talking?                           09:50:32

15       A    Yes.                                                09:50:34

16       Q    All right.                                          09:50:34

17       A    After the letter was sent.                          09:50:35

18       Q    When you refer to the co-chairs, is that            09:50:37

19    a reference to the co-chairs of Penn State's                09:50:39

20    special investigative committee, if you                     09:50:42

21    remember?                                                   09:50:43

22       A    I -- I don't recall.  I don't recall.               09:50:44

23       Q    Now let's go up to the one that I                   09:50:47

24    thought was the first one, but it's not.                    09:50:49

25            This is a note from Ms. Baldwin to you              09:50:52
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1    several days later.  Did you ever have a contact            09:50:56

2    with Ken Frazier?                                           09:51:00

3       A    I don't recall ever having such a                   09:51:03

4    contact.                                                    09:51:05

5       Q    Do you know if Dr. Emmert had a contact             09:51:05

6    with Ken Frazier?                                           09:51:08

7       A    I believe that he did.                              09:51:09

8       Q    Do you know whether that contact                    09:51:10

9    happened in or around the time of November 27?              09:51:12

10       A    I -- I don't recall that.  You would                09:51:16

11    have to show me something.                                  09:51:17

12       Q    Do you know -- well, let me ask if you              09:51:20

13    know, and then we may have to get to Part 2.                09:51:21

14            Do you know what Dr. Emmert and Ken                 09:51:24

15    Frazier discussed in their telephone call,                  09:51:26

16    whenever it happened?                                       09:51:29

17            MR. JOHNSON:  So answer that "yes" or               09:51:31

18       "no."                                                    09:51:31

19            THE WITNESS:  I don't recall.  How about            09:51:32

20       that answer?                                             09:51:33

21            MR. JOHNSON:  All right.  I forgot that             09:51:34

22       possibility.                                             09:51:36

23       Q    Then, we can skip to the harder one.                09:51:40

24            There are then some e-mails between                 09:51:43

25    Dr. Emmert and you and a Diane Young.  Is                   09:51:48
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1    Diane Young an executive assistant at NCAA?                 09:51:53

2       A    She was at the time.                                09:51:56

3       Q    All right.  If you know, from looking at            09:51:58

4    this e-mail as is, answer.  And this may be a               09:52:01

5    spot where we need to take a break if you don't             09:52:04

6    know.                                                       09:52:07

7            Were the communications between                     09:52:07

8    Ms. Young, Dr. Emmert, and you that are redacted            09:52:11

9    here ones that were made for the purpose of                 09:52:16

10    providing legal advice?                                     09:52:18

11       A    I -- I can only presume that they -- I              09:52:23

12    don't know what the communication is in this                09:52:25

13    box, but I can only presume that because it's               09:52:26

14    redacted, it's redacted for privilege purposes.             09:52:28

15       Q    Do you need to look at -- would you -- I            09:52:32

16    mean, if you don't remember it, presumably you              09:52:32

17    need to look at it to tell us whether, in fact,             09:52:34

18    it was a communication for that purpose.  Is                09:52:35

19    that fair?                                                  09:52:38

20       A    I mean, I trust that, in our analysis of            09:52:39

21    the documents, we identified privileged                     09:52:42

22    information.  So whatever occurred here is                  09:52:44

23    likely something where Mark is either asking for            09:52:46

24    my advice, from a legal perspective, or                     09:52:50

25    providing information for me to give him advice             09:52:53
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1    around -- it may be, to your earlier point, a               09:52:55

2    conversation that he's going to have with                   09:53:00

3    Dr. Frazier.                                                09:53:02

4       Q    Well, I -- and I expect that you likely             09:53:04

5    would be correct about this.  But if we hit a               09:53:07

6    spot where you don't remember the specific text,            09:53:11

7    I think the way I would like to proceed is that             09:53:13

8    we take a very short break, you look at it, and             09:53:16

9    then you can come back and say, "I've looked at             09:53:19

10    it.  It, in fact, was for the purpose of -- I               09:53:21

11    mean, I can tell you now I've read it.  It was              09:53:22

12    for the purpose of providing legal advice."                 09:53:24

13            MR. JOHNSON:  I think that's fair, Matt,            09:53:26

14       if that's what you would like to do.  We need            09:53:27

15       to have an understanding with each other that,           09:53:28

16       to the extent that what he reads refreshes some          09:53:30

17       recollection, you won't then contend that                09:53:33

18       you're entitled to what he read.                         09:53:34

19            MR. HAVERSTICK:  No.  The purpose of --             09:53:36

20       the purpose of showing him the unredacted text           09:53:38

21       is purely so that he can evaluate right now              09:53:44

22       whether the communication was for the purpose            09:53:47

23       of providing legal advice.  That's it.                   09:53:50

24            MR. JOHNSON:  Okay.  Do you want to take a          09:53:53

25       break now?                                               09:53:54
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1            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yeah, let's take a break.          09:53:55

2            MR. JOHNSON:  That's fine.  Let's go off            09:53:56

3       the record.                                              09:53:57

4            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going off the record at          09:53:58

5       9:52.                                                    09:54:00

6            (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)              09:54:00

7            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Now back on the record           11:21:09

8       at 11:19.                                                11:21:10

9  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            11:21:12

10       Q    Mr. Remy, while we were off the record,             11:21:14

11    you reviewed a selection of documents that, in              11:21:15

12    the interest of time, we pulled from exhibits               11:21:20

13    potentially we were going to show you.  They                11:21:25

14    were redactions made by your counsel.  And my               11:21:27

15    understanding was that the assertion over those             11:21:33

16    documents, the reason for the redaction was the             11:21:35

17    attorney-client privilege.                                  11:21:38

18            Have you had a chance -- I don't want to            11:21:40

19    know the substance of any of them -- but have               11:21:41

20    you had a chance to review the unredacted                   11:21:44

21    portions of the documents?                                  11:21:46

22       A    I have.                                             11:21:47

23       Q    And explain your answer however you and             11:21:50

24    Kip need to, but for the record, is it your                 11:21:52

25    assertion that for those redactions, save for               11:21:58
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1    one document which we can identify later or put             11:22:01

2    in the record, that the redacted portions of                11:22:04

3    those documents contain information exchanged by            11:22:07

4    or among you for the purpose of providing legal             11:22:11

5    advice?                                                     11:22:13

6       A    Either for the purpose of providing                 11:22:15

7    legal advice or gathering information to provide            11:22:16

8    legal advice.  Yes.                                         11:22:18

9       Q    I see.                                              11:22:20

10            MR. JOHNSON:  Well, I do think you want to          11:22:23

11       be clear, Donald, that there are two documents           11:22:25

12       that are communications between you and                  11:22:28

13       representatives of the Big Ten where the                 11:22:30

14       assertion of the privilege is different than             11:22:32

15       NCAA attorney-client, purely NCAA                        11:22:36

16       attorney-client privilege.  And, Matt, I can             11:22:38

17       just -- you can ask Donald these questions, but          11:22:39

18       the two -- the two communications with                   11:22:41

19       Mr. Barrett, the privilege asserted there is a           11:22:45

20       community of interest joint defense privilege.           11:22:47

21       These aren't strictly internal NCAA                      11:22:50

22       attorney-client communications, so the legal             11:22:53

23       basis is slightly different.                             11:22:55

24  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            11:22:58

25       Q    It's slightly different.  I understand.             11:22:58
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1    Mr. Remy, for purposes of today and without                 11:22:58

2    waiver of down the line ever testing the                    11:23:03

3    assertion of privilege, I'm going to accept your            11:23:11

4    representation for all those documents except               11:23:14

5    for the two Barrett documents.  And when I get              11:23:16

6    around to it and at the appropriate time, I may             11:23:18

7    ask you a couple questions just to flesh out the            11:23:20

8    stated basis.  But for the others, I'm just                 11:23:24

9    going to not bother with going through the rote             11:23:26

10    of asking you for every one.                                11:23:29

11       A    I think that's a fair way to proceed.               11:23:31

12    And Kip's characterization of the two documents             11:23:33

13    with respect to the Big Ten is an accurate                  11:23:36

14    characterization.                                           11:23:39

15            MR. JOHNSON:  Just before we move on, let           11:23:40

16       me ask you a question.  We did in a                      11:23:42

17       conversation off the record withdraw our                 11:23:44

18       assertion of privilege for document production           11:23:46

19       number 62538, which we have produced to you.             11:23:48

20       I'm under the understanding that you won't               11:23:51

21       contend that it's a broader waiver if it's               11:23:54

22       privileged.  The other thing --                          11:23:58

23            MR. KOWALSKI:  That is the factual basis.           11:24:00

24            MR. JOHNSON:  Oh, I said the wrong number.          11:24:02

25            MR. KOWALSKI:  NCAA JC14375.                        11:24:04
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  The other thing is we should          11:24:12

2       probably -- and we can do it at the next                 11:24:13

3       break -- identify into the record the document           11:24:13

4       numbers that Donald did review, just so that             11:24:15

5       that will be reflected.                                  11:24:18

6            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I think that's a very              11:24:21

7       good idea.  Thank you.  I should have thought            11:24:22

8       of that before.                                          11:24:24

9       Q    All right.  We will revisit those                   11:24:27

10    Barrett documents at the appropriate time.  And             11:24:31

11    we'll move on.                                              11:24:32

12            I want to get my -- for the record, I'm             11:24:35

13    tapping my own head.  I want to get my mind                 11:24:39

14    wrapped back around where we were when we broke.            11:24:44

15    We were discussing, if you recall, your                     11:24:47

16    conversations with Cynthia Baldwin regarding the            11:24:49

17    Freeh Group.  Remember that?                                11:24:53

18       A    Correct.  And I think you had put a                 11:24:55

19    document in front of me with the last question              11:24:56

20    that was pending before we went on the break.               11:24:59

21       Q    I did.  And it was one of the ones that             11:25:03

22    hadn't contained redactions.                                11:25:10

23       A    Indeed.                                             11:25:12

24       Q    We'll move on from that document,                   11:25:12

25    because I think the remainder of my questions on            11:25:15
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1    the document related to the redactions and we've            11:25:15

2    now fixed that up.                                          11:25:17

3            Is it a fair summation of your testimony            11:25:21

4    that Cynthia Baldwin instructed you to                      11:25:25

5    communicate -- you, meaning NCAA, not                       11:25:32

6    necessarily you or only you, you NCAA -- to                 11:25:34

7    communicate with Freeh Group and work out how               11:25:37

8    the interaction between Freeh Group and NCAA was            11:25:41

9    supposed to go from there on?                               11:25:44

10       A    Yes.  I think what I testified to before            11:25:46

11    we took the break was that I had received                   11:25:48

12    instructions from Cynthia Baldwin that we could             11:25:50

13    communicate with the Freeh Group to work out how            11:25:53

14    those communications would occur with the Freeh             11:25:57

15    Group moving forward.                                       11:25:59

16       Q    Did she put any restrictions or                     11:26:00

17    parameters on the nature or manner of your                  11:26:01

18    interaction with the Freeh Group?                           11:26:04

19       A    Yeah, I don't recall that.                          11:26:06

20       Q    Do you know whether anyone else inside              11:26:08

21    Penn State at that time was aware of your                   11:26:12

22    conversation with Ms. Baldwin and her                       11:26:15

23    instruction to you?                                         11:26:18

24       A    Well, the e-mail that you showed me a               11:26:19

25    little while ago suggests that -- that Ken                  11:26:21
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1    Frazier was aware of the NCAA's contact with the            11:26:24

2    Freeh Group.                                                11:26:29

3       Q    You're referencing the document that we             11:26:30

4    looked at right before the break.                           11:26:32

5       A    Correct.                                            11:26:33

6       Q    And that's an interchange regarding the             11:26:34

7    potential phone call between you and                        11:26:36

8    Mr. Frazier?                                                11:26:38

9       A    Correct.                                            11:26:39

10       Q    You never had a phone call with                     11:26:40

11    Mr. Frazier.                                                11:26:40

12       A    I don't recall having a phone call with             11:26:40

13    Mr. Frazier.                                                11:26:40

14            MR. JOHNSON:  Let him finish the question.          11:26:44

15            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I'll try to slow down.             11:26:46

16       Q    You never had a phone call with                     11:26:48

17    Mr. Frazier.                                                11:26:50

18       A    I don't recall having a phone call with             11:26:51

19    Mr. Frazier.                                                11:26:52

20       Q    And do you remember -- I know I asked               11:26:53

21    this.  I don't remember the answer.  Do you                 11:26:56

22    remember if Dr. Emmert had a phone call with                11:26:58

23    Mr. Frazier about the Freeh Group?                          11:27:01

24       A    I think what I said before was I recall             11:27:07

25    that Dr. Emmert had a phone call with                       11:27:09
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1    Mr. Frazier.  Yeah, I don't know the total                  11:27:11

2    contents of that phone call because I wasn't on             11:27:14

3    it.                                                         11:27:16

4       Q    Do you know any of the contents of the              11:27:16

5    phone call?                                                 11:27:18

6       A    No, I don't.                                        11:27:18

7       Q    So we're clear, your supposition about              11:27:24

8    whether Mr. -- whether Cynthia Baldwin had                  11:27:27

9    informed Mr. Frazier of her conversation with               11:27:30

10    you is based on your read of that e-mail?  It's             11:27:32

11    not something you remember?                                 11:27:36

12       A    Yeah, I don't specifically recall.                  11:27:41

13            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Okay.  We took --                  11:27:44

14       hopefully, in an effort to move things along,            11:27:48

15       we took the liberty of premarking a lot of the           11:27:50

16       exhibits that we may use while we were out.              11:27:53

17            But I'll ask this right now and this may            11:27:56

18       help with the process, too.  There are                   11:28:00

19       several documents that I'm happy to show the             11:28:02

20       witness and I'm happy to mark as exhibits,               11:28:09

21       but really all I need to do is reference them            11:28:12

22       and ask him -- for instance, the little note             11:28:16

23       that you get when you have an Outlook phone              11:28:19

24       call.  And my intent was for a lot of those              11:28:21

25       to just say, I'm looking at a document that              11:28:25
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1       says this, does this refresh your                        11:28:28

2       recollection about a phone call.                         11:28:30

3            MR. JOHNSON:  Sure.                                 11:28:32

4            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I'll put them into                 11:28:33

5       evidence if you want.  I'm happy to show the             11:28:34

6       witness or we can just not.                              11:28:36

7            MR. JOHNSON:  I think if they're just to            11:28:39

8       jog his memory, it's probably unnecessary to             11:28:40

9       mark them if it's faster to just go.  If it              11:28:42

10       does jog his memory, then we should.                     11:28:45

11            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I think it would make it           11:28:50

12       move faster.                                             11:28:52

13            MR. JOHNSON:  That's fine.                          11:28:53

14  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            11:28:55

15       Q    Five.                                               11:28:56

16            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 5 was marked             11:28:56

17       for identification purposes.)                            11:28:56

18       Q    You've taken a look at this one?                    11:29:29

19       A    I have.                                             11:29:31

20       Q    First off, I gather that Tommie Walls,              11:29:32

21    who's on this e-mail, is your assistant?                    11:29:36

22       A    She was at the time.                                11:29:40

23       Q    At that time, did she participate in                11:29:42

24    telephone calls that you had?  And by                       11:29:46

25    participate, I mean listen in to take notes.                11:29:48
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1       A    No.                                                 11:29:51

2       Q    This e-mail is to Judge Sullivan.  It               11:29:56

3    reads, "It was a pleasure speaking with you                 11:30:01

4    today."  Do you recall a telephone call with                11:30:03

5    Judge Sullivan on December 1, 2011?                         11:30:07

6       A    That I had?                                         11:30:11

7       Q    Yes.                                                11:30:11

8       A    I think this e-mail reflects Tommie                 11:30:12

9    Walls having a conversation with Judge Sullivan             11:30:14

10    about scheduling, nothing more than that.  I                11:30:17

11    don't recall specifically having a conversation             11:30:21

12    with him on that day.                                       11:30:23

13       Q    Okay.  So you don't -- you didn't --                11:30:24

14    whatever phone call occurred with Ms. Walls and             11:30:26

15    Judge Sullivan, to your recollection you weren't            11:30:30

16    on it?                                                      11:30:31

17       A    I can't say that there was never a call             11:30:33

18    with Judge Sullivan.  I don't recall                        11:30:34

19    specifically when and whether I may have spoken             11:30:36

20    with him.                                                   11:30:39

21            But as I read this e-mail that you put              11:30:40

22    in front of me, it appears to be related to                 11:30:42

23    scheduling.                                                 11:30:44

24       Q    It doesn't ring a bell about any                    11:30:45

25    particular phone call you had?                              11:30:47
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1       A    No.                                                 11:30:49

2       Q    Okay.  Six.                                         11:30:49

3            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 6 was marked             11:30:53

4       for identification purposes.)                            11:30:53

5            MR. GARDEN:  We're going to have to                 11:31:07

6       correct the record or we can just call this one          11:31:08

7       3.                                                       11:31:10

8            MR. JOHNSON:  You should call that one 4            11:31:11

9       and the earlier one 3.                                   11:31:13

10            MR. GARDEN:  I'll just cross this out and           11:31:14

11       we can do the same for that.                             11:31:14

12            MR. HAVERSTICK:  When I'm calling out the           11:31:18

13       numbers, I mean my tab.                                  11:31:19

14            MR. GARDEN:  No, I understand.  I just              11:31:21

15       used the wrong sticker.                                  11:31:21

16            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I'm nowhere near quick             11:31:21

17       enough to keep track of how many numbers are on          11:31:23

18       the little stickers.                                     11:31:25

19            THE WITNESS:  I've read it.                         11:31:54

20       Q    Do you recall a conversation with Omar              11:31:55

21    McNeill and Mr. Barrett on 12/5/2011?                       11:32:00

22       A    This e-mail to me doesn't suggest that              11:32:13

23    there was a call with both Jon Barrett and Omar             11:32:16

24    McNeill, but it appears to indicate that there              11:32:19

25    was a call between me and Jon Barrett on that               11:32:22
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1    day.                                                        11:32:25

2       Q    Do you remember that telephone call?                11:32:26

3       A    I don't have a specific recollection of             11:32:28

4    the telephone call.                                         11:32:29

5       Q    Do you have a general recollection of               11:32:31

6    having a telephone call with Jon Barrett?                   11:32:33

7       A    I do.                                               11:32:36

8       Q    Can you tell me the topic of the                    11:32:37

9    telephone call?                                             11:32:39

10            MR. JOHNSON:  Donald, I think the topic is          11:32:40

11       fine.  I invite you to consider whether the              11:32:42

12       communications between yourself and Mr. Barrett          11:32:45

13       would be subject to the joint defense privilege          11:32:46

14       that we discussed on the record earlier.                 11:32:49

15            THE WITNESS:  I understand.  I have a               11:32:51

16       general recollection of the telephone call and           11:32:54

17       it was about attendance at a meeting.                    11:32:57

18  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            11:33:00

19       Q    What meeting?                                       11:33:01

20       A    A meeting that we were going to have                11:33:03

21    with the Freeh Group.  We, meaning the NCAA.                11:33:05

22       Q    How was this meeting arranged?                      11:33:08

23       A    You mean -- what do you mean by how was             11:33:12

24    it arranged?                                                11:33:16

25       Q    Well, I'll ask it maybe in a more                   11:33:16
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1    piecemeal fashion.  Who decided to have a                   11:33:19

2    meeting with whom?                                          11:33:26

3       A    I don't recall the initiation of the                11:33:29

4    meeting.  What I recall is that there was a                 11:33:31

5    discussion that included Penn State, that                   11:33:34

6    subsequently included the Freeh Group, about                11:33:38

7    meeting with the Freeh Group to talk about the              11:33:40

8    things we talked about earlier today with                   11:33:43

9    respect to their investigation.                             11:33:45

10       Q    And by the things we talked about                   11:33:48

11    earlier today, you mean the interaction between             11:33:49

12    Freeh Group and NCAA as Freeh Group did its                 11:33:52

13    investigation.                                              11:33:55

14       A    Yeah.  To define or describe whatever               11:33:56

15    that interaction might be.  I don't know that               11:33:57

16    I'd characterize it necessarily as an                       11:33:59

17    interaction, but this was a conversation to                 11:34:01

18    figure out how the cooperation would work with              11:34:03

19    the Freeh Group.                                            11:34:05

20       Q    When was your first contact with anyone             11:34:06

21    at Freeh Group?                                             11:34:08

22       A    I couldn't tell you the date, because I             11:34:11

23    don't recall the dates that specifically.  But              11:34:14

24    it had to have been around this time.                       11:34:19

25       Q    Do you remember the identity of whom you            11:34:20
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1    had contact with?                                           11:34:22

2       A    The first contact may in fact have been             11:34:24

3    with Judge Sullivan about scheduling a time to              11:34:31

4    get together and meet.                                      11:34:35

5       Q    Do you recall whether there was any                 11:34:39

6    substance in that conversation?  In other words,            11:34:45

7    was it purely a scheduling session or did you               11:34:47

8    talk at all about more than, hey, let's get                 11:34:50

9    together to talk about what we're going to do?              11:34:54

10       A    Yeah.  My recollection is that we talked            11:34:56

11    about those substantive things when we met.  Not            11:34:58

12    at a time period before that.                               11:35:02

13       Q    Do you recall if you called him or he               11:35:04

14    called you?                                                 11:35:06

15       A    I don't recall that.                                11:35:07

16       Q    Do you recall whether this outreach was             11:35:11

17    -- was occasioned by Cynthia Baldwin instructing            11:35:17

18    you to reach out to Freeh?  I mean, is that the             11:35:21

19    natural next step after Cynthia Baldwin                     11:35:23

20    instructed you to get in touch with the Freeh               11:35:26

21    folks?                                                      11:35:28

22       A    Yeah.  I guess the easiest way to think             11:35:29

23    about this is we were having conversations with             11:35:31

24    Penn State about how they were going to move                11:35:33

25    forward with having Judge Freeh conduct his                 11:35:34
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1    investigation in order to define what role, if              11:35:39

2    any, the NCAA would have there in cooperating               11:35:43

3    with that investigation.  We talked to the Freeh            11:35:45

4    Group.  I don't remember the specific dates of              11:35:48

5    each of those conversations, but I can say that             11:35:52

6    everybody was aware that we were planning on                11:35:54

7    talking to the Freeh Group and that we, in fact,            11:35:57

8    talked to them and that resulted in the                     11:35:59

9    determination of how we can move forward and                11:36:01

10    what that would look like.                                  11:36:03

11       Q    When -- is this the first time to your              11:36:05

12    knowledge that Big Ten or any of its                        11:36:07

13    representatives -- and you can object to this               11:36:09

14    term -- but injected themselves into your                   11:36:14

15    conversations with Freeh Group?                             11:36:17

16       A    I don't remember how it came to be that             11:36:20

17    the Big Ten was involved.  But it wasn't as                 11:36:22

18    you've described.  I wouldn't say injected                  11:36:26

19    themselves into our conversations.  I think as              11:36:28

20    we moved forward after -- after the Freeh                   11:36:31

21    investigation was commenced, we were trying to              11:36:36

22    find a way so that we could all gather                      11:36:38

23    appropriate information under those                         11:36:41

24    circumstances to determine what the next steps              11:36:43

25    would be.  The Big Ten had it own process for               11:36:46
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1    engaging in that examination, as did the NCAA.              11:36:49

2    And this was a efficient way to go about                    11:36:51

3    gathering that data and information.                        11:36:56

4       Q    Big Ten, like NCAA, was desirous of                 11:36:58

5    getting information from Freeh Group during the             11:37:03

6    process to evaluate whatever Big Ten was going              11:37:06

7    to do?                                                      11:37:08

8       A    You'd have to ask the Big Ten, to be                11:37:09

9    honest.  I don't -- I can't speak for why they              11:37:11

10    were doing what they were doing.                            11:37:13

11       Q    Maybe this is an appropriate time to                11:37:19

12    just get this out of the way.  There was an                 11:37:22

13    assertion over two documents that we haven't                11:37:26

14    looked at yet and we can look at, if that's --              11:37:28

15    if it's necessary for you to answer the                     11:37:32

16    question.  But there was an assertion of a                  11:37:33

17    common interest and joint defense arrangement               11:37:38

18    between NCAA and Big Ten.  That's --                        11:37:45

19       A    Correct.                                            11:37:48

20       Q    Was -- did NCAA and Big Ten ever enter              11:37:50

21    into a formal joint defense agreement?                      11:37:56

22       A    It's typical that the NCAA with its                 11:37:58

23    member conferences has joint defense common                 11:38:01

24    interest arrangements when we were working                  11:38:04

25    toward something that relates to the interest of            11:38:07
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1    both entities.                                              11:38:08

2            In this context, as we talked about how             11:38:10

3    we would move forward with these conversations,             11:38:12

4    we recognized that this is one of those                     11:38:14

5    scenarios.  If you're asking whether there's a              11:38:16

6    written joint defense, the answer to that is no.            11:38:18

7            If you're asking whether there was a                11:38:21

8    conversation and understanding that our                     11:38:22

9    communications with one another about how we                11:38:25

10    were going to engage and move forward were                  11:38:28

11    subject to common interest and joint defense,               11:38:30

12    the answer to that is yes.                                  11:38:32

13       Q    And when was that understanding arrived             11:38:34

14    at, to the best of your knowledge?                          11:38:37

15       A    Well, as I said, it's typical in all                11:38:38

16    circumstances and in this circumstance prior to             11:38:41

17    the time that we engaged -- I can't give you a              11:38:42

18    date, because I simply don't recall the date.               11:38:44

19            We talked about how we were going to go             11:38:46

20    about doing this, both the NCAA and the Big Ten,            11:38:48

21    and recognized that this, like many other                   11:38:51

22    circumstances that we have, is subject to our               11:38:54

23    ordinary and common joint defense and common                11:38:57

24    interest privilege.                                         11:38:59

25       Q    That was a conversation you recall                  11:38:59
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1    having with Jonathan Barrett?                               11:39:01

2       A    With Jon Barrett, yeah.                             11:39:03

3       Q    And was it prior to the time that you               11:39:04

4    had your initial meeting with the Freeh Group or            11:39:06

5    subsequent to that?                                         11:39:09

6       A    I can't tell you the substance of the               11:39:12

7    conversation because, again, we'll then go back             11:39:14

8    into this joint defense common interest.                    11:39:17

9            MR. JOHNSON:  I think he's just asking              11:39:18

10       about a date.                                            11:39:18

11       Q    I just meant the date.  Before or after?            11:39:19

12       A    It was before the meeting.                          11:39:20

13       Q    It was before -- and we'll get to this              11:39:21

14    in a minute.  But it's a preview of the meeting             11:39:23

15    of December 7.  It was before the meeting that              11:39:25

16    you had this conversation?                                  11:39:26

17       A    It was before we met with the Freeh                 11:39:28

18    Group, yes.                                                 11:39:30

19       Q    You had a telephone call with Jonathan              11:39:30

20    Barrett where you talked about this?                        11:39:32

21       A    We did.                                             11:39:35

22       Q    Are you able to relay any of the                    11:39:37

23    contents of that phone call without invoking the            11:39:41

24    joint defense privilege?                                    11:39:49

25            MR. JOHNSON:  I think the content of the            11:39:52
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1       phone call, Donald, that describes the joint             11:39:53

2       defense privilege, if that's what Matt is                11:39:56

3       asking you about, is something you could                 11:39:58

4       convey, because that goes to basis of the                11:39:59

5       assertion.  So if you recall that, you can               11:40:01

6       convey.                                                  11:40:05

7       Q    If you know.                                        11:40:05

8       A    It's -- I mean, "It's pretty simple,                11:40:06

9    Jon.  This is governed by our common interest               11:40:08

10    joint defense, right?  Right."  I don't know if             11:40:10

11    I said it to him or he said it to me, but that's            11:40:13

12    part of the conversation that we would have and             11:40:15

13    we had at this time.                                        11:40:17

14       Q    What joint defense were you                         11:40:20

15    contemplating at this period of time?                       11:40:21

16       A    Well, at this period of time, we didn't             11:40:23

17    know what the next steps would be or how this               11:40:24

18    would play out for anybody, right?  We                      11:40:26

19    received -- we learned of the indictment and we             11:40:30

20    learned of the Freeh investigation and we were              11:40:33

21    trying to figure out what our next step would be            11:40:36

22    and the Big Ten would try to figure out what its            11:40:38

23    next step would be.  Penn State is a member of              11:40:41

24    both organizations.  And so we were figuring out            11:40:43

25    how we could examine the issues as we moved                 11:40:48
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1    forward.                                                    11:40:51

2       Q    Did your telephonic agreement on the                11:40:51

3    joint defense arrangement between Big Ten and               11:41:00

4    NCAA ever get reduced to an e-mail or anything              11:41:04

5    like that?                                                  11:41:08

6       A    Not that I can recall.                              11:41:09

7       Q    Was the existence of the joint defense              11:41:10

8    arrangement ever discussed in front of Freeh                11:41:14

9    Group or Penn State?                                        11:41:18

10       A    Not that I can recall.                              11:41:20

11       Q    Did you anticipate any litigation at the            11:41:22

12    time that you and Mr. Barrett agreed, we're                 11:41:25

13    going to treat this like we normally do, as                 11:41:27

14    joint defense?                                              11:41:31

15       A    You know, again, we didn't know where               11:41:31

16    this was leading, neither the Big Ten nor the               11:41:33

17    NCAA, once the indictment had been issued and               11:41:35

18    once Judge Freeh had been retained by the Penn              11:41:40

19    State Board of Trustees to conduct his                      11:41:45

20    investigation.  Anything's possible, I guess is             11:41:47

21    my answer.                                                  11:41:51

22       Q    Anything's possible.  You don't recall              11:41:51

23    in your conversation with Mr. Barrett discussing            11:41:53

24    specifically there could be litigation?                     11:41:57

25            MR. JOHNSON:  I think you should answer             11:42:02
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1       "yes" or "no" to that and if the answer is yes,          11:42:04

2       we'll take it more slowly.  I think that's               11:42:05

3       probably right.                                          11:42:09

4            THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I don't know how you           11:42:16

5       would answer that without revealing privileged           11:42:17

6       information.  So we can recess.  I don't know            11:42:22

7       how you'd answer it "yes" or "no" without                11:42:27

8       revealing that data.  You asked whether or not           11:42:31

9       we had as part of our conversation a discussion          11:42:36

10       about litigation.                                        11:42:39

11       Q    Yes.                                                11:42:41

12       A    That was his question.                              11:42:42

13       Q    This specific litigation.                           11:42:44

14            MR. JOHNSON:  Why don't we just take a              11:42:47

15       quick break and sort it through.  But I think            11:42:47

16       what Matt is getting at is we might not have             11:42:49

17       full agreement about whether that's necessary            11:42:53

18       to the assertion of the privilege, but I think           11:42:54

19       what he wants to know is whether there was an            11:42:56

20       exchange between you and Mr. Barrett about               11:42:59

21       anticipating litigation.  And if that's right,           11:43:02

22       why don't we take a short break and --                   11:43:05

23       Q    That's exactly it.  And if you're able              11:43:10

24    to answer that question, I'm not necessarily                11:43:12

25    asking what kind of litigation.  I just -- I                11:43:15
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1    want to understand whether the topic was                    11:43:17

2    expressed specifically.                                     11:43:19

3       A    Let's take a quick break.                           11:43:21

4            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record at                11:43:23

5       11:41.                                                   11:43:24

6            (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)              11:43:25

7            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now back on the           11:46:20

8       record at 11:44.                                         11:46:21

9            MR. JOHNSON:  I think there was probably a          11:46:24

10       pending question.  Can we ask you to read that           11:46:26

11       back?                                                    11:46:28

12            (Thereupon, the requested portion of the            11:46:28

13       record was read back by the court reporter.)             11:46:28

14            MR. JOHNSON:  And then, Donald, I think             11:46:48

15       because -- I think Matt's question goes to the           11:46:50

16       basis for the assertion of the qualified                 11:46:53

17       privilege here.  I think you can answer that             11:46:58

18       question "yes" or "no," but don't reveal                 11:47:01

19       further content of the communication.                    11:47:03

20            THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Yes.                           11:47:05

21  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            11:47:08

22       Q    Based on -- on Kip's representation, I'm            11:47:12

23    not going to -- I'll assume if I ask the                    11:47:16

24    question about the topic, you would not answer,             11:47:18

25    so I'm not going to bother.                                 11:47:20
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1       A    That's correct.                                     11:47:22

2       Q    I'm going to hand you a document that we            11:47:23

3    -- that I'm marking 5.                                      11:47:31

4            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 5 was marked             11:47:33

5       for identification purposes.)                            11:47:33

6       Q    As you read this, I will note that this             11:47:47

7    is not a document on which you appear to be                 11:47:49

8    copied, nor are you the author, so when I ask               11:47:53

9    questions about it, I understand that these                 11:47:56

10    aren't your words and you may not be able to                11:47:58

11    answer my questions.                                        11:48:00

12       A    I've read it.                                       11:48:02

13       Q    Am I correct that you weren't blind                 11:48:27

14    carbon-copied on this e-mail?  You weren't part             11:48:30

15    of this traffic?                                            11:48:33

16       A    I don't believe so.                                 11:48:35

17       Q    Okay.  This is an e-mail between Jon                11:48:36

18    Barrett of Big Ten and Omar McNeill from Freeh              11:48:39

19    Group.  As an aside, we all know that there was             11:48:43

20    interaction between NCAA and Freeh Group, right?            11:48:50

21       A    Interaction, yes.                                   11:48:54

22       Q    Were you running point on this                      11:48:58

23    interaction on behalf of NCAA?  Were you the                11:49:01

24    primary person who was working with NCAA or                 11:49:04

25    working with Freeh Group?                                   11:49:08
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1       A    I guess the way that I would describe it            11:49:09

2    is that -- that I was the point of contact with             11:49:11

3    the Freeh Group.                                            11:49:14

4       Q    That's what I'm driving at.                         11:49:15

5            Was Mr. McNeill from Freeh Group the                11:49:17

6    corresponding fellow from Freeh Group who was               11:49:21

7    fulfilling that same role?                                  11:49:24

8       A    He was the point of contact from Freeh              11:49:25

9    Group.                                                      11:49:27

10       Q    And Barrett from Big Ten was the third              11:49:28

11    of the trio?                                                11:49:30

12       A    He was the point of contact from Big                11:49:30

13    Ten.                                                        11:49:32

14       Q    Mr. -- in the second or third sentence,             11:49:34

15    Mr. Barrett writes, "The conferences asked that             11:49:37

16    Mayer Brown lead its investigation of this                  11:49:40

17    matter and that we be allowed to participate                11:49:43

18    with the Freeh Group's investigation, similar to            11:49:45

19    the role that the NCAA is taking in                         11:49:47

20    collaborating with the Freeh Group."                        11:49:50

21            First, do you know what Mr. Barrett                 11:49:54

22    meant when he wrote or described the role that              11:50:00

23    the NCAA is taking in collaborating with the                11:50:04

24    Freeh Group?                                                11:50:07

25       A    Those are -- those are his words.                   11:50:09
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1       Q    Of course.                                          11:50:11

2       A    As are the words of "Mayer Brown lead               11:50:11

3    its investigation."  The conversation that I                11:50:16

4    recall with Jon was about --                                11:50:18

5            MR. JOHNSON:  Hold on.                              11:50:21

6            THE WITNESS:  I'm not getting into the              11:50:22

7       details of that conversation scheduling a                11:50:23

8       meeting.                                                 11:50:26

9       Q    Do you agree with his characterization              11:50:27

10    that NCAA is collaborating with the Freeh Group?            11:50:29

11       A    I wouldn't characterize it that way, no.            11:50:33

12    I don't disagree that the NCAA had intended on              11:50:36

13    having a meeting with the Freeh Group to discuss            11:50:39

14    how to move forward.                                        11:50:41

15       Q    How would you characterize it?                      11:50:42

16            MR. JOHNSON:  Characterize what?                    11:50:44

17            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Characterize NCAA's role           11:50:46

18       with Freeh Group.                                        11:50:47

19            MR. JOHNSON:  As of December.                       11:50:49

20       Q    As of December 5.  Sure.                            11:50:50

21       A    Yeah.  As of December 5, consistent with            11:50:51

22    what I've said a couple of times here this                  11:50:53

23    afternoon is the NCAA was going to communicate              11:50:55

24    with the Freeh Group in the manner that it had              11:50:59

25    communicated with Penn State to define how it               11:51:01
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1    would move forward in cooperating with their                11:51:04

2    investigation.                                              11:51:07

3       Q    So at that time, you don't agree and                11:51:09

4    wouldn't characterize NCAA's interaction with               11:51:14

5    the Freeh Group as collaboration?                           11:51:18

6       A    At that time, I would characterize it as            11:51:21

7    we were trying to define exactly what that                  11:51:23

8    engagement would look like.                                 11:51:26

9       Q    Did it ever take on -- did you ever                 11:51:27

10    consider to it be collaboration?                            11:51:32

11            MR. JOHNSON:  I object to the form.                 11:51:35

12       Q    Through the evolution --                            11:51:37

13       A    Yes.  You know, through the discussions             11:51:38

14    we had over time, I considered it to be                     11:51:42

15    communication.                                              11:51:44

16       Q    In the penultimate sentence, Mr. Barrett            11:51:50

17    writes, "Donald Remy mentioned to me on Friday              11:51:54

18    that he was planning to meet with the Freeh                 11:51:58

19    Group in State College this week to start the               11:51:59

20    process of the NCAA's quote, on-the-ground, end             11:52:02

21    quotes, investigation in collaboration with the             11:52:07

22    Freeh Group."                                               11:52:10

23            Did you have a call with Jonathan                   11:52:13

24    Barrett in which you said precisely or words to             11:52:16

25    the effect that there would be a process of the             11:52:22
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1    NCAA's on-the-ground investigation in                       11:52:27

2    collaboration with the Freeh Group?                         11:52:30

3            MR. JOHNSON:  Think about, Donald, in your          11:52:34

4       answer whether any communication with                    11:52:36

5       Mr. Barrett would have been subject to the               11:52:37

6       joint defense privilege that you previously              11:52:39

7       described.  If not, then answer the question.            11:52:41

8       And if so, just so indicate.                             11:52:44

9            THE WITNESS:  It would be the subject of            11:52:50

10       that privilege, but at the same time, I don't            11:52:52

11       recall using the words "on the ground."                  11:52:56

12  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            11:53:03

13       Q    If I ask what words you did use, I                  11:53:05

14    assume that you would invoke the privilege and              11:53:10

15    not answer the question?                                    11:53:13

16       A    Let's try it this way:  If the line of              11:53:15

17    questioning is, at this point in time, what did             11:53:22

18    the NCAA think it was going to do as it related             11:53:26

19    to its communications with the Freeh Group, I               11:53:33

20    believe that I can talk to you about that.                  11:53:36

21            And I'm happy to talk to you about that             11:53:39

22    rather than talk to you about communications and            11:53:42

23    characterizations with Jon Barrett.  Is that way            11:53:44

24    helpful?                                                    11:53:48

25       Q    It will be, but I also would like to                11:53:49
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1    know if you can answer the question specifically            11:53:51

2    what you recall saying to Jon Barrett.                      11:53:54

3            MR. JOHNSON:  Matt, this might help.  Why           11:53:58

4       don't you ask Donald whether he has such a               11:53:59

5       recollection, so at least if we assert some              11:54:02

6       privilege, it will be clear whether or not               11:54:04

7       there's something to be gotten there.                    11:54:05

8            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Fair -- that's a fair              11:54:08

9       point.                                                   11:54:09

10       Q    You don't recall using words with                   11:54:09

11    Mr. Barrett "on the ground."  I think that was              11:54:12

12    your testimony?                                             11:54:14

13       A    I did testify that I don't recall using             11:54:15

14    the phrase "on the ground."                                 11:54:17

15       Q    Do you have a recollection of what you              11:54:18

16    said either generally or specifically to                    11:54:20

17    Mr. Barrett on this topic in the phone call he              11:54:23

18    references?                                                 11:54:26

19            MR. JOHNSON:  You can answer that "yes" or          11:54:27

20       "no," I think, Donald.  Just goes to what you            11:54:28

21       recall.                                                  11:54:30

22            THE WITNESS:  Yes.                                  11:54:31

23       Q    You have a recollection?                            11:54:31

24       A    General recollection.                               11:54:33

25       Q    Can you describe that recollection                  11:54:35
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1    without -- without needing to invoke the                    11:54:40

2    privilege?                                                  11:54:45

3       A    Again, you are asking about the                     11:54:46

4    communications that Jon and I had with one                  11:54:48

5    another --                                                  11:54:50

6       Q    Right.                                              11:54:51

7       A    -- on whatever phone call or whatever               11:54:51

8    time we had those communications.  I don't know             11:54:54

9    that I can do that, given the conversations we              11:54:57

10    had earlier about the common interest privilege.            11:55:01

11            MR. JOHNSON:  Matt, go ahead.                       11:55:04

12            THE WITNESS:  But again, what I can do and          11:55:06

13       what I'm willing to do is to talk to you about           11:55:08

14       how the NCAA was thinking about how it would             11:55:11

15       engage with the Freeh Group.  That's not what I          11:55:15

16       said to Jon Barrett.  That's, you know, how are          11:55:20

17       we thinking about this.                                  11:55:23

18       Q    And I'm very interested in that.  And I             11:55:24

19    think maybe my next question, rather than go                11:55:27

20    steering out into -- the way I was going to ask             11:55:31

21    it is allow you to explain that to me.  But I do            11:55:34

22    want to just confirm that you can't answer the              11:55:37

23    specific question about what you said to Jon                11:55:40

24    Barrett in this phone call that's referenced in             11:55:42

25    the e-mail, right?                                          11:55:47
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1       A    Again, I don't have a specific                      11:55:48

2    recollection of points of the conversation.  I              11:55:51

3    have a general recollection of a conversation               11:55:54

4    that I had about Jon -- strike that -- I had                11:55:56

5    with Jon about how we would be moving forward.              11:55:59

6    We've discussed that that conversation is                   11:56:01

7    subject to the privilege.                                   11:56:05

8       Q    Fair enough.                                        11:56:06

9            MR. JOHNSON:  Ordinarily, Matt, just                11:56:07

10       because we would all want to be efficient, I             11:56:09

11       would suggest that Donald can answer this                11:56:12

12       question so long as you wouldn't contend that            11:56:14

13       it was a broader waiver.  But because this is a          11:56:16

14       shared privilege, I don't believe I have the             11:56:19

15       latitude to do that.                                     11:56:21

16            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I think this is one we             11:56:22

17       can just table and move on.  I -- and I                  11:56:23

18       appreciate your offer to explain and I'm not             11:56:28

19       going to take you up on that, but I wanted to            11:56:30

20       sort of close the door on that question before           11:56:32

21       we do it.                                                11:56:35

22            THE WITNESS:  Fair enough.                          11:56:35

23       Q    With that door now being closed, why                11:56:36

24    don't you tell me at this point in time, early              11:56:38

25    December 2011, what your vision or concept was              11:56:41
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1    for what NCAA would be doing with Freeh Group.              11:56:45

2       A    So we talked earlier this morning about             11:56:49

3    the communications that I had with Penn State               11:56:51

4    and about the NCAA's coordination with and                  11:56:55

5    cooperation with the Penn State University's                11:56:58

6    effort to respond to the questions and their                11:57:02

7    hiring of the Freeh Group to help them respond              11:57:05

8    to those questions.  I shared with you earlier              11:57:08

9    today as well how we viewed a typical                       11:57:10

10    arrangement to occur when an organization -- in             11:57:15

11    my experience, any organization -- participates             11:57:19

12    with or cooperates with an internal                         11:57:23

13    investigation.  And I also shared with you what             11:57:25

14    typically happens in an NCAA context with a                 11:57:29

15    member institution and examples of when                     11:57:33

16    individuals within the NCAA have worked with or             11:57:35

17    shadowed the investigators in any type of                   11:57:39

18    investigation that involves one of its member               11:57:43

19    institutions.                                               11:57:45

20            And so as we thought about how we could             11:57:46

21    best engage and be most efficient and be                    11:57:50

22    helpful, we took all of those things into                   11:57:55

23    consideration, all of the typical practices that            11:57:59

24    occur when you have an external -- internal                 11:58:02

25    investigation being undertaken and thought                  11:58:05
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1    perhaps we would give briefings, perhaps we                 11:58:08

2    would participate in interviews, perhaps we                 11:58:11

3    would gather interview transcripts, perhaps we              11:58:15

4    would get realtime information, a whole panoply             11:58:19

5    of things that you would ordinarily consider                11:58:26

6    normal in the context of an investigation.  And             11:58:28

7    so that's initially how we thought about                    11:58:30

8    proceeding.  But we couldn't proceed in any                 11:58:35

9    fashion until we understood what Penn State                 11:58:38

10    wanted us to do and we understood what the Freeh            11:58:41

11    Group would allow us to do.                                 11:58:43

12            And so in the conversations that we had             11:58:45

13    with Penn State, we talked a little bit about               11:58:48

14    what that structure might look like.  And part              11:58:51

15    of the reason for having a meeting with the                 11:58:54

16    Freeh Group was to further explore how we could             11:58:56

17    be part of this process.                                    11:59:00

18            And so when you ask what were we                    11:59:02

19    thinking about with respect to the Freeh Group's            11:59:05

20    investigation in the early stages, we were                  11:59:09

21    thinking about a typical engagement with an                 11:59:11

22    independent internal investigation and how we               11:59:15

23    would participate in that process.                          11:59:19

24       Q    What do you recall early on Penn State's            11:59:24

25    concept of what your involvement would be?                  11:59:35
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  For purposes of this                  11:59:42

2       question, Matt, are you distinguishing Penn              11:59:43

3       State and the Freeh Group?                               11:59:44

4            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yes.                               11:59:46

5       Q    You -- in your answer, which I                      11:59:46

6    appreciate, you noted that one of the                       11:59:49

7    considerations you had was what Penn State                  11:59:53

8    thought you should be doing and another one was             11:59:58

9    what Freeh Group would allow you to do.  I'd                12:00:00

10    like to start with what Penn State either told              12:00:03

11    you you could do, couldn't do, if anything.                 12:00:06

12       A    To the best of my recollection, the                 12:00:11

13    views weren't totally dissimilar and they were,             12:00:14

14    we want to make sure that this investigation is             12:00:18

15    conducted and concluded in a fashion that is                12:00:21

16    clear that it's independent.                                12:00:25

17            And so anything that you guys do, any               12:00:29

18    way that you engage, any communications that you            12:00:32

19    have, that is paramount.  And so as we talk                 12:00:35

20    about how the NCAA may monitor this                         12:00:41

21    investigation, may cooperate with the                       12:00:44

22    investigation, what was clear and unequivocal               12:00:47

23    coming from Penn State, coming from the Freeh               12:00:51

24    Group is independence, independence,                        12:00:54

25    independence.                                               12:00:57
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1       Q    Who was the speaker speaking on behalf              12:00:58

2    of Penn State?  Was it Cynthia Baldwin?                     12:01:01

3       A    She would have been the only person that            12:01:04

4    I recall having a conversation with at that                 12:01:05

5    time.                                                       12:01:09

6       Q    This is going be one of these documents             12:01:10

7    that I'm not going to show you unless you want              12:01:13

8    to see it.  I'm just going to tell you what it              12:01:15

9    is.  I'm looking at -- well, do you recall a                12:01:18

10    call with the Freeh Group on December 6, 2011?              12:01:25

11       A    Let's do it this way.  You know, I had              12:01:33

12    several calls with the Freeh Group.  I had one              12:01:36

13    in-person meeting with representatives of the               12:01:39

14    Freeh Group and I had several calls with them               12:01:43

15    from the time they commenced their investigation            12:01:46

16    'til the time they concluded their                          12:01:47

17    investigation.  I can't sit here and tell you               12:01:50

18    what the dates of each of those calls are.  So I            12:01:53

19    hope you don't plan on asking me what happened              12:01:55

20    on each call, because I'm not going to recall               12:01:57

21    that.                                                       12:01:59

22       Q    No, I don't.  I don't.  Which is why I'm            12:02:00

23    not going to bother going through the exercise              12:02:02

24    of putting all these little Outlook calendars in            12:02:05

25    front of you.  I accept your answer.                        12:02:08
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1       Q    By the way, if I told -- while Andrew is            12:02:17

2    pulling that document -- if I told you that                 12:02:19

3    there was a meeting between you and                         12:02:21

4    representatives of Freeh Group on December 7,               12:02:25

5    2011 in State College, does that sound about                12:02:28

6    right?                                                      12:02:31

7       A    I don't know about the date, but I take             12:02:32

8    your representation that that's the date I                  12:02:35

9    recall in early December that I --                          12:02:38

10       Q    Better make sure I'm right about that.              12:02:40

11    Yes, yes.                                                   12:02:42

12       A    We had a meeting at State College, yes.             12:02:42

13            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 6 was marked             12:02:46

14       for identification purposes.)                            12:02:46

15       Q    I'm not asking -- I'm not going to ask              12:02:49

16    you about the redacted portion.  I am                       12:03:00

17    interested, however, in Ms. Baldwin's e-mail to             12:03:03

18    you, which purports to attach a letter for your             12:03:03

19    review and comment.  Do you remember Cynthia                12:03:14

20    Baldwin forwarding to you a draft response                  12:03:19

21    letter to Dr. Emmert's letter?                              12:03:23

22       A    I do.                                               12:03:27

23       Q    Why did Cynthia Baldwin, if you know,               12:03:28

24    forward her draft to you for your comment and               12:03:32

25    review or review and comment?                               12:03:37
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1       A    I presume to make sure that it                      12:03:39

2    accurately reflected the conversations that we              12:03:40

3    previously had about how we were going to move              12:03:42

4    forward.                                                    12:03:44

5       Q    You had been having conversations with              12:03:45

6    her that were memorial -- that were discussing              12:03:46

7    how Penn State's response was going to look, was            12:03:49

8    going to be rolled out?                                     12:03:53

9       A    Right.  As we talked about earlier,                 12:03:54

10    Dr. Emmert sent the letter on around                        12:03:56

11    November 17, and we were expecting a response to            12:03:58

12    that letter in roughly 30 days.  They hired the             12:04:03

13    Freeh Group around the same time or a little                12:04:07

14    after we sent the letter.  And so we were                   12:04:10

15    engaged in conversations about how we were going            12:04:12

16    to deal with the fact that they had now hired               12:04:14

17    the Freeh Group to help them deal with the                  12:04:17

18    Sandusky indictment and all of the information              12:04:19

19    surrounding that, including gathering data that             12:04:24

20    would help them respond to our letter.                      12:04:25

21            So her letter was, back to us, this is              12:04:28

22    what we've agreed upon to move forward in                   12:04:33

23    response to Dr. Emmert's letter to us, when are             12:04:38

24    the responses going to be required, what's going            12:04:42

25    to happen with the Freeh Group, how to make sure            12:04:44
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1    we're not stumbling over one another as we move             12:04:46

2    forward in this process.                                    12:04:50

3       Q    If you know, did Cynthia Baldwin inform             12:04:52

4    anyone else at Penn State that she was                      12:05:00

5    forwarding a draft of this letter to you for                12:05:03

6    your review?                                                12:05:06

7       A    I would have no way of knowing that.                12:05:08

8            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 7 was marked             12:05:10

9       for identification purposes.)                            12:05:10

10            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 12:05:54

11       Q    Is this e-mail your response to                     12:05:57

12    Ms. Baldwin's forwarding to you the draft                   12:06:00

13    letter?                                                     12:06:02

14       A    It appears to be one of the responses.              12:06:03

15    It suggests that I would give her comments after            12:06:04

16    the meeting with the Freeh Group.                           12:06:08

17       Q    And this corresponds to my                          12:06:12

18    representation to you that there was, in fact, a            12:06:13

19    meeting between you and Freeh Group folks on                12:06:16

20    December 7th?                                               12:06:19

21       A    At some point in time in early December.            12:06:21

22    I don't know if this is saying that the meeting             12:06:24

23    is actually that day, but I don't think the                 12:06:25

24    date's --                                                   12:06:27

25            MR. JOHNSON:  It says "this afternoon."  I          12:06:28
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1       think that's what this is referring to.                  12:06:29

2            THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Fair enough.                   12:06:31

3       Q    You write to Ms. Baldwin, "Specifically             12:06:36

4    as currently drafted, the letter seems to                   12:06:38

5    suggest that the special counsel report itself              12:06:40

6    will serve as a response from the university.  I            12:06:42

7    plan to discuss that issue with the special                 12:06:47

8    counsel as I think it may be preferable for the             12:06:49

9    university to respond directly to the NCAA                  12:06:51

10    questions once the special counsel work is                  12:06:54

11    done."                                                      12:06:56

12            Was that, in fact, your thinking at the             12:06:59

13    time you wrote this e-mail that at that time you            12:07:01

14    anticipated Penn State would respond formally to            12:07:10

15    the four questions in Dr. Emmert's letter?                  12:07:13

16       A    And I think we -- yes.  We've said that             12:07:17

17    a number of times here today.  You know, this is            12:07:19

18    consistent with the conversations that I had                12:07:22

19    had.                                                        12:07:23

20       Q    Did you discuss -- and special counsel,             12:07:24

21    I assume, is the Freeh Group?                               12:07:27

22       A    Correct.                                            12:07:29

23       Q    Do you recall discussing in -- and we'll            12:07:31

24    get to the meeting in a minute -- but do you                12:07:34

25    recall discussing with Freeh Group the text of              12:07:36
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1    Ms. Baldwin's response to Dr. Emmert's letter?              12:07:44

2       A    Not specifically.  I recall discussing              12:07:50

3    with the Freeh Group the engagement and what                12:07:53

4    would happen once their investigation was                   12:07:57

5    complete and how the questions would be                     12:08:00

6    responded to.                                               12:08:04

7       Q    Let's stay on the December 7 meeting                12:08:16

8    with Freeh Group for the time being, just to do             12:08:21

9    this in rough chronological order.  Who do you              12:08:25

10    recall attending that meeting?                              12:08:28

11       A    Judge Sullivan, Omar McNeill.  There may            12:08:34

12    have been one or two other people from the Freeh            12:08:40

13    Group there whose names escape me right now.                12:08:42

14    Myself, Julie Roe Lach and -- and Jon Barrett.              12:08:47

15       Q    Do you recall whether a woman named                 12:08:56

16    Barbara Mather from the law firm of Pepper                  12:08:58

17    Hamilton was there?                                         12:09:03

18       A    That might be right.  I don't remember              12:09:04

19    the name.  I know that there was -- there was               12:09:06

20    someone else there and it was a woman.                      12:09:07

21       Q    Why was Ms. Lach, Roe Lach, at the                  12:09:08

22    meeting with you?                                           12:09:11

23       A    To help explain how we would ordinarily             12:09:13

24    go through an enforcement process and                       12:09:17

25    understand, provide information on some of the              12:09:20
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1    bylaws and some of the issues that we saw would             12:09:24

2    need to be explored or examined in order to                 12:09:29

3    allow Penn State to answer the questions.                   12:09:33

4       Q    Fair to say that at this time a                     12:09:35

5    possibility NCAA considered is that the Freeh               12:09:38

6    Report could lead to an enforcement action by               12:09:42

7    NCAA?                                                       12:09:46

8       A    I don't think that we were necessarily              12:09:48

9    that far along in our thinking, so I wouldn't               12:09:50

10    take your characterization of it.  What I would             12:09:54

11    say is there was always a possibility that an               12:09:56

12    enforcement investigation could ensue.                      12:09:59

13       Q    And that was why Ms. Roe Lach came to               12:10:02

14    explain what the enforcement process would look             12:10:04

15    like from NCAA's standpoint to inform Freeh                 12:10:07

16    Group?                                                      12:10:09

17       A    No, I don't think so, not the way you've            12:10:10

18    described it.  But I think you're close.  I                 12:10:12

19    think we're really close in terms of how we're              12:10:15

20    describing this.  Julie Roe Lach was there                  12:10:17

21    because she's our expert in our enforcement                 12:10:21

22    processes, yes.  But the conversation wasn't                12:10:23

23    about, this is how we'll go about conducting an             12:10:26

24    enforcement investigation in Penn State.  The               12:10:28

25    conversation was more about, this is how we                 12:10:31
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1    ordinarily think about these issues.  These are             12:10:33

2    the issues that we've identified coming out of              12:10:36

3    the Sandusky indictment and here are the                    12:10:40

4    questions that we've asked Penn State to answer.            12:10:42

5            Those types of things.  It wasn't, you              12:10:45

6    know, we're on the ground, we're conducting an              12:10:47

7    investigation and this is what we're going to               12:10:49

8    do; no.                                                     12:10:51

9       Q    Why did you feel it necessary for                   12:10:52

10    Ms. Lach to brief the Freeh Group personnel on              12:10:54

11    enforcement issues?  The answer you just gave.              12:11:00

12    Why was she there to provide that information?              12:11:04

13       A    Yeah.  I don't know that I necessarily              12:11:06

14    said I thought it was necessary.  But I do think            12:11:08

15    it was helpful under those circumstances for the            12:11:10

16    Freeh Group to have an understanding.  And --               12:11:13

17    and, in fact, I think -- I'm not sure, but when             12:11:16

18    I said there were other people there, I recall              12:11:20

19    them saying that they had somebody on their team            12:11:22

20    that had experience in NCAA compliance and that             12:11:26

21    person would understand these issues as well.               12:11:31

22            MR. JOHNSON:  Donald, by "they," you mean           12:11:33

23       the Freeh Group.                                         12:11:35

24            THE WITNESS:  The Freeh Group.                      12:11:37

25            So you had asked why I thought it was               12:11:38
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1       necessary to have Julie there to brief on                12:11:40

2       enforcement issues.  And my response was, I              12:11:43

3       don't know that I necessarily thought it was             12:11:46

4       necessary to have her there.  I thought it               12:11:48

5       was helpful.                                             12:11:50

6       Q    You were the one who decided to bring               12:11:51

7    her.  She wasn't told -- you weren't told to                12:11:53

8    bring her by somebody else?                                 12:11:55

9       A    I don't know that I was the one who                 12:11:56

10    decided to bring her, but, you know, I know that            12:11:57

11    she and I talked about it.  And it was logical              12:11:58

12    for her to be there.                                        12:12:01

13       Q    Could she --                                        12:12:03

14       A    She wouldn't -- she didn't report to me.            12:12:04

15    I wasn't her boss.  I couldn't say, Julie, you              12:12:05

16    know, as part of your duties and                            12:12:08

17    responsibilities, you have to be there.                     12:12:10

18       Q    I think I'm confused.  Did she just                 12:12:11

19    organically end up at the meeting or was she                12:12:14

20    asked to participate in the meeting?                        12:12:17

21       A    No.  I think that she was -- we talked              12:12:19

22    about her participation in the meeting.  I guess            12:12:21

23    I was just -- I wanted to be clear and precise,             12:12:23

24    that's all.  You said, you know, you decided to             12:12:25

25    bring her there as if I had some power over                 12:12:27
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1    Julie to say you have to be here.  I think it               12:12:31

2    was more of a, hey, how can we help?  How can we            12:12:33

3    explain to the Freeh Group how this process                 12:12:37

4    might move forward?  How can we explain our                 12:12:38

5    thoughts about that?  How can we explain what we            12:12:42

6    traditionally do in the enforcement context?                12:12:44

7    And it made sense to have the expert there to               12:12:46

8    talk about that stuff.                                      12:12:48

9       Q    Why did you want the Freeh Group to know            12:12:49

10    all that information or to have all of that                 12:12:52

11    information in December of 2011?                            12:12:54

12            MR. JOHNSON:  Donald, just hold that                12:12:58

13       question for a second.  And make sure that your          12:13:01

14       answer to this question is not revealing any             12:13:02

15       attorney work product.  I don't sense that it            12:13:05

16       would, but I want you to think about that                12:13:08

17       before you answer the question.                          12:13:09

18            THE WITNESS:  Fair enough.  Again, going            12:13:11

19       back to your question, at the time, after                12:13:16

20       November 17, when the letter was sent from               12:13:22

21       Dr. Emmert to President Erickson, there were             12:13:26

22       unanswered questions that the NCAA needed to             12:13:29

23       further explore what its next steps might be.            12:13:34

24            At the time that Penn State Board of                12:13:37

25       Trustees retained Louis Freeh to conduct an              12:13:40
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1       investigation, those questions remained                  12:13:45

2       unanswered by Penn State.  Penn State had                12:13:47

3       indicated through this process of the special            12:13:51

4       counsel they would be better able to                     12:13:52

5       understand the nuances of the questions, and             12:13:55

6       that the Freeh Group would be able to gather             12:13:57

7       data, and at the end of the day, assist them             12:13:59

8       in responding to the questions.                          12:14:02

9            Now, was there a discussion about                   12:14:05

10       whether or not the Freeh Group would answer              12:14:07

11       the questions or not?  That was part of the              12:14:08

12       conversation, but I think collectively                   12:14:10

13       everyone recognized it was Penn State's                  12:14:13

14       obligation to provide answers to these                   12:14:16

15       questions once this investigation was                    12:14:19

16       complete.                                                12:14:22

17            So in order to assist with the                      12:14:24

18       investigators' examination of all the issues             12:14:26

19       that they had, but specifically to assist                12:14:29

20       Penn State and the NCAA and the investigators            12:14:33

21       to make sure that Penn State had the data at             12:14:35

22       the end of their investigation to respond to             12:14:38

23       the questions, we had one, a meeting with                12:14:40

24       them, and two, the expert in the area that               12:14:44

25       usually explores these issues participate in             12:14:47
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1       that meeting and talk about those issues.                12:14:50

2       Q    Penn State desired that NCAA informed               12:14:52

3    Freeh Group of, for instance, the enforcement               12:14:56

4    process so Freeh Group had a better                         12:14:59

5    understanding of your process?                              12:15:01

6       A     I can't say that Penn State                        12:15:03

7    specifically asked us to do that.  What I can               12:15:05

8    say is what I've said already, which is we had              12:15:08

9    these conversations around how to move forward              12:15:12

10    and what's next.  And so the product of those               12:15:15

11    conversations was us meeting with the Freeh                 12:15:19

12    Group to talk about how to move forward and                 12:15:20

13    what's next.                                                12:15:22

14       Q    Do you recall at that meeting whether               12:15:25

15    anyone from the Freeh Group articulated that one            12:15:27

16    of the tracks of the Freeh Group investigation              12:15:30

17    was to assess whether there had been NCAA bylaw             12:15:34

18    violations?                                                 12:15:38

19       A    Not in that way.  Not with any                      12:15:43

20    specificity.  I recall, and I mentioned this to             12:15:45

21    you a little earlier, that they said they had               12:15:47

22    somebody who had some expertise in NCAA                     12:15:51

23    compliance as part of their team.  And so they              12:15:54

24    were able to understand the NCAA parlance and               12:15:57

25    they had one of their team members that would be            12:16:02
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1    focused on making sure they stayed on track in              12:16:04

2    that area.                                                  12:16:07

3            They may have talked about the different            12:16:08

4    tracks or tranches.  I don't remember that word.            12:16:10

5    But their overall investigation, if you recall,             12:16:13

6    they were asked by the Penn State Board of                  12:16:17

7    Trustees to conduct an investigation into                   12:16:20

8    everything that was in the Sandusky indictment,             12:16:22

9    so they had a broad mandate from the Penn State             12:16:23

10    Board of Trustees to go forward and conduct an              12:16:27

11    investigation.  It wasn't exclusively or                    12:16:31

12    primarily about intercollegiate athletics or how            12:16:33

13    this incident played into intercollegiate                   12:16:38

14    athletics.  It was much broader than that.  So I            12:16:42

15    do remember them saying, look, we have somebody             12:16:44

16    that has expertise in this area that will help              12:16:46

17    us understand these rules.                                  12:16:49

18       Q    Did you have an understanding at this               12:16:50

19    meeting or after this meeting that one of Freeh             12:16:54

20    Group's responsibilities in the investigation or            12:16:59

21    one of Freeh Group's tasks in the investigation             12:17:03

22    was to assess whether there were potential NCAA             12:17:06

23    rules or bylaws violations?                                 12:17:10

24       A    I don't recall that and I don't believe             12:17:15

25    that that's what they were tasked to do.  I                 12:17:17
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1    don't believe that they were tasked to go out               12:17:21

2    and evaluate behavior against NCAA bylaws.  I               12:17:23

3    think that they were going to leave that to the             12:17:29

4    university to do.  They were tasked to go out               12:17:31

5    and gather facts and information based upon all             12:17:34

6    the allegations in the indictment and present               12:17:36

7    that information back to the Penn State Board of            12:17:38

8    Trustees.                                                   12:17:42

9       Q    So if someone had said that from Freeh              12:17:43

10    Group at that meeting, it would be your                     12:17:45

11    understanding that that wasn't what Freeh Group             12:17:48

12    was tasked with doing?                                      12:17:50

13       A    Well, I'll be honest.  I've never seen              12:17:52

14    their charter, right?  You asked me what was my             12:17:54

15    understanding of that charge and my                         12:17:58

16    understanding of the charge was surely they                 12:18:01

17    would gather data and information that would be             12:18:03

18    helpful and useful in evaluating whether or not             12:18:05

19    there were any NCAA violations, using your                  12:18:09

20    phraseology, because that was part of the                   12:18:11

21    question set that had been placed before Penn               12:18:14

22    State by the letter between Dr. Emmert and                  12:18:19

23    Dr. Erickson.                                               12:18:23

24       Q    In other words, the four questions in               12:18:25

25    the letter and the answers to those four                    12:18:28
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1    questions were designed to get at whether there             12:18:31

2    were any issues at Penn State that would amount             12:18:33

3    to NCAA bylaw or regulation violations?                     12:18:36

4       A    They were designed to help us understand            12:18:40

5    the underlying data.  Think about it this way.              12:18:42

6    Penn State is a member institution of a                     12:18:46

7    voluntary membership association.                           12:18:48

8            And so, you know -- and the way to                  12:18:52

9    answer this I think is to just help you                     12:18:56

10    understand it, not revealing to you any                     12:18:58

11    privileged communications --                                12:19:00

12       Q    I don't want that.                                  12:19:01

13       A    -- or work product.  You know, as a                 12:19:01

14    member institution, Penn State has agreed with              12:19:05

15    all of the terms of our constitution and our                12:19:10

16    bylaws, which, by the way, are passed by the                12:19:13

17    membership.  This is not a national office                  12:19:15

18    thing.  The membership gets together and says,              12:19:18

19    this is how we'd like to govern ourselves.  And             12:19:20

20    so in looking at the behavior that was described            12:19:22

21    in the Sandusky indictment and the values that              12:19:26

22    exist in the NCAA constitution, which all of its            12:19:32

23    members have agreed to embrace, we set out to               12:19:35

24    try to provide some questions to help us all                12:19:41

25    understand how these actions fit within that                12:19:44
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1    system or not, right.                                       12:19:48

2            And so I wouldn't say it the way you                12:19:51

3    said it in terms of was the letter designed to              12:19:53

4    have Penn State find NCAA violations.  It was               12:19:55

5    designed to gather data and information to help             12:19:58

6    us evaluate how that behavior compared against              12:20:00

7    the values, the bylaws, the prescriptions, that             12:20:04

8    all of our members have agreed to abide by.  And            12:20:08

9    the best source of that, we believed at the time            12:20:12

10    we sent the letter, would be Penn State.                    12:20:14

11       Q    At the meeting, did you and Freeh Group             12:20:17

12    agree on how the Freeh investigation would be               12:20:20

13    conducted with respect to your participation?               12:20:23

14    You, being NCAA.                                            12:20:26

15       A    No.  I wouldn't use "agree" as a word in            12:20:28

16    that context at all.                                        12:20:31

17       Q    You explain.                                        12:20:33

18       A    You know, we had ideas and -- and, Matt,            12:20:34

19    I don't want to go through this all over again,             12:20:38

20    because it will burn your time and mine.                    12:20:40

21            And we went there with ideas.  And they             12:20:42

22    said, "This is how it's going to go."  Right?               12:20:45

23    You know, we are retained by the Penn State                 12:20:47

24    Board of Trustees to conduct an independent                 12:20:53

25    confidential investigation of the matters in the            12:20:57
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1    Sandusky report.  And that's what we intend on              12:21:00

2    doing.                                                      12:21:04

3            So whatever ideas we may have had about             12:21:06

4    how that relationship would unfold, at this time            12:21:08

5    and thereafter, it was made clear to us, "No,               12:21:13

6    we -- we've agreed that you can monitor our                 12:21:15

7    investigation, receive updates from time to                 12:21:20

8    time.  We've agreed with our client, the                    12:21:23

9    Penn State Board of Trustees, that that's                   12:21:27

10    appropriate," in the same way it's appropriate              12:21:28

11    for those who were conducting parallel                      12:21:30

12    investigations under the Clery Act, the criminal            12:21:33

13    justice system, but "We, the Freeh Group, are               12:21:37

14    conducting an independent investigation here,               12:21:39

15    and we will not engage in any behavior that                 12:21:42

16    appears to in any way impair the independence of            12:21:46

17    the investigation."                                         12:21:51

18            That's the message that I took away.                12:21:52

19    That's the message that was delivered at that               12:21:53

20    meeting, and subsequent to that meeting, about              12:21:57

21    how we would engage.                                        12:21:59

22            Now, with that message, the point was,              12:22:01

23    how do we engage, moving forward?  What is                  12:22:03

24    constructive?  What might be helpful to us and              12:22:08

25    not in any way interfere with the independence              12:22:13
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1    of the investigation?                                       12:22:16

2            So there was no agreement in that                   12:22:18

3    context.  There was an understanding about how              12:22:20

4    we are going to move forward.  We talked a                  12:22:23

5    little bit about things we thought we could do              12:22:25

6    to help.  And they said, you know, "These are               12:22:27

7    some things that maybe you can do to help," but             12:22:30

8    that's about the extent of it.                              12:22:32

9       Q    What did they say you could do to help?             12:22:34

10       A    You know, to the point I made before,               12:22:36

11    help them by providing them with educational                12:22:38

12    information that would be useful as they                    12:22:40

13    gathered data, facts to assist Penn State                   12:22:43

14    ultimately in answering the questions.                      12:22:48

15       Q    What sort of educational information?               12:22:49

16       A    Around the issues that were laid out in             12:22:51

17    that letter.  So if you pull the letter up --               12:22:54

18    and I don't remember it specifically, off the               12:22:56

19    top of my head -- there were constitutional                 12:22:58

20    provisions cited.  There were bylaws cited.                 12:23:00

21    There was -- there was issues around the ethical            12:23:03

22    conduct of athletics personnel.  There were                 12:23:09

23    issues around the concepts of institutional                 12:23:13

24    control.                                                    12:23:16

25            And so, you know, we said, "Okay.  We               12:23:16
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1    can provide you data and information to                     12:23:20

2    understand how we traditionally examine those               12:23:22

3    types of issues."                                           12:23:25

4       Q    Freeh Group, as best as you recall,                 12:23:29

5    solicited from you your assistance -- your,                 12:23:32

6    NCAA's assistance -- in educating Freeh Group on            12:23:34

7    NCAA bylaws issues?                                         12:23:39

8       A    I don't recall whose idea it was.  I                12:23:42

9    don't recall if it was our idea, if it was their            12:23:44

10    idea, if it was part of our original thought                12:23:46

11    process about how we would engage.                          12:23:49

12            But the Freeh Group said, "Okay.  We can            12:23:52

13    receive that information that might be helpful              12:23:55

14    to us."                                                     12:23:57

15       Q    Was the idea of NCAA participation in               12:23:59

16    witness interviews -- shadowing, as you call                12:24:04

17    it -- rejected?                                             12:24:07

18       A    It did not happen.                                  12:24:09

19       Q    Did any of the elements that you have               12:24:13

20    described as typical, in your internal                      12:24:17

21    investigative process in which NCAA                         12:24:21

22    participates, get folded into the interaction               12:24:23

23    between Freeh Group and NCAA?                               12:24:27

24       A    Status updates.                                     12:24:31

25       Q    We'll talk about those.                             12:24:32
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1            Sharing of documents?                               12:24:34

2       A    We gave them educational information.               12:24:38

3    They never shared any documents with us, that I             12:24:40

4    recall of.                                                  12:24:42

5       Q    Did they ever give you the substance of             12:24:43

6    any documents, even if they didn't show you the             12:24:44

7    documents themselves?                                       12:24:47

8       A    Not that I recall.                                  12:24:48

9       Q    Did they ever give you, to your                     12:24:50

10    recollection, summaries of interviews?                      12:24:53

11       A    No.  No.                                            12:24:56

12       Q    No interview notes?                                 12:24:58

13       A    No.                                                 12:24:59

14       Q    How about during status updates?  Any               12:25:04

15    type of preliminary results?                                12:25:09

16       A    No.                                                 12:25:12

17       Q    Were the discussions, in what we'll soon            12:25:13

18    talk about are the weekly phone calls, about                12:25:18

19    Freeh Group's assessment of potential NCAA                  12:25:25

20    violations?                                                 12:25:29

21       A    Not that I recall, no.                              12:25:29

22       Q    Assessments of Freeh Group's opinion on             12:25:32

23    whether there was a lack of institutional                   12:25:34

24    control at Penn State?                                      12:25:35

25       A    No.  I mean, let me do it this way.                 12:25:37
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1    The -- the status updates -- which, by the way,             12:25:41

2    did not occur weekly -- oftentimes were                     12:25:42

3    canceled.  You know how these things go.  This              12:25:45

4    is -- when there was information to report on               12:25:48

5    the status, it was reported on.  Usually didn't             12:25:50

6    last more than five or ten minutes.  And they               12:25:54

7    were usually simply about, these are the folks              12:25:56

8    that we interviewed, these are the general areas            12:26:00

9    that we're going down now, these are the folks              12:26:03

10    that we plan to interview in the future.  That's            12:26:06

11    about it.                                                   12:26:10

12       Q    Was that information given to you -- and            12:26:11

13    John Barrett participated in these calls too,               12:26:12

14    right?                                                      12:26:15

15       A    He did.                                             12:26:16

16       Q    Was there anybody else, outside of you,             12:26:16

17    Omar McNeill, and John Barrett, who participated            12:26:19

18    in these calls?                                             12:26:21

19       A    Not that I recall.                                  12:26:22

20       Q    Was the information that Freeh Group                12:26:24

21    provided to you for purpose of -- was it a                  12:26:26

22    one-way street, in other words?  Did they tell              12:26:29

23    you, "This is what we're doing"?  Or did they               12:26:31

24    tell you what they were doing and solicit from              12:26:33

25    you, "What are your opinions on what we should              12:26:35
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1    do next?"                                                   12:26:38

2       A    I don't recall any solicitation of                  12:26:38

3    opinion or direction.  I mean, at the very                  12:26:40

4    beginning -- again, we talked a little bit about            12:26:43

5    this -- we provided them with what, I believe,              12:26:45

6    was useful educational information, questions               12:26:48

7    that are generally used in this context,                    12:26:52

8    potential people that they might want to                    12:26:55

9    interview, search terms, those kind of things.              12:26:57

10            I don't know what they did with them,               12:27:00

11    whether they used them, whether they didn't use             12:27:01

12    them, whether they threw them in the trash can.             12:27:04

13            But on the status calls, it was more,               12:27:06

14    "These are the witnesses that we interviewed                12:27:08

15    this week.  These are the witnesses that we                 12:27:10

16    might interview in the next week.  This is how              12:27:12

17    far long we are in our investigation," those                12:27:14

18    types of things.                                            12:27:16

19       Q    Before we move on, at some point there              12:27:18

20    was a -- let me take you back to Cynthia                    12:27:23

21    Baldwin's -- or Penn State's response to                    12:27:27

22    Dr. Emmert's letter.                                        12:27:31

23            That was ultimately okayed by you and               12:27:32

24    sent back to NCAA?                                          12:27:36

25       A    I don't -- I wouldn't characterize it --            12:27:39
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1    I wouldn't characterize it as being okayed by               12:27:40

2    me.                                                         12:27:43

3       Q    I just want your opinion.                           12:27:43

4       A    You know, her -- her offer was, does                12:27:44

5    this -- to my way of thinking, does this reflect            12:27:46

6    what our conversation was and how we're going to            12:27:49

7    move forward, you know.  "I have one little area            12:27:51

8    that I think you need to be more clear about."              12:27:54

9    And ultimately she did send a letter back.                  12:27:56

10       Q    And that area of clarity is the one we              12:28:00

11    identified before, the issue of whether                     12:28:03

12    Freeh Group's report could be a sufficient                  12:28:08

13    response to the four questions?                             12:28:11

14       A    Yes.  Whether the Freeh Group's report              12:28:14

15    would serve as Penn State's response or whether             12:28:17

16    Penn State would provide a response thereafter.             12:28:19

17       Q    Okay.                                               12:28:21

18            MR. JOHNSON:  Matt, when it's convenient            12:28:22

19       for you topically, why don't we break for                12:28:28

20       lunch.  No hurry.  Just whenever it's good for           12:28:32

21       you guys.                                                12:28:33

22            THE WITNESS:  I'm good.                             12:28:33

23  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:28:34

24       Q    We might be able to -- we're moving                 12:28:36

25    along at a faster clip than I thought, so I may             12:28:38
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1    be able to get through this and shoot for 1:00.             12:28:42

2       A    Thank you.                                          12:28:54

3            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 8 was marked             12:28:56

4       for identification purposes.)                            12:28:56

5            MR. JOHNSON:  Exhibit 8?                            12:29:03

6            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 12:29:20

7  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:29:20

8       Q    Why did you provide a draft response to             12:29:21

9    Penn State's response letter, to Omar McNeill?              12:29:27

10       A    The same reasons.  To make sure it                  12:29:34

11    accurately reflected the direction we were going            12:29:36

12    in, based upon the conversations that we had.               12:29:39

13       Q    But why was it necessary for Freeh Group            12:29:42

14    to opine or give edits on a letter that was                 12:29:46

15    coming from NCAA, reflecting NCAA policy?                   12:29:50

16       A    I wouldn't characterize this letter as              12:29:54

17    reflecting NCAA policy.  Again, you know, you               12:29:55

18    and I might use different words to describe                 12:29:57

19    different things.                                           12:30:00

20            This is a letter back to Penn State,                12:30:02

21    reflecting our pledge to continue to work with              12:30:04

22    Penn State and with the Freeh Group during the              12:30:09

23    ongoing investigation.                                      12:30:13

24            And the reason to ask Omar for any                  12:30:15

25    comments on this was the same reason I suspect              12:30:18
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1    Ms. Baldwin asked me for comments, to make sure             12:30:20

2    that it appropriately reflected how we had                  12:30:23

3    talked about moving forward.                                12:30:26

4       Q    And did it?                                         12:30:28

5       A    I think he may have made an edit.                   12:30:31

6       Q    Are there any other communications                  12:30:42

7    that -- among or between NCAA and Freeh Group               12:30:44

8    that were forwarded to -- I'm sorry.                        12:30:52

9            Were there any other communications                 12:30:57

10    between NCAA and Penn State that were forwarded             12:30:58

11    to Freeh Group for comment and review, similar              12:31:04

12    to this one?                                                12:31:06

13            MR. JOHNSON:  By the NCAA?                          12:31:08

14  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:31:09

15       Q    By the NCAA.                                        12:31:09

16            To your -- if you know.                             12:31:10

17       A    As I said, this went back and forth.                12:31:16

18    And I think he added the word "confidentiality"             12:31:19

19    to a sentence, but -- so there's another                    12:31:24

20    communication, but it reflects this language.               12:31:26

21            And beyond that -- I mean, if you're                12:31:32

22    asking were there other letters or other things             12:31:33

23    that -- drafts that people were asked to comment            12:31:36

24    on, I just don't recall.                                    12:31:38

25
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1  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:31:42

2       Q    And that was what I was asking.                     12:31:42

3       A    Okay.                                               12:31:44

4       Q    In fairness to you, I'll put -- I wasn't            12:31:44

5    going to, but I'll put in front of you the next             12:31:46

6    one in the chain.                                           12:31:49

7            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 9 was marked             12:31:52

8       for identification purposes.)                            12:31:52

9            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 12:32:34

10  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:32:34

11       Q    Is this the -- does it reflect the edits            12:32:35

12    that you recall Omar McNeill adding in?                     12:32:38

13       A    Yeah.  There are more than I recall, I              12:32:41

14    guess, comparing the two documents.  But,                   12:32:43

15    generally, yes, it reflects what I was told.                12:32:48

16       Q    Do you recall -- do you recall why                  12:32:51

17    Omar McNeill added to the language "and                     12:32:53

18    Judge Freeh"?  And I'm looking at maybe the                 12:32:58

19    penultimate sentence.                                       12:33:01

20       A    I don't think so.  He just substituted              12:33:06

21    Penn State's Special Investigative Council with             12:33:08

22    Judge Freeh.                                                12:33:11

23       Q    All right.  You don't know?                         12:33:12

24       A    Yeah.  He used the name instead of a                12:33:14

25    title.                                                      12:33:16
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1       Q    Do you know if Ms. Baldwin was aware                12:33:17

2    that your response to her was being sent to                 12:33:22

3    NCAA -- or sent to Freeh Group rather -- for                12:33:27

4    comment and review?                                         12:33:30

5       A    I -- I don't know whether she knew or               12:33:32

6    not.                                                        12:33:34

7            MR. JOHNSON:  Are you asking him about the          12:33:36

8       top line of this?                                        12:33:37

9            MR. HAVERSTICK:  No.                                12:33:39

10  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:33:39

11       Q    Just, in general, whether the discourse             12:33:40

12    between Omar McNeill and Mr. Remy on this                   12:33:43

13    response was known to Cynthia Baldwin.                      12:33:47

14       A    The Freeh Group -- Omar may have told               12:33:52

15    her.                                                        12:33:54

16       Q    You don't know?                                     12:33:55

17       A    It doesn't strike me as unusual.  Again,            12:33:57

18    it goes back to trying to make sure that it                 12:33:58

19    accurately reflects our discussions.                        12:34:00

20       Q    Okay.  For sake of convenience, I'm                 12:34:09

21    going to tell you that I'm looking at a document            12:34:16

22    that is an Outlook invite called "PSU Weekly                12:34:18

23    Update Conference Call, Start 12/23/2001."  And             12:34:25

24    then it has a recurrence -- a weekly recurrence             12:34:28

25    and a call-in number.  I can show it to you, if             12:34:33
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1    you want.                                                   12:34:36

2            But I -- really I'm -- the purpose of me            12:34:38

3    referencing it is to jog your memory whether                12:34:42

4    this is the first of the so-called weekly                   12:34:45

5    updates.                                                    12:34:49

6       A    Christmas Eve, you said?                            12:34:51

7       Q    The 23rd.  Close.                                   12:34:53

8       A    I can't even tell you whether or not                12:34:56

9    that actual call occurred.  So I don't know when            12:34:57

10    the first ones began.  Nor do I know when the               12:35:01

11    last one occurred.  I just know from time to                12:35:05

12    time, we had the calls.                                     12:35:06

13       Q    Did they have -- did the weekly calls               12:35:08

14    between you and Mr. Barrett and Mr. McNeill                 12:35:10

15    start after the December 7 meeting?                         12:35:13

16       A    Again, I'm not sure of the date of the              12:35:18

17    meeting, but they started after the meeting at              12:35:20

18    State College.  And, again, they weren't weekly,            12:35:23

19    although they may have been scheduled so that we            12:35:25

20    would have a block of time available.  I can                12:35:27

21    tell you here we didn't have them every week or             12:35:30

22    even anything close to that.                                12:35:32

23       Q    It's your testimony that these calls                12:35:35

24    lasted, typically, five to ten minutes?                     12:35:37

25       A    So -- as a general matter, five, ten                12:35:40
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1    minutes.                                                    12:35:43

2       Q    Do you recall any lasting longer than               12:35:43

3    that?                                                       12:35:45

4       A    I don't have a specific recollection,               12:35:48

5    but I would say the early calls probably lasted             12:35:50

6    longer, as we were trying to figure out how we              12:35:54

7    were going to structure the calls, or something             12:35:57

8    like that.                                                  12:35:59

9       Q    Well, tell me about the early calls.                12:35:59

10    What were you discussing in those if they were              12:36:01

11    longer?                                                     12:36:02

12       A    Same thing.  Same thing.  The only                  12:36:03

13    reason I said they may have lasted longer is                12:36:04

14    because that's when, you know, Omar was saying,             12:36:06

15    "Okay.  This is how we're going to do these                 12:36:08

16    calls.  These are the things we're looking at.              12:36:11

17    This is how long we plan on taking.  This is                12:36:13

18    our -- our process."                                        12:36:16

19            So, you know, I just wanted to offer to             12:36:18

20    you that there may be a time when some of the               12:36:20

21    calls in the early days lasted a little longer              12:36:23

22    so we could get the process in place.                       12:36:25

23       Q    Tell me what McNeill was describing to              12:36:27

24    you early on as the process.                                12:36:30

25       A    Simply what I have said a couple times              12:36:33
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1    here today, that, you know, we can talk about               12:36:35

2    who we're going to interview, who our interviews            12:36:39

3    are coming up in the future, who we have                    12:36:43

4    interviewed, the progress of the investigation,             12:36:45

5    how much longer we think we're going to be                  12:36:49

6    working on this area, that area, when we might              12:36:50

7    move to a different area.                                   12:36:53

8            And I can't even tell you, because I                12:36:54

9    don't remember what the areas were, other than,             12:36:56

10    you know, they had a broad mandate and they were            12:36:59

11    looking at a variety of things across the                   12:37:02

12    Penn State University campus as it related to               12:37:06

13    what was in the Sandusky indictment.                        12:37:08

14       Q    Do you recall Mr. McNeill, separate and             12:37:10

15    apart from -- from the sitdown you had,                     12:37:13

16    discussing that Freeh Group was investigating               12:37:15

17    potential NCAA bylaws or infractions issues?                12:37:19

18       A    Outside of what was in the Sandusky                 12:37:24

19    report?                                                     12:37:27

20       Q    At all.                                             12:37:27

21       A    I mean, the Sandusky indictment?  No.  I            12:37:28

22    mean, we talked about the Sandusky indictment               12:37:30

23    earlier.                                                    12:37:32

24       Q    Yeah.                                               12:37:32

25       A    And I think I responded to you no, I                12:37:32
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1    don't think that they were conducting an                    12:37:34

2    investigation to determine whether there were               12:37:37

3    bylaw violations.                                           12:37:38

4       Q    And -- and to be clear, I'm not talking             12:37:40

5    about just any old bylaw violation.                         12:37:43

6       A    Okay.                                               12:37:46

7       Q    I'm talking about anything specifically             12:37:47

8    relating to the Sandusky matter.                            12:37:49

9            MR. JOHNSON:  I've lost the question.               12:37:51

10            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I think Mr. Remy                   12:37:56

11       interpreted my question as asking whether there          12:37:57

12       were discussions about NCAA or Freeh Group               12:38:00

13       investigating just any potential bylaw                   12:38:03

14       violation, rather than ones confined to the              12:38:06

15       facts of the Sandusky investigation.  And I              12:38:09

16       didn't mean a universe of all kinds of                   12:38:11

17       infractions.  I only meant one that's related            12:38:13

18       to the Sandusky matter.                                  12:38:15

19            MR. JOHNSON:  You're asking him whether             12:38:16

20       the Freeh Group -- he recalls the Freeh Group            12:38:17

21       ever communicating to him that that is what              12:38:19

22       they were doing?                                         12:38:21

23            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Correct.  After the --             12:38:22

24       after the December 7 meeting.                            12:38:22

25            MR. JOHNSON:  Okay.  Do you understand              12:38:23
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1       that?                                                    12:38:24

2            THE WITNESS:  I think I do.  This colloquy          12:38:27

3       kind of threw me off.                                    12:38:29

4            If I understand your question correctly,            12:38:31

5       do I recall the Freeh Group on -- or McNeill,            12:38:33

6       in particular, because that's who I was                  12:38:37

7       talking to -- on any of the calls to talk                12:38:37

8       about investigating NCAA bylaw violations.               12:38:40

9            Is that -- is that generally what you're            12:38:45

10       asking?                                                  12:38:47

11  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:38:47

12       Q    Generally.  I mean, don't -- don't hold             12:38:48

13    me to investigating but --                                  12:38:48

14       A    Or looking into or trying to ascertain              12:38:51

15    or evaluating whether or not there had been an              12:38:53

16    NCAA violation.                                             12:38:57

17            I don't recall that that was the subject            12:38:59

18    of any of these calls, nor do I recall that                 12:39:01

19    that's what they were doing as they moved                   12:39:04

20    forward in their investigation.                             12:39:06

21            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 10 was marked            12:39:15

22       for identification purposes.)                            12:39:15

23  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:39:15

24       Q    Let me show you a document that we                  12:39:17

25    marked as 10.                                               12:39:19
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1       A    Okay.                                               12:39:39

2       Q    Now, there's-- I represent to you that              12:39:40

3    there's an attachment apparently with this                  12:39:43

4    e-mail that we're about to put in front of you              12:39:46

5    that we believe is the correct attachment.  I'm             12:39:48

6    going to ask you to take a look at it.                      12:39:51

7            But while that gets marked, this e-mail             12:39:53

8    reads, "In any event, I have attached a list of             12:39:55

9    draft questions as discussed."                              12:39:58

10            What discussions do you recall with                 12:40:04

11    Omar McNeill regarding draft questions submitted            12:40:06

12    to him by NCAA?                                             12:40:10

13       A    Yeah.  Again, my recollection was that              12:40:14

14    we had some discussion at the meeting that we               12:40:18

15    talked about already, at Penn State, around how             12:40:21

16    we could be helpful and them gathering                      12:40:26

17    information that might be associated with the               12:40:30

18    questions that the NCAA had put forward.  So I              12:40:33

19    don't know if it was at that meeting or on a                12:40:37

20    subsequent call or both that we talked about,               12:40:39

21    "We'll give you some questions.  We'll give you             12:40:43

22    some search terms.  We'll give you maybe a list             12:40:46

23    of witnesses, or something like that, just                  12:40:51

24    information that we think might be helpful to               12:40:53

25    you."                                                       12:40:55
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1       Q    I'm going to show you 11, which purports            12:40:56

2    to be list of questions.  And then we can ask a             12:40:59

3    couple more questions about these two documents             12:41:04

4    together.                                                   12:41:06

5       A    Are you going to ask about specific                 12:41:06

6    questions?  Because I can read the whole                    12:41:14

7    document or I can just...                                   12:41:16

8       Q    I don't know that I am.                             12:41:18

9       A    Okay.                                               12:41:19

10            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 11 was marked            12:41:19

11       for identification purposes.)                            12:41:19

12  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:41:19

13       Q    But if I do, we'll, you know, take as               12:41:20

14    much time as you want.                                      12:41:22

15       A    Okay.                                               12:41:23

16       Q    Does that look like the list of                     12:41:24

17    questions that would have accompanied this                  12:41:25

18    e-mail?                                                     12:41:27

19       A    It does.                                            12:41:28

20       Q    Do you remember it actually being the               12:41:28

21    list of questions?                                          12:41:29

22       A    You asked a better question the first               12:41:31

23    time.  I mean, it does look like the list of                12:41:33

24    questions.  I can't say that with absolute                  12:41:35

25    certainty.  But you can represent to me that                12:41:37
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1    this is what the NCAA produced, or somebody                 12:41:39

2    produced, that reflects the attachment to the               12:41:41

3    e-mail --                                                   12:41:43

4       Q    I can represent --                                  12:41:44

5       A    -- I will say yes.                                  12:41:44

6       Q    I can represent to you that document is             12:41:45

7    in the production from NCAA.  I don't think it's            12:41:47

8    associated directly with -- with that --                    12:41:49

9            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I mean, Brian, we could            12:41:54

10       never -- we couldn't tell.                               12:41:55

11            MR. KOWALSKI:  It's a family member of the          12:41:56

12       attachment to the e-mail you just showed.                12:41:58

13            MR. HAVERSTICK:  All right.  So --                  12:42:00

14            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 12:42:00

15            MR. HAVERSTICK:  All right.                         12:42:00

16            THE WITNESS:  Then, yes.                            12:42:01

17  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:42:01

18       Q    Okay.  Who drafted those, if you know?              12:42:02

19       A    You know, there may have been a group of            12:42:05

20    people.  I don't know.  But I do believe that --            12:42:08

21    for sure.  Let me say it that way.  I don't know            12:42:12

22    for sure, but I have some recollection of                   12:42:15

23    working on these, maybe with the enforcement                12:42:18

24    staff, in terms of how do -- you know, how do we            12:42:22

25    think about -- how can we help them gather                  12:42:26
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1    information that might be most useful to them.              12:42:29

2       Q    Presumably, you would have been the                 12:42:31

3    person in NCAA who would have solicited help                12:42:32

4    from others in NCAA in drafting these questions,            12:42:36

5    right?                                                      12:42:38

6       A    Yeah.  And -- but your -- your                      12:42:39

7    question -- your questions supposes or suggested            12:42:43

8    that I drafted the questions.  And I don't                  12:42:48

9    recall that specifically.                                   12:42:50

10            But what I will say is that, you know,              12:42:52

11    my role, in gathering the questions, would have             12:42:53

12    been to solicit information from others in order            12:42:59

13    to put together some information that would be              12:43:01

14    useful to Omar.                                             12:43:04

15       Q    Actually, I think I may be asking just              12:43:05

16    the opposite.                                               12:43:07

17       A    Okay.                                               12:43:10

18       Q    I presume that others assisted you in               12:43:10

19    drafting the questions in whole or at least in              12:43:13

20    part.                                                       12:43:16

21            MR. JOHNSON:  I think the disconnect is             12:43:18

22       he's saying he's not sure he drafted the                 12:43:19

23       question.                                                12:43:22

24  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:43:22

25       Q    Somebody drafted the questions at NCAA?             12:43:23
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1       A    Correct.  I mean, I believe so.  I don't            12:43:25

2    believe they were drafted by outside counsel,               12:43:28

3    because if they were, we would be having a                  12:43:30

4    different conversation.                                     12:43:33

5       Q    If you hadn't drafted them, you would               12:43:35

6    have had to ask someone else in NCAA to draft               12:43:38

7    them for you?                                               12:43:40

8       A    I would have.  And I just don't recall              12:43:41

9    who that might have been.  It might have been               12:43:43

10    people in the enforcement staff.  It might have             12:43:46

11    been people in the legal staff.  I just don't               12:43:49

12    have a clear recollection of how these questions            12:43:54

13    came to be.  I know the purpose that they were              12:43:56

14    designed for, but I don't have a clear                      12:43:59

15    recollection of how they came to be.  And I                 12:44:01

16    certainly don't have a recollection of me                   12:44:02

17    writing them.                                               12:44:05

18       Q    Do you recall whether Julie Roe Lach was            12:44:07

19    involved in generating these questions?  I'm                12:44:11

20    going to use that word instead of "write,"                  12:44:13

21    because we --                                               12:44:15

22       A    And I'm not trying to be technical and              12:44:16

23    use the word "write" or not write.  I'm just --             12:44:18

24    I don't have a clear recollection of how the                12:44:20

25    questions came to be.  And so what I'm trying to            12:44:22
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1    offer to you is some help to understand the                 12:44:25

2    genesis.                                                    12:44:27

3            And the genesis, in my mind, is that the            12:44:29

4    questions would have derived from communications            12:44:31

5    with the enforcement staff.  Whether                        12:44:37

6    Julie Roe Lach was the person who drafted them              12:44:39

7    or whether somebody in her staff helped draft               12:44:42

8    them, I don't recall and, actually, don't                   12:44:44

9    believe it was somebody in the legal office, but            12:44:49

10    they may have been involved as well.                        12:44:51

11       Q    Do you -- do you recall whether you                 12:45:05

12    anticipated that NCAA would -- do you recall                12:45:07

13    whether you anticipated that Freeh Group would,             12:45:12

14    in fact, ask these questions of witnesses and               12:45:14

15    get answers to these questions from witnesses?              12:45:17

16       A    I don't recall that.  I kind of doubt               12:45:22

17    it.  You know, they were free to use the                    12:45:23

18    questions or not use them, to gather answers or             12:45:28

19    not gather answers.  I just -- I mean, these                12:45:31

20    were designed, in my mind, to be helpful to them            12:45:35

21    in gathering data and information that would be             12:45:38

22    useful to answering the NCAA's November 17                  12:45:40

23    letter.                                                     12:45:44

24       Q    So the top -- and then this may be a                12:45:46

25    question, now that I'm thinking about it, that              12:45:48
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1    you would want to look at the letter for.                   12:45:50

2            The topic matters in this letter and the            12:45:54

3    specific questions are ones that, from NCAA's               12:45:59

4    perspective, you thought answering would be                 12:46:03

5    helpful to Penn State in answering the four                 12:46:07

6    questions?                                                  12:46:09

7            MR. JOHNSON:  Let me just have that read            12:46:11

8       back.                                                    12:46:12

9            (Thereupon, the requested portion of the            12:46:13

10    record was read back by the court reporter.)                12:46:13

11            THE WITNESS:  Do you want to try to                 12:46:34

12       rephrase that?  Because I -- I actually don't            12:46:35

13       get it this time.  I usually get exactly where           12:46:40

14       you're going.  I'm not getting it this time.             12:46:43

15            I can look at these and tell you that               12:46:46

16       the first four buckets appear to be the                  12:46:48

17       language that was used in the letter from the            12:46:53

18       NCAA to Penn State.  That's -- as I look at              12:46:56

19       this, that's there.                                      12:46:59

20            I can look at the top line, and it says             12:47:00

21       questions -- "Proposed questions associated              12:47:03

22       with issues raised by the NCAA."                         12:47:04

23            And then, as it goes through, they                  12:47:07

24       appear to be additional questions that might             12:47:10

25       be helpful in gathering information to answer            12:47:14
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1       the four at the top.                                     12:47:18

2            Is that where you were going with that              12:47:20

3       question or no?                                          12:47:22

4  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:47:23

5       Q    Yeah, that actually, I think, answers               12:47:25

6    the question.                                               12:47:27

7            My question was really a "why these                 12:47:28

8    particular questions?"                                      12:47:30

9       A    I don't have a recollection of drafting.            12:47:33

10    But as I sit here today and look through these              12:47:35

11    questions, they do look like rational questions             12:47:37

12    that one might consider if trying to answer the             12:47:39

13    four questions at the top.                                  12:47:44

14       Q    I'm going to give you a memory quiz.                12:47:45

15    From your recall of the Freeh Report, do you                12:47:51

16    believe these questions were addressed?                     12:47:57

17            MR. JOHNSON:  So I'm just going to object           12:48:01

18       as to the vagueness.                                     12:48:02

19            You're probably asking whether the Freeh            12:48:03

20       Report provides specific answers to these                12:48:04

21       questions.                                               12:48:07

22            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Or general ones.  I                12:48:08

23       understand it's tough to say the Freeh Report            12:48:10

24       answers every single one of these questions.             12:48:11

25            THE WITNESS:  My recollection of the Freeh          12:48:14
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1       Report -- and it was a pretty long document, a           12:48:16

2       couple of -- 300 pages or so, with a lot of              12:48:18

3       exhibits and attachments and 430 witness                 12:48:22

4       interviews and 3.8 million pieces of data, if I          12:48:26

5       recall correctly, or 3.5.  It was a lot of               12:48:30

6       information.                                             12:48:32

7            My recollection was that it provided                12:48:33

8       data that would be useful to the university              12:48:35

9       in examining how they could respond to these             12:48:37

10       questions.  I don't recall anything in the               12:48:40

11       Freeh Report that had "Question 1" and an                12:48:43

12       answer.                                                  12:48:45

13  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:48:46

14       Q    Were these questions, if you remember,              12:48:47

15    provided to John Barrett?                                   12:48:49

16       A    I don't recall.  Wouldn't be surprised              12:48:51

17    if they were, but I just don't recall that.                 12:48:54

18       Q    Do you recall if Big Ten submitted its              12:48:56

19    own similar list of questions to NCAA?                      12:48:59

20       A    To NCAA or to the Freeh Group?                      12:49:03

21       Q    Freeh Group.  Good grief.  Yes.                     12:49:05

22       A    I don't recall.                                     12:49:08

23            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 12 was marked            12:49:08

24       for identification purposes.)                            12:49:08

25       Q    You testified earlier that NCAA also                12:50:06
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1    provided witnesses -- potential witness lists,              12:50:09

2    search terms, et cetera, to Freeh Group.                    12:50:14

3            Am I reading correctly that, in fact,               12:50:20

4    that was the case?                                          12:50:22

5       A    I think what I said earlier was that                12:50:24

6    that was the possibility.  I don't know that I              12:50:26

7    have a specific recollection of witnesses.                  12:50:29

8    Maybe there were some search terms.  Maybe there            12:50:33

9    were witnesses.                                             12:50:36

10            But, yes, it was the case that there                12:50:36

11    were a set of things that we thought would be               12:50:39

12    helpful.  And they included potential search                12:50:41

13    terms and potential witnesses that -- that they             12:50:45

14    could interview.                                            12:50:49

15       Q    Do you remember if Freeh Group asked you            12:50:51

16    for this information or you offered it -- to                12:50:52

17    provide it to Freeh Group?                                  12:50:55

18       A    Again, I don't recall.  We talked about             12:50:57

19    this a little earlier.  I think it was a product            12:50:59

20    of the meeting that we had and may have been                12:51:01

21    something that we were thinking and they said,              12:51:04

22    "Okay.  That's okay to do."  It may have been               12:51:05

23    something that they said, "Yeah, do that."                  12:51:07

24       Q    Would you agree that in an e-mail from              12:51:11

25    Omar McNeill to you, at the bottom of the top               12:51:15
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1    sheet, that he is awaiting your list of                     12:51:18

2    potential witnesses, database terms, et cetera?             12:51:22

3    I mean, those are the words he uses?                        12:51:26

4       A    That's what the document says.                      12:51:30

5            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 13 was marked            12:51:34

6       for identification purposes.)                            12:51:34

7       Q    All right.  I'm going to show you a                 12:51:35

8    document that we, unfortunately, have exactly               12:51:37

9    one copy of, which we have marked.  Maybe we can            12:51:40

10    all look at it.  It's 13.                                   12:51:43

11       A    I get first dibs.  I'm the witness.                 12:51:48

12       Q    You and your counsel may get the only               12:51:52

13    dibs.  And I've got to do it by memory.                     12:51:52

14       A    Okay.                                               12:52:01

15       Q    Does that look like search terms that               12:52:02

16    NCAA provided to Freeh Group consistent with                12:52:08

17    this e-mail?                                                12:52:11

18       A    Let me not answer the question the way              12:52:16

19    you described it, because I don't know what the             12:52:17

20    search terms would have looked like.  I don't               12:52:20

21    have a recollection of that, if you're talking              12:52:22

22    in terms of the format of this document.                    12:52:24

23            If you're talking about in terms of the             12:52:27

24    substance of some search terms that might be                12:52:30

25    relevant, it might be helpful to the questions,             12:52:32
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1    to me, looking at this document, it does reflect            12:52:35

2    that.                                                       12:52:37

3       Q    Do you remember that specific document              12:52:39

4    being forwarded to Freeh Group?                             12:52:42

5       A    I don't remember this format.  Like the             12:52:46

6    other document we talked about, I remember the              12:52:47

7    format and how it looked and everything.  But               12:52:50

8    this -- this could very well be that.                       12:52:52

9       Q    One second.                                         12:52:56

10            Mr. Remy, I don't believe we can attach             12:53:06

11    that document to any particular e-mail, so --               12:53:10

12    unless you guys have it as a family member to               12:53:13

13    another e-mail.                                             12:53:18

14            MR. JOHNSON:  We can --                             12:53:22

15            MR. KOWALSKI:  Bates Number 23947.                  12:53:25

16            MR. JOHNSON:  Donald doesn't know.  So why          12:53:35

17       don't we check on that, and when we break for            12:53:36

18       lunch or something, we'll get back to you,               12:53:40

19       because I don't think he knows whether it was            12:53:40

20       attached.                                                12:53:44

21            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Okay.  All right.                  12:53:45

22            MR. KOWALSKI:  It's a stand-alone                   12:53:50

23       document.  It's not attached to an e-mail.               12:53:50

24            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I'm being told by one of           12:53:52

25       my colleagues that -- I think its custodian is           12:53:53
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1       listed as Kevin Lennon.  But we don't have a --          12:53:56

2       we don't have a corresponding document with it,          12:54:00

3       like an e-mail attachment or anything else.  So          12:54:04

4       that's about all we know.                                12:54:08

5            MR. JOHNSON:  Are you trying to ascertain           12:54:09

6       whether or not it was transmitted?  Is that              12:54:10

7       your point?                                              12:54:12

8            MR. HAVERSTICK:  If anybody that's now              12:54:14

9       talking collaboratively -- if anybody has any            12:54:15

10       more insight into, in fact, whether it was               12:54:18

11       transmitted or whether it belonged to another            12:54:19

12       document -- we just can't tell.  So I can't              12:54:21

13       represent to you --                                      12:54:25

14            THE WITNESS:  I can't -- I don't know.              12:54:26

15  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:54:27

16       Q    But, in general, does this -- as far as             12:54:28

17    you recall about the idea of submitting search              12:54:34

18    terms to Freeh Group, is that conceptually what             12:54:37

19    you were thinking of when you had your                      12:54:43

20    conversations with Omar McNeill?                            12:54:44

21            MR. JOHNSON:  Is what conceptually?                 12:54:47

22  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            12:54:49

23       Q    That type of document with those types              12:54:49

24    of search terms.                                            12:54:52

25       A    You know, again, I don't know that I had            12:54:53
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1    a form of a document in my mind.  The idea was,             12:54:54

2    if there were some search terms that might be               12:54:57

3    helpful in gathering data and information that              12:55:01

4    would be helpful to responding to the questions,            12:55:06

5    we would put them together.                                 12:55:09

6            And, as I said before, I don't know                 12:55:11

7    whether or not we ever sent the search terms or             12:55:14

8    what they ever did with them.  Looking at this              12:55:17

9    document, it just doesn't jump out at me and                12:55:20

10    ring a bell.  But it could very well be, you                12:55:23

11    know, search terms and it could very well have              12:55:24

12    been transmitted to the Freeh Group.                        12:55:27

13       Q    I'm going to read to you a colloquy from            12:55:30

14    the deposition of Julie Roe Lach.  And it's only            12:55:35

15    for the purpose of potentially refreshing your              12:55:39

16    recollection.  And it's page 98 of the                      12:55:42

17    deposition.                                                 12:55:45

18            And I will represent to everyone that               12:55:49

19    Ms. Roe Lach was shown that -- that document                12:55:52

20    that we -- I have just shown to you and asked if            12:55:54

21    she remembered seeing that document.                        12:55:59

22            "I don't remember this document.  I                 12:56:02

23    remember Donald sending me search terms.  Like,             12:56:05

24    this format doesn't look familiar to me, is why             12:56:07

25    I say I don't remember this document.  But I                12:56:10
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1    remember Donald sending me search terms."                   12:56:12

2            Does that refresh your recollection that            12:56:15

3    you --                                                      12:56:17

4       A    No.  But it sounds strikingly similar.              12:56:18

5       Q    But it -- does it -- does it refresh                12:56:21

6    your recollection that you sent search terms to             12:56:22

7    Ms. Lach?                                                   12:56:25

8       A    What I said earlier is these                        12:56:27

9    questions -- the search terms, the witness                  12:56:30

10    interviews, I would have asked the enforcement              12:56:33

11    staff to look at.                                           12:56:36

12            I have no reason to doubt what                      12:56:38

13    Julie Roe Lach says in terms of me asking her --            12:56:41

14    sending her search terms.  I just, you know,                12:56:43

15    like I said, look at this, and it doesn't really            12:56:45

16    ring a bell.                                                12:56:48

17       Q    Sitting here today, you have no specific            12:56:49

18    memory of anybody you asked to assist in                    12:56:51

19    creating search terms and witness names and                 12:56:55

20    other things of that nature?                                12:56:59

21       A    I don't.                                            12:57:01

22       Q    Do you know if Freeh Group ever ran                 12:57:02

23    search terms on documents it was reviewing,                 12:57:05

24    those search terms?                                         12:57:06

25       A    I have no recollection of that.  Or if              12:57:09
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1    they did, I have no recollection of them ever               12:57:11

2    telling me that.                                            12:57:13

3       Q    So in your weekly phone calls, you don't            12:57:15

4    ever recall being told by Mr. McNeill that                  12:57:16

5    documents responsive to your search terms were              12:57:21

6    retrieved?                                                  12:57:24

7       A    You know, again -- and I just want to               12:57:25

8    make sure we have a clear record here, that even            12:57:26

9    though the schedule said weekly, we don't have              12:57:29

10    the phone calls weekly.  But I take it for the              12:57:32

11    purposes of your question.                                  12:57:34

12            I don't recall him ever talking about               12:57:35

13    the use of search terms or any results of the               12:57:38

14    use of search terms.                                        12:57:40

15       Q    Can you live with periodic, if I say it             12:57:42

16    that way next time?                                         12:57:44

17       A    We can agree to that.                               12:57:45

18       Q    All right.                                          12:57:47

19            MR. HAVERSTICK:  It's 1:00 o'clock.  I'm            12:57:47

20       comfortable taking a break here.                         12:57:50

21            MR. JOHNSON:  Let's stop for lunch.                 12:57:54

22            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the end of               12:57:55

23       Media File 2.  We're now off the record at               12:57:58

24       12:56.                                                   12:58:00

25            (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)              12:58:01
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1            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the beginning            13:47:17

2       of Media 3 in the videotape of Donald Remy.  We          13:53:32

3       are now on the record at 13:51.                          13:53:37

4  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            13:53:42

5       Q    Mr. Remy, lunch was good.  Ours was, I              13:53:43

6    think.                                                      13:53:48

7            Let's continue and try to wrap up with              13:53:49

8    the topic of the questions and search terms, et             13:53:52

9    cetera.                                                     13:53:59

10            So the record is clear, do you recall               13:54:00

11    any communications internally in writing with               13:54:05

12    anyone at NCAA about these search terms or                  13:54:08

13    questions, et cetera?                                       13:54:14

14       A    I don't have a specific recollection of             13:54:16

15    any e-mails or writings about the search terms,             13:54:17

16    no.                                                         13:54:20

17       Q    And you don't have a specific recall of             13:54:20

18    tasking anyone with assisting coming up with                13:54:22

19    these search terms and questions?                           13:54:26

20       A    Yes.  Unfortunately, I don't.                       13:54:28

21       Q    And am I right that with respect to                 13:54:29

22    this -- the document I handed you, the last                 13:54:33

23    exhibit that has search terms on it, you don't              13:54:35

24    have a memory of that specific document?                    13:54:38

25       A    I don't have a memory of that document              13:54:42
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1    in this form.  I don't even have a memory of                13:54:43

2    whether or not it was ever transmitted.                     13:54:46

3       Q    Does Penn -- did Penn State or anyone at            13:54:48

4    Penn State know that NCAA was contemplating                 13:54:51

5    sending draft questions or search terms or                  13:54:58

6    proposed witness interview identities on to the             13:55:02

7    Freeh Group?                                                13:55:06

8            MR. JOHNSON:  For purposes of this                  13:55:08

9       question, are you excluding the Freeh Group              13:55:09

10       from the definition of Penn State?                       13:55:11

11            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yes, I mean -- I mean              13:55:14

12       Cynthia Baldwin or other Penn State proper               13:55:14

13       personnel and not the Freeh Group.                       13:55:17

14            MS. DOBLICK:  I'm just going to lodge an            13:55:21

15       objection.  Foundation.                                  13:55:21

16            THE WITNESS:  I don't know whether or not           13:55:24

17       the Freeh Group may have communicated that with          13:55:25

18       the Penn State personnel.  I don't specifically          13:55:27

19       recall having communicated it myself.                    13:55:30

20       Q    In and around this time period, did you             13:55:34

21    continue to be in contact with Cynthia Baldwin?             13:55:37

22       A    I think we talked about earlier in the              13:55:41

23    day I recall a few conversations early on.                  13:55:43

24    Subsequent to the conversations with the Freeh              13:55:47

25    Group, I don't have any specific recollection of            13:55:50
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1    conversations with her.                                     13:55:54

2            Later on, after the Freeh Report was                13:55:55

3    issued or around the time Freeh Report was                  13:55:58

4    issued, I had communications with Penn State                13:56:01

5    personnel.                                                  13:56:04

6       Q    Would that be when your communications              13:56:05

7    with Penn State first picked back up, then,                 13:56:06

8    after the distribution of the Freeh Report?                 13:56:09

9       A    Right around the time the Freeh Report              13:56:11

10    was going to be -- well, there may have been --             13:56:13

11    I mean, I think Freeh issued an interim report              13:56:13

12    or there was some interim recommendations or                13:56:17

13    steps somewhere in the middle of his report                 13:56:20

14    process where he recommended some changes, some             13:56:25

15    operational changes or internal control changes.            13:56:28

16            Or maybe I am misremembering that, but I            13:56:31

17    thought there was something in the middle that              13:56:33

18    he had provided to Penn State about direction.              13:56:36

19    And there may have been communications around               13:56:40

20    that time.                                                  13:56:41

21       Q    Is it your recollection that that was a             13:56:43

22    public --                                                   13:56:45

23       A    Yes.  That was a public -- sorry.                   13:56:46

24       Q    And you may have spoken with someone at             13:56:49

25    Penn State around the time that happened?                   13:56:51
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1       A    Correct.                                            13:56:53

2       Q    But you don't remember?                             13:56:53

3       A    I don't recall specifically.                        13:56:54

4       Q    We will move on in a second.  But on                13:57:01

5    this -- take a look at Exhibit 12 real quick.               13:57:02

6       A    Okay.                                               13:57:23

7       Q    Up towards the top there is an e-mail to            13:57:23

8    you from Omar McNeill, Following up on my below             13:57:26

9    e-mail, assuming that you are comfortable with a            13:57:31

10    conference call education session, would your               13:57:34

11    presenter be available next Wednesday, July --              13:57:37

12    January 4?                                                  13:57:38

13            You see that?                                       13:57:40

14       A    I do.                                               13:57:41

15       Q    We are going to get into the education              13:57:43

16    session in a second.                                        13:57:45

17            Is the education session referenced                 13:57:46

18    here, the presentation Ms. Roe gave to Freeh                13:57:47

19    Group personnel that was in the PowerPoint form?            13:57:53

20       A    I think it was Julie Roe Lach and maybe             13:57:58

21    even some other members of her staff, but, yes,             13:58:01

22    that is what was contemplated.                              13:58:04

23       Q    Whose idea was it to provide Freeh Group            13:58:05

24    with an education session?                                  13:58:09

25       A    I don't specifically recall.  Again, it             13:58:12
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1    may have been borne out of the original meeting             13:58:13

2    that we had or subsequent conversations about               13:58:16

3    how to provide information that would be useful             13:58:19

4    in their developing facts and information for               13:58:22

5    Penn State to ultimately respond to the                     13:58:27

6    questions.                                                  13:58:28

7       Q    Do you ever recall Mr. McNeill                      13:58:47

8    requesting questions in addition to the ones                13:58:52

9    that NCAA provided?                                         13:58:58

10       A    Well, I think the e-mail that you showed            13:59:02

11    me earlier had some reference of if he has any              13:59:04

12    questions, this would be Exhibit 12, I will                 13:59:08

13    review the list of questions provided in the                13:59:10

14    attached e-mail and let you know of any                     13:59:12

15    questions I have.                                           13:59:14

16            I don't recall him ever having any                  13:59:17

17    questions about the questions, and I don't                  13:59:19

18    recall a subsequent time where he said, Do you              13:59:24

19    have more questions?                                        13:59:26

20       Q    All right.  I think -- I'm looking at,              13:59:28

21    perhaps it's 12.                                            13:59:29

22       A    Right.                                              13:59:32

23       Q    It's the e-mail from you to Omar                    13:59:33

24    McNeill.  Or do I have that wrong?  It is                   13:59:36

25    signed, "Happy Holidays, Donald Remy," dated                13:59:39
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1    12/28/2011.  Is that 12 or is that an earlier               13:59:42

2    one?                                                        13:59:46

3       A    That's not Exhibit 12.  Maybe there is              13:59:49

4    something --                                                13:59:53

5            MR. JOHNSON:  I think you're looking at             13:59:54

6       10.                                                      13:59:55

7            MR. HAVERSTICK:  10.  I think you're                13:59:56

8       right.                                                   13:59:56

9       Q    Yeah, take a look at 10, I'm sorry.                 13:59:56

10            You write to Mr. McNeill that these, and            14:00:07

11    the "these" are the questions attached, may be              14:00:12

12    edited and supplemented as we move on.                      14:00:14

13            My question is whether you recall the               14:00:16

14    questions being edited or supplemented at any               14:00:21

15    point.                                                      14:00:24

16       A    I don't.  I don't recall that at all.               14:00:25

17       Q    Do you recall any feedback from                     14:00:29

18    Mr. McNeill at any point about your questions or            14:00:33

19    other submissions to NCAA -- or to Freeh Group,             14:00:36

20    rather?                                                     14:00:40

21       A    Yeah, I don't know what you mean by                 14:00:42

22    "other submissions."  But as it relates to what             14:00:43

23    we are talking about here, I don't recall any               14:00:45

24    follow up or response or further inquiry from               14:00:48

25    Mr. McNeill about the questions the NCAA had                14:00:53
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1    provided.                                                   14:00:57

2       Q    Okay.  I am going to represent to you --            14:00:58

3    and again, I am looking at a document that I am             14:01:01

4    happy to show you, but to move it along, I'm not            14:01:02

5    -- it appears that Ms. Roe Lach gave a                      14:01:07

6    presentation to Freeh Group on Friday,                      14:01:12

7    January 6, and that Freeh Group had 15 to 17                14:01:17

8    people listening in.                                        14:01:24

9            Does that sound about right in terms of             14:01:28

10    the time and circumstances of that presentation?            14:01:30

11       A    In terms of the time, that sounds around            14:01:33

12    the time that she gave the presentation.  In                14:01:35

13    terms of who the Freeh Group had listening in, I            14:01:37

14    don't have any recollection of that.                        14:01:41

15       Q    Do you -- do you ever recall discussing             14:01:43

16    with Mr. McNeill who at Freeh Group, either by              14:01:44

17    name or by function, was intended to be a                   14:01:49

18    participant in the presentation Ms. Roe gave?               14:01:53

19       A    I don't remember having enough knowledge            14:02:00

20    of how they were divided in terms of functions              14:02:01

21    within the Freeh Group to recall that.                      14:02:04

22            Did they have functions?  I'm not sure              14:02:07

23    I'm following you right.  But I don't know if               14:02:09

24    you have a document that can refresh a                      14:02:12

25    recollection.  I would be happy to look it at,              14:02:14
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1    but I don't remember that.                                  14:02:16

2       Q    Unfortunately, I don't.                             14:02:17

3       A    Okay.                                               14:02:18

4       Q    I have a document that references 15 to             14:02:19

5    17 people.  So what I'm driving at is whether               14:02:22

6    you have any memory of who those folks are                  14:02:24

7    either by name or how we can figure out who they            14:02:26

8    were, because, for instance, you knew certain --            14:02:29

9    I don't know, all the investigators were                    14:02:32

10    supposed to be on the call.                                 14:02:35

11       A    The only people in the Freeh Group that             14:02:36

12    I remember having any interaction with are Judge            14:02:39

13    Freeh -- I mean, Judge Sullivan and Omar McNeill            14:02:43

14    and whomever else the Freeh Group had at this               14:02:47

15    initial meeting.  I thought it was one or two               14:02:49

16    other people.                                               14:02:51

17       Q    Did you participate in the Roe                      14:02:52

18    presentation as a -- as a participant or                    14:02:58

19    listener?                                                   14:02:59

20       A    I believe I was there.  I don't know                14:02:59

21    that I presented anything because I had the                 14:03:01

22    experts there to present, so they were providing            14:03:05

23    the information.                                            14:03:08

24       Q    Did Ms. Roe do this over the telephone              14:03:09

25    or did she do it in person?                                 14:03:12
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1       A    I actually -- my recollection was it was            14:03:14

2    a video teleconference, not a whatever you do to            14:03:16

3    send stuff over the computer or something like              14:03:23

4    that.                                                       14:03:24

5       Q    You mentioned some other potential                  14:03:25

6    participants on behalf of NCAA.  Do the names               14:03:27

7    Jackie Thurnes and LuAnn Humphrey sound like two            14:03:32

8    folks who may have participated with Ms. Roe in             14:03:36

9    the presentation?                                           14:03:39

10       A    Possibly.                                           14:03:40

11       Q    And so there's no secrets, I'm reading              14:03:42

12    that from an e-mail from Tommy Walls to Omar                14:03:44

13    McNeill copying you.                                        14:03:49

14       A    Okay.                                               14:03:51

15       Q    What do those two folks do at NCAA                  14:03:52

16    Ms. Thurnes and Ms. Humphrey?                               14:03:57

17       A    I think it is Ms. Thunes.                           14:04:00

18       Q    Thunes?  Okay.                                      14:04:01

19       A    And I'm not sure if either of them are              14:04:02

20    still there.  They were part of the enforcement             14:04:06

21    staff.  They may be enforcement staff                       14:04:08

22    investigators.                                              14:04:12

23       Q    You don't remember?                                 14:04:12

24       A    I don't know what their job titles were.            14:04:14

25       Q    What was the substance of Ms. Roe Lach's            14:04:18
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1    presentation?                                               14:04:26

2       A    My recollection was, or is, I should                14:04:27

3    say, that it was about how the NCAA enforcement             14:04:30

4    staff thinks through the questions around                   14:04:36

5    institutional control and ethical conduct.                  14:04:40

6       Q    Why did you think that was relevant                 14:04:45

7    information for the Freeh Group?                            14:04:46

8       A    Well, again, it goes back to the letter             14:04:48

9    of November 17th and the issues that were                   14:04:50

10    identified in that letter and how it would be               14:04:53

11    helpful for them to gather information to                   14:04:57

12    provide to Penn State to respond to the letter.             14:04:58

13       Q    Now, by this point, and that is                     14:05:01

14    January 2012, early January 2012, had NCAA                  14:05:05

15    progressed in its thinking towards potential                14:05:14

16    enforcement actions against Penn State?                     14:05:17

17            MR. JOHNSON:  So, Donald, as you think              14:05:21

18       about answering that question, because it                14:05:22

19       expressly asks about thinking, I would                   14:05:24

20       encourage you to not reveal your own attorney            14:05:27

21       work product in your thought process.                    14:05:30

22            Matt may be asking you more generally               14:05:33

23       whether there were conversations.                        14:05:34

24       Q    I asked it quite poorly.  I think                   14:05:36

25    Kip's -- I like Kip's question better.                      14:05:40
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1            How about, rather than me asking you                14:05:44

2    what you were thinking, can you tell me whether             14:05:45

3    others at NCAA and -- in early January of 2012              14:05:47

4    were discussing in more certain terms the                   14:05:51

5    prospect of an enforcement action against Penn              14:05:54

6    State?                                                      14:05:57

7            MR. JOHNSON:  If you can answer that                14:05:58

8       without revealing attorney-client                        14:05:59

9       communications.                                          14:06:00

10            THE WITNESS:  So I think what I would need          14:06:01

11       to do is break down both of your rephrasings of          14:06:02

12       that specific question and go back to what we            14:06:05

13       talked about earlier in the day, which was:  We          14:06:09

14       didn't believe that there was enough                     14:06:14

15       information available at the time of the                 14:06:16

16       Sandusky indictment for the enforcement staff            14:06:19

17       to make a judgment then as to whether or not             14:06:22

18       this could or should be an enforcement action,           14:06:25

19       should they commence an enforcement                      14:06:27

20       investigation.                                           14:06:29

21            That's a concept that they have when                14:06:32

22       they receive any information.  They think                14:06:36

23       about whether or not this is something --                14:06:38

24       whether or not we have data or information               14:06:39

25       that's useful, and in analyzing, should we               14:06:41
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1       commence an enforcement investigation?                   14:06:45

2            To my knowledge, at the point in time               14:06:47

3       that they provided this presentation, they               14:06:49

4       weren't thinking, yes, this presentation is              14:06:53

5       related to or in any way around or focused on            14:06:55

6       the potential to have an investigation at                14:06:59

7       Penn State; but rather, this is how we think             14:07:01

8       about these issues.                                      14:07:04

9            And to the extent that's helpful to you,            14:07:07

10       Freeh Group, in analyzing and completing your            14:07:10

11       investigation, here is some information for              14:07:14

12       you.                                                     14:07:16

13            But no, to my knowledge, at that point              14:07:17

14       in time there wasn't any active movement                 14:07:20

15       toward an investigation.                                 14:07:25

16  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:07:26

17       Q    Would Freeh Group's understanding of                14:07:27

18    NCAA's thinking on lack of institutional control            14:07:30

19    be relevant to the investigation only to the                14:07:35

20    extent that the investigation was delving into              14:07:38

21    those lack of institutional control issues from             14:07:41

22    an NCAA standpoint?                                         14:07:43

23            MR. JOHNSON:  Objection to form.                    14:07:46

24            THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I can't say that                14:07:46

25       that's what they were doing.  And I don't know           14:07:47
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1       that I agree with the premise of your question;          14:07:48

2       recall that the Freeh Group had a mandate that           14:07:51

3       was far broader than NCAA enforcement or NCAA            14:07:54

4       rules.  They were looking across the campus at           14:08:00

5       a variety of different issues, some of those             14:08:04

6       issues involved internal controls from a                 14:08:06

7       general organizational standpoint.                       14:08:10

8            So, the idea here was:  As you examine              14:08:13

9       these issues and as you examine what happened            14:08:16

10       in the athletics department, and as you                  14:08:19

11       gather data and information that would be                14:08:21

12       useful in responding to those questions, here            14:08:23

13       is some information that might be helpful to             14:08:26

14       you.                                                     14:08:28

15       Q    Can we agree that the information you               14:08:30

16    provided that you thought would be helpful on               14:08:32

17    lack of institutional control wasn't geared                 14:08:34

18    towards general institutional control issues; it            14:08:38

19    was really coming from or through the prism of              14:08:42

20    NCAA's view on what lack of institutional                   14:08:46

21    control means for its purpose?                              14:08:49

22            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form only               14:08:51

23       because I'm not sure of the distinction.                 14:08:52

24            But if you understand.                              14:08:54

25            THE WITNESS:  What I can say to you about           14:08:55
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1       that is yes, the NCAA has a view that its                14:08:56

2       membership has endorsed around institutional             14:09:02

3       control of athletics programs and that view is           14:09:05

4       expressed in its bylaws, that view is expressed          14:09:10

5       in a white paper that describe that idea, and            14:09:13

6       that issue is raised in a number of cases that           14:09:16

7       ultimately come before the committee on                  14:09:20

8       infraction.                                              14:09:23

9            So there is a process of examining                  14:09:23

10       institutional control that the NCAA members              14:09:26

11       have used historically to look at those                  14:09:31

12       issues.                                                  14:09:34

13            So when the enforcement staff goes and              14:09:34

14       presents information to the Freeh Group, its,            14:09:37

15       in general terms, about that institutional               14:09:39

16       control as it relates to the athletics                   14:09:43

17       department and the process that they go about            14:09:46

18       in evaluating those questions.                           14:09:48

19            You know, but again, it ties back to                14:09:50

20       the -- as you're looking at the Sandusky                 14:09:53

21       indictment and the issues related to that,               14:09:56

22       there are questions that will help us analyze            14:09:59

23       how we should move forward, and this is                  14:10:02

24       information that might be helpful to you in              14:10:05

25       that analysis.                                           14:10:07
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1       Q    Let's take a look at it just so that we,            14:10:07

2    in fairness to all of us, have something                    14:10:09

3    concrete in front of us.                                    14:10:12

4            I am going to show you documents we've              14:10:14

5    marked as 14 and 15.                                        14:10:15

6            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 14 was marked            14:10:17

7       for identification purposes.)                            14:10:17

8            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 15 was marked            14:10:18

9       for identification purposes.)                            14:10:18

10            MR. HAVERSTICK:  It is the PowerPoint and           14:10:27

11       we have precisely two copies, unfortunately.             14:10:27

12       We have copies of the first exhibit.                     14:10:32

13            If people need a minute to go grab the              14:10:36

14       exhibit from Roe, we can do that.                        14:10:38

15            THE WITNESS:  I looked at the first                 14:10:51

16       document.                                                14:10:52

17  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:10:52

18       Q    Let's take a look at the top sheet                  14:10:52

19    first.  Then we will talk about the second one.             14:10:54

20            The e-mail we are looking at is the                 14:11:04

21    first exhibit is marked confidential.  Why?                 14:11:08

22       A    I would have to look at the attachments             14:11:13

23    probably --                                                 14:11:15

24       Q    Go ahead.                                           14:11:16

25       A    -- to make that judgment.                           14:11:16
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1            Likely, because it contains information             14:11:33

2    about specific investigations involving specific            14:11:35

3    universities and what happened in cases in those            14:11:39

4    circumstances.                                              14:11:46

5       Q    Specific NCAA investigations of                     14:11:47

6    specific --                                                 14:11:51

7       A    NCAA members.                                       14:11:52

8       Q    -- of NCAA infractions?                             14:11:53

9       A    That would have occurred at various                 14:11:56

10    institutions that are members of the                        14:11:57

11    association.                                                14:12:00

12       Q    And would those have been investigations            14:12:00

13    that were conducted by enforcement?                         14:12:02

14       A    I believe so.                                       14:12:05

15       Q    Okay.  The -- this e-mail is -- subject             14:12:06

16    line is "Presentation Documents."                           14:12:15

17            Do you recall the second exhibit was                14:12:18

18    attached to this e-mail?                                    14:12:21

19       A    This specific exhibit, if you represent             14:12:26

20    to me that this was the attachment, I will agree            14:12:27

21    with you on that.  It looks like the                        14:12:30

22    presentation that was provided at the time.                 14:12:32

23       Q    I mean, I can represent that it was the             14:12:34

24    presentation.  I think it was attached to this              14:12:36

25    e-mail.  I'm always the last to know this stuff.            14:12:37
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1            The fourth sentence in this e-mail                  14:12:48

2    reads:  "As discussed, this informational                   14:12:49

3    briefing is being provided to your team to                  14:12:51

4    illustrate how the NCAA enforcement staff                   14:12:53

5    historically has examined issues involving                  14:12:56

6    institutional control and ethical conduct."                 14:12:58

7       A    Yes.                                                14:13:01

8       Q    And that's accurate?                                14:13:01

9       A    That is.                                            14:13:02

10       Q    The last sentence in that paragraph                 14:13:11

11    reads:  "We hope to get you the additional                  14:13:12

12    information we discussed in short order."                   14:13:15

13            What additional information?                        14:13:17

14       A    I don't -- I don't have a recollection              14:13:27

15    of that.  If there's -- there may be an e-mail              14:13:28

16    that reflects what it is.                                   14:13:31

17            I don't have a recollection of what that            14:13:39

18    might be.                                                   14:13:41

19       Q    Did Ms. Roe actually conduct the                    14:13:47

20    PowerPoint presentation?                                    14:13:49

21       A    I believe she and her staff were                    14:13:52

22    participants in this.  I don't know what you                14:13:54

23    mean by conduct the presentation, but I think               14:13:56

24    that she and her staff presented this material              14:13:58

25    to the participants on the -- on the video                  14:14:02
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1    teleconference.                                             14:14:05

2       Q    And went through it the way we all have             14:14:06

3    to when we do the PowerPoint slide?  We pull up             14:14:07

4    the slide and talk about the information on the             14:14:11

5    slide for a bit and then move on to the next                14:14:13

6    slide?                                                      14:14:15

7       A    Yeah.  I can't say that they talked                 14:14:16

8    about every single slide.                                   14:14:19

9       Q    Okay.                                               14:14:20

10       A    We've all done PowerPoint presentations             14:14:21

11    and we skip over slides and the like, and in the            14:14:23

12    interest of time try to make sure that we use               14:14:27

13    the best and most efficient method to get the               14:14:29

14    information out.                                            14:14:32

15            So I can't sit here today and say yes,              14:14:33

16    they looked at every slide and talked about                 14:14:34

17    every slide.  But that would be the process that            14:14:36

18    they would use to provide the information.                  14:14:37

19       Q    Do you remember whether there was a                 14:14:41

20    period allotted for questions at the end of this            14:14:42

21    presentation?                                               14:14:46

22       A    I don't recall, but, you know, that                 14:14:47

23    would be the ordinary way when you provide                  14:14:49

24    educational information, that you give people an            14:14:51

25    opportunity to ask questions.                               14:14:53
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1            I don't know if they did it at the end.             14:14:54

2    I don't remember if they did it in the middle.              14:14:56

3    But ordinarily, you would give people an                    14:14:57

4    opportunity to ask questions.                               14:15:01

5       Q    Do you remember any questions being                 14:15:01

6    asked at all?                                               14:15:03

7       A    I don't have that specific of a                     14:15:05

8    recollection, I've got to tell you.                         14:15:06

9       Q    Do you remember anyone from Freeh Group             14:15:09

10    speaking or participating during this                       14:15:12

11    presentation; as a presenter, not as a question             14:15:14

12    asker?                                                      14:15:19

13       A    As a presenter?                                     14:15:20

14       Q    As a presenter?                                     14:15:22

15       A    No, I don't think that that happened.               14:15:23

16    That wasn't the purpose of the -- of the                    14:15:24

17    educational briefing.  So...                                14:15:26

18       Q    If you would, please, take a look at the            14:15:30

19    next exhibit, the presentation itself.                      14:15:34

20            I'm going to flip through it, but in                14:15:46

21    general, am I accurate that this presentation,              14:15:51

22    at least the beginning portion of it, discusses             14:15:56

23    NCAA constitutional terms?                                  14:16:00

24       A    Well, maybe -- sure --                              14:16:09

25       Q    The slide --                                        14:16:10
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1       A    It speaks for itself, so the document is            14:16:11

2    in the record, yeah.                                        14:16:12

3       Q    So Ms. Roe was, at least in the                     14:16:13

4    beginning of the presentation, explaining                   14:16:14

5    particular NCAA constitutional bylaw provisions             14:16:16

6    to people at Freeh Group?                                   14:16:21

7       A    Well, again, I don't know which part she            14:16:22

8    presented or which part her staff presented.                14:16:24

9    And I don't know if they covered every slide or             14:16:27

10    if she had to explain these.                                14:16:30

11            If you look at these various cites to               14:16:32

12    the NCAA constitution there, they're pretty                 14:16:34

13    self-explanatory.                                           14:16:37

14       Q    So, does that mean that you don't think             14:16:39

15    that she did more than just show the slide or               14:16:44

16    did she actually -- you don't remember?                     14:16:47

17       A    I don't -- I don't recall specifically,             14:16:50

18    but, you know, you can flip through and read                14:16:50

19    them.                                                       14:16:52

20       Q    Someone was putting the slides up,                  14:16:53

21    whether it was Ms. Roe or someone else in the               14:16:55

22    staff, and talking at least in some fashion                 14:16:58

23    about what the slide said, generally?                       14:16:59

24       A    Possibly, but I just don't know if they             14:17:02

25    talked about every slide.                                   14:17:03
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1       Q    All right.                                          14:17:04

2       A    I mean, that would be the point of an               14:17:04

3    educational presentation.                                   14:17:05

4       Q    Sure.  And fair enough.  I'm not -- I'm             14:17:06

5    not -- I don't take your answer to mean that                14:17:07

6    you're saying somebody talked about every single            14:17:09

7    slide.                                                      14:17:12

8            There are some, following the                       14:17:13

9    constitutional provisions, slides discussing                14:17:14

10    institutional control analysis.                             14:17:18

11            Am I correct that the institutional                 14:17:25

12    control analysis referenced in the slides is the            14:17:29

13    analysis that enforcement uses when it evaluates            14:17:32

14    issues of institutional control?                            14:17:36

15            And take as much time as you want with              14:17:41

16    them.                                                       14:17:42

17       A    What I would say in response to your                14:18:00

18    question, which I recall was:  Is it correct                14:18:02

19    that this reflects the analysis that the                    14:18:04

20    enforcement staff would use when it examines                14:18:06

21    institutional control, is that they would use               14:18:08

22    this formula or this approach and so, too, would            14:18:14

23    the committee on infractions when it evaluates              14:18:18

24    an institutional control case presented to it.              14:18:21

25            This seems to kind of reflect the                   14:18:26
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1    methodology that's used by the committee as well            14:18:30

2    as by the enforcement staff to look at                      14:18:32

3    institutional control issues.                               14:18:37

4       Q    There is a section called "rules                    14:18:38

5    education," I'll try to pop through this                    14:18:40

6    relatively quickly.                                         14:18:48

7            This section refers to education of NCAA            14:18:49

8    rules to member institutions.                               14:18:54

9            Am I -- do I have that right?                       14:18:55

10       A    So, as a component of institutional                 14:19:06

11    control analysis, one of the things that you                14:19:09

12    look at is whether or not the member institution            14:19:11

13    has a rules education program that's a typical              14:19:15

14    compliance analysis.                                        14:19:18

15            And so this reflects that the member                14:19:19

16    institution, in demonstrating that they have the            14:19:23

17    proper controls, has a rules education program.             14:19:26

18            That's what I think this reflects.                  14:19:28

19       Q    Same general information reflected by               14:19:32

20    the following section, "Commitment to                       14:19:36

21    Compliance"?                                                14:19:37

22       A    Yeah, pretty much.                                  14:20:03

23       Q    The case precedent you cited earlier                14:20:05

24    that may be the reason the presentation was                 14:20:09

25    deemed confidential, that is enforcement cases              14:20:12
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1    or COI cases?                                               14:20:16

2       A    It is interesting the way you asked that            14:20:22

3    question.  Maybe you really do understand                   14:20:24

4    enforcement and COI.  Because, you know, not                14:20:26

5    every case that the enforcement staff looks into            14:20:28

6    ends up before the committee on infractions.                14:20:31

7    That's why I liked the way you asked the                    14:20:33

8    question.                                                   14:20:36

9       Q    I am aware of that.                                 14:20:36

10       A    Yeah, these appear to be cases that --              14:20:37

11    that the enforcement staff conducted                        14:20:38

12    investigations and that went to the committee on            14:20:42

13    infractions for their determination as to what              14:20:45

14    to do.                                                      14:20:48

15       Q    There is a section denominated, "Head               14:20:52

16    Coach Control."  That just looks like it's a                14:20:55

17    description of an NCAA bylaw.                               14:20:58

18            Do I have that right?                               14:21:00

19       A    It is.  But again, this whole                       14:21:04

20    presentation is about institutional control and             14:21:05

21    ethical conduct.  And I think what they're                  14:21:08

22    providing here is information about those two               14:21:10

23    principles and how the enforcement staff                    14:21:12

24    traditionally and historically has looked at                14:21:16

25    them.                                                       14:21:18
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1       Q    The next section is, "Ethical Policies              14:21:19

2    and Expectations."  This, again, is a section               14:21:27

3    devoted to discussions of NCAA bylaws?                      14:21:32

4       A    Yes.  Those bylaws that go to questions             14:21:43

5    around unethical conduct or exemplary conduct.              14:21:45

6       Q    And then the section following it again             14:21:49

7    is a case study section.  Is this again similar             14:21:50

8    instances in which Ms. Roe or her staff are                 14:21:54

9    demonstrating how unethical conduct plays out,              14:22:00

10    perhaps, in the real NCAA world?                            14:22:03

11       A    Yes.  I guess I would just take the way             14:22:06

12    they described it as case studies of ethical                14:22:08

13    policies and expectations.  Yeah.                           14:22:11

14       Q    So looking at the presentation that                 14:22:13

15    Ms. Roe and her colleagues gave, this PowerPoint            14:22:16

16    really is a presentation of educational issues              14:22:24

17    on institutional control as it relates to the               14:22:30

18    NCAA?                                                       14:22:34

19            MR. JOHNSON:  Asked and answered.                   14:22:37

20            You can answer again.                               14:22:38

21            THE WITNESS:  Institutional control and             14:22:39

22       unethical conduct as it relates to what happens          14:22:40

23       on a member institution campus.                          14:22:44

24       Q    Okay.  Do you recall, after the                     14:22:47

25    presentation, discussing the issues raised                  14:22:59
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1    further -- in the presentation, that is, further            14:23:04

2    with Mr. McNeill?                                           14:23:06

3       A    I don't recall that.  No.                           14:23:08

4       Q    He didn't have questions about,                     14:23:12

5    potentially, applicability of the issues raised             14:23:13

6    in the presentation to what was going on at Penn            14:23:17

7    State?                                                      14:23:19

8       A    He -- he may have had questions.  You               14:23:20

9    would have to ask him that.  But I don't -- I               14:23:22

10    don't recall any -- any engagement or                       14:23:23

11    back-and-forth about whatever questions he might            14:23:26

12    have had.                                                   14:23:28

13       Q    Do you ever recall having a conversation            14:23:30

14    with Mr. McNeil at any time on a continuum of,              14:23:32

15    say, November to July of -- November '11 to July            14:23:36

16    '12 of discussing the applicability of NCAA's               14:23:41

17    bylaws to the facts as Freeh Group was                      14:23:46

18    discovering them at Penn State?                             14:23:50

19       A    Again, let me rephrase it to make it                14:23:52

20    work in my mind.                                            14:23:54

21            We've talked a couple times today about             14:23:57

22    early conversations with the Freeh Group, and               14:23:59

23    about the reality that their investigation was              14:24:01

24    going to gather data to allow answers to be                 14:24:05

25    provided to those four questions.                           14:24:09
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1            So I suspect in the early conversations             14:24:11

2    that we had about how to move forward, we talked            14:24:14

3    about, those are the four questions that Penn               14:24:17

4    State has committed to respond to at the end of             14:24:19

5    your investigation.                                         14:24:22

6            Those questions obviously involve                   14:24:23

7    institutional control and unethical conduct and             14:24:25

8    other bylaws, so as you conduct your                        14:24:27

9    investigation, we'll give you information that              14:24:29

10    will help you gather those facts.                           14:24:31

11            So I don't know if that's responsive to             14:24:34

12    what you're asking, but it sounds like, you                 14:24:35

13    know, what we've talked about earlier in the                14:24:37

14    day.                                                        14:24:40

15       Q    Close.                                              14:24:40

16            Did you ever have a conversation with               14:24:43

17    Mr. McNeill in which he informed you of facts               14:24:44

18    the investigation had uncovered and solicited               14:24:47

19    your view on whether those facts amounted to                14:24:50

20    NCAA bylaw violations?                                      14:24:52

21       A    I don't recall any conversations like               14:24:55

22    that and don't believe one occurred.                        14:24:56

23       Q    Why do you believe one didn't occur?                14:24:59

24       A    Because, as we talked about earlier,                14:25:02

25    that wasn't the nature of the cooperation in                14:25:03
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1    monitoring that we had going on with the Freeh              14:25:07

2    Group.                                                      14:25:09

3       Q    It was a one-way street?  You would give            14:25:10

4    Freeh Group information but they wouldn't give              14:25:13

5    it back?                                                    14:25:15

6       A    No, that's not what we said.  What we               14:25:16

7    said was -- I was talking about during the calls            14:25:17

8    over time, they provided us with updates as to              14:25:18

9    their interviews and the kind of broad areas                14:25:23

10    that they were covering.                                    14:25:27

11            This information that we just finished              14:25:29

12    discussing was educational information provided             14:25:31

13    to them.  That is not the question that you                 14:25:33

14    asked me.                                                   14:25:35

15       Q    Why would Freeh Group update you and Big            14:25:36

16    Ten on the status of who it was interviewing?               14:25:39

17       A    Just so we would have an understanding              14:25:43

18    of the progress of their investigation.                     14:25:44

19       Q    It would not have been sufficient for               14:25:48

20    your purposes to just be told, "We're 75 percent            14:25:49

21    done"?                                                      14:25:54

22            Did you want to know who they were                  14:25:54

23    interviewing?                                               14:25:57

24       A    You know, I don't recall who -- where               14:25:57

25    the idea generated.  So if you go back to the               14:25:59
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1    first meeting, I would say sure.  We had -- we              14:26:01

2    wondered and had legitimate questions around who            14:26:04

3    was going to be interviewed, how they were going            14:26:08

4    to be interviewed.                                          14:26:10

5            But the product of that, in terms of                14:26:12

6    these updates that we talked about, was merely              14:26:13

7    about the schedule, about the progress, and                 14:26:15

8    which direction they were going.                            14:26:18

9       Q    And I meant to ask you a question about             14:26:19

10    those periodic phone calls.                                 14:26:22

11       A    Hey, yeah, I like that.                             14:26:25

12       Q    The conference call information and pass            14:26:28

13    code information was -- was a Freeh Group                   14:26:31

14    conference call and pass code, or do you                    14:26:36

15    remember?                                                   14:26:38

16       A    I'm guessing it was.  I mean, it changed            14:26:39

17    -- I do remember it changed because I remember              14:26:42

18    one time we called in and he said, "No, we've               14:26:44

19    got a new pass code and this is what it is."                14:26:46

20            I presume it was a Freeh Group.  I don't            14:26:49

21    know if it was somebody -- it wasn't mine.  It              14:26:50

22    mean, it wasn't the Big 10's.                               14:26:51

23       Q    That's what I -- that's what I was                  14:26:52

24    trying to -- so if I -- if I wanted to determine            14:26:52

25    how long the calls were, I would have to go to              14:26:55
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1    Freeh Group and get from -- the information from            14:26:57

2    them on the records for those conference calls?             14:26:59

3    They wouldn't exist at NCAA or Big Ten?                     14:27:02

4       A    I wouldn't have them.  I don't know that            14:27:05

5    they would exist.  But you probably have more               14:27:06

6    technological knowledge than I do.                          14:27:09

7            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Get out 35.                        14:27:11

8       Q    While we pull that, over time in your               14:27:28

9    periodic phone calls, did you receive more                  14:27:31

10    substantive information about what was going on             14:27:36

11    in the Freeh Group investigation?                           14:27:38

12            MR. JOHNSON:  More than what?                       14:27:42

13       Q    Than you did at the beginning, which                14:27:43

14    sounds like it was identities of witnesses being            14:27:44

15    interviewed, et cetera.                                     14:27:48

16            MR. JOHNSON:  I understand.                         14:27:51

17            Go ahead.                                           14:27:52

18            THE WITNESS:  I don't think we talked               14:27:53

19       about me receiving substantive information at            14:27:53

20       all.  I don't -- I don't recall calls or                 14:27:56

21       conversations with the Freeh Group when they             14:28:01

22       were providing substantive information.                  14:28:02

23            Now, if your -- if it's your view that,             14:28:04

24       you know, witnesses and schedules and things             14:28:07

25       like that are substantive, we can talk about             14:28:10
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1       that.  I just don't look at it that way.                 14:28:12

2       Q    You don't look at -- explain why you                14:28:14

3    don't look at it that way.                                  14:28:16

4       A    Well, it's a status update.  It's a --              14:28:17

5    it's information that relates to the progress of            14:28:18

6    the investigation.                                          14:28:21

7       Q    You don't view providing lists of search            14:28:23

8    terms to Freeh Group as the exchange of                     14:28:26

9    substantive information?                                    14:28:29

10            MR. JOHNSON:  I thought your question was           14:28:31

11       about the Freeh Group providing substantive              14:28:32

12       information to the NCAA.                                 14:28:34

13            MR. HAVERSTICK:  You're right.  It was.             14:28:36

14       And that's a fair point.                                 14:28:36

15       Q    And let's stick with that for a minute.             14:28:39

16            You don't recall Freeh Group ever, in               14:28:44

17    terms of what you consider substantive                      14:28:47

18    information, providing you with substantive                 14:28:49

19    information?                                                14:28:51

20       A    I don't recall that.  No.                           14:28:53

21       Q    You consider what you were being                    14:28:54

22    provided by Freeh Group as update information?              14:28:55

23       A    Status.                                             14:29:00

24       Q    Do you consider what NCAA provided to               14:29:02

25    Freeh Group to have been substantive                        14:29:06
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1    information?                                                14:29:08

2       A    It was educational information.                     14:29:09

3       Q    How was a list of potential search terms            14:29:14

4    educational?                                                14:29:19

5       A    It was --                                           14:29:19

6            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.  Only             14:29:20

7       because I'm not sure we've established that              14:29:21

8       they provided that.                                      14:29:22

9            But you can answer the question.                    14:29:23

10            THE WITNESS:  But we talked earlier about           14:29:25

11       the possibility of providing questions, of               14:29:27

12       providing search terms, of providing potential           14:29:29

13       witnesses, so we talked about that.  I can't             14:29:32

14       say what was said in the e-mail or not.                  14:29:34

15            But that was all information to help the            14:29:36

16       Freeh Group understand how we were thinking              14:29:39

17       about information that could be gathered to              14:29:43

18       respond to the November 17th letter.                     14:29:46

19       Q    We have established that you did send a             14:29:48

20    list of questions.                                          14:29:51

21       A    We did.  Or that they were sent.                    14:29:53

22            THE WITNESS:  Did I send them?                      14:29:56

23       Q    They were sent --                                   14:29:57

24       A    Okay.                                               14:29:57

25       Q    I think -- I think it was sent in the               14:29:58
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1    afternoon.                                                  14:29:58

2            Do you consider the sending of those                14:30:00

3    questions to and -- by NCAA to Freeh Group to have          14:30:03

4    been submission of substantive information to               14:30:06

5    NCAA?  Did I say that right?                                14:30:09

6            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.                   14:30:09

7            You can answer.  Just has to do with                14:30:10

8       what people think of as "substantive."  You              14:30:12

9       can answer.                                              14:30:14

10            THE WITNESS:  Right.  And that's how we             14:30:14

11       started this conversation around, Well, I don't          14:30:16

12       know what you think is substantive, in this              14:30:18

13       context and what we were providing to the Freeh          14:30:20

14       Group was educational, which is information to           14:30:22

15       help them understand the issues that were in             14:30:23

16       the -- or questions.                                     14:30:26

17            I don't -- again, I think we talked a               14:30:27

18       little bit about this earlier.  If I didn't,             14:30:29

19       let me say I don't know what they did that               14:30:31

20       with that information.  I don't have any                 14:30:33

21       recollection of them using it.                           14:30:35

22            So, in that context, no, probably not               14:30:37

23       substantive.                                             14:30:40

24       Q    I am going to show you very quickly                 14:30:42

25    Exhibit 16.                                                 14:30:45
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1            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 16 was marked            14:30:46

2       for identification purposes.)                            14:30:46

3       Q    Real quick-hit question.  Omar McNeill              14:31:05

4    writes to you on January 6 about the                        14:31:08

5    presentation that we just talked about.  And                14:31:11

6    writes:  "Remember that John Barrett also likely            14:31:15

7    will be on."                                                14:31:18

8            Is there any particular relevance to the            14:31:20

9    fact that John Barrett would be on that phone               14:31:22

10    call?                                                       14:31:24

11       A    As I read this document, it suggests to             14:31:26

12    me that we got to make sure that everybody has              14:31:28

13    the same pass code --                                       14:31:30

14       Q    Okay.  All right.                                   14:31:32

15       A    -- and the same telephone number.                   14:31:33

16       Q    Do you recall John Barrett did                      14:31:34

17    participate in the -- I will call it the Roe                14:31:35

18    presentation?  We agree we don't know exactly               14:31:39

19    who did it.                                                 14:31:41

20       A    Well, this document appears to me to be             14:31:42

21    about a conversation after the presentation.  I             14:31:46

22    don't know if it was one of our periodic calls              14:31:52

23    or not.  But it looks like a 9:00 o'clock call              14:31:55

24    after the presentation.  John is going to be on             14:31:59

25    it, let's make sure we all have the same phone              14:32:02
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1    number.                                                     14:32:04

2       Q    So we -- okay.  And you're right about              14:32:05

3    that.  I see that too.                                      14:32:06

4            It doesn't -- you don't have a specific             14:32:08

5    recollection right now whether Barrett was on               14:32:10

6    the call or not?                                            14:32:11

7       A    I don't but, you know, I presume that he            14:32:14

8    would be.  This message says that he'll be on               14:32:16

9    there.                                                      14:32:19

10       Q    Okay.  In fact, if I -- again, I will               14:32:21

11    show it to you if you want it, if -- there was              14:32:25

12    an e-mail from -- from Barrett to you and Omar              14:32:28

13    telling you you just signed off the Roe Lach                14:32:36

14    call and, Thanks for allowing me to participate.            14:32:41

15            Do you have any reason to think he                  14:32:45

16    didn't participate in the call?                             14:32:47

17       A    No.  Maybe roll call wasn't had or                  14:32:48

18    something --                                                14:32:51

19       Q    Okay.                                               14:32:51

20       A    -- and he just wanted to make it clear              14:32:51

21    that he was on the call.                                    14:32:52

22       Q    Okay.                                               14:32:54

23            MR. JOHNSON:  Pause for just a second.              14:32:55

24       What is Exhibit 15?                                      14:32:56

25            THE WITNESS:  PowerPoint.                           14:33:04
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  What is 14?                           14:33:04

2            THE WITNESS:  It's the e-mail exchange.             14:33:06

3            MR. JOHNSON:  It's not working in my pile,          14:33:14

4       but I will figure it out on a break.                     14:33:16

5            MR. GARDEN:  30 -- 35764 is the Bates.              14:33:21

6            MR. JOHNSON:  Of 13?                                14:33:27

7            MR. GARDEN:  14, yes.                               14:33:35

8            MR. JOHNSON:  Got it.  Thank you.                   14:33:37

9  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:33:39

10       Q    Other than those documents I've put                 14:33:45

11    before you today, namely the Roe presentation,              14:33:48

12    the questions which we acknowledge went to Freeh            14:33:55

13    Group, and the search terms list which may have,            14:33:58

14    we don't know, are you aware of any other                   14:34:01

15    educational materials that were provided by NCAA            14:34:04

16    to Freeh Group?                                             14:34:12

17       A    Not that I can recall off the top of my             14:34:17

18    head.  No.                                                  14:34:18

19       Q    Do you recall any teleconferences with              14:34:22

20    Freeh Group, whether periodic or ad hoc, that               14:34:30

21    involved anyone from NCAA other than                        14:34:36

22    Messrs. Barrett and McNeill?                                14:34:39

23       A    Well --                                             14:34:47

24       Q    I'm sorry, they're not --                           14:34:47

25       A    -- remember, they're not --                         14:34:49
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1       Q    I don't mean it that way.                           14:34:49

2       A    Okay.                                               14:34:49

3       Q    Do you remember any other phone calls               14:34:50

4    other than the three -- the trio that we've                 14:34:51

5    identified are on the periodic calls, do you                14:34:55

6    remember any other phone calls with you three               14:34:58

7    and someone else from NCAA, other than Ms. Roe's            14:35:02

8    presentation?                                               14:35:07

9       A    Any other phone calls that were the                 14:35:11

10    periodic updates?                                           14:35:14

11       Q    Any -- any phone calls at all.  Any                 14:35:16

12    phone calls or meetings, let's extend it to                 14:35:19

13    that, that occurred between the three of you and            14:35:23

14    somebody else from NCAA aside from the ones we              14:35:29

15    discussed already?                                          14:35:34

16       A    Not that I can recall.  When you say,               14:35:38

17    "any," that's what is causing me to pause and               14:35:43

18    have to think through to try to recall for me               14:35:45

19    all of the conversations that may have occurred.            14:35:49

20            At the time of the press announcement or            14:35:54

21    the Twitter announcement of the Freeh Report                14:35:59

22    being released, I'm trying to remember whether              14:36:05

23    or not, you know, that -- that press                        14:36:08

24    announcement, whether or not we had Bob involved            14:36:12

25    to -- to learn when they were going to have the             14:36:15
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1    press announcement.                                         14:36:19

2            I'm not sure about that.  But that's                14:36:20

3    probably not what you're getting at because you             14:36:22

4    asked the question any other calls at any point             14:36:23

5    in time.                                                    14:36:26

6            I'm thinking could there have been a                14:36:27

7    call where someone else from the NCAA besides               14:36:29

8    myself was involved.                                        14:36:31

9            It also prompted me to think about a                14:36:34

10    different question that you didn't ask, which               14:36:36

11    is:  Was anybody else ever on the phone?  And I             14:36:39

12    may be misremembering this, but there may have              14:36:45

13    been an occasion where one of John's partners               14:36:47

14    might have been on the phone rather than John               14:36:53

15    because he was unavailable.  That may have                  14:36:54

16    occurred.                                                   14:36:58

17       Q    After your periodic telephone calls for             14:37:01

18    the updates, who within NCAA did you discuss                14:37:04

19    what happened on the call, or with whom in NCAA             14:37:10

20    did you discuss what happened on the call?                  14:37:12

21            MR. JOHNSON:  You should probably answer            14:37:15

22       this with names first, and then we will try and          14:37:16

23       figure out if the content is privileged.                 14:37:18

24            THE WITNESS:  Well, first, there's a                14:37:21

25       little foundational issue here and that                  14:37:22
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1       presumes that I had a discussion --                      14:37:24

2       Q    Did you?                                            14:37:26

3       A    -- with anybody.                                    14:37:27

4       Q    Yeah.  Did you?                                     14:37:28

5       A    And I don't recall having those                     14:37:28

6    conversations with anybody.                                 14:37:30

7       Q    You don't recall ever speaking with,                14:37:31

8    say, President Emmert to brief him on what you              14:37:33

9    learned in a periodic phone call?                           14:37:37

10       A    I don't -- when you say "ever,"                     14:37:40

11    that's -- it's pretty definitive.  I don't                  14:37:41

12    recall specific conversations.  I don't doubt               14:37:45

13    that there may have been conversations where I              14:37:47

14    said, Yeah, we had the call with the Freeh Group            14:37:49

15    today, they have said they are halfway through              14:37:51

16    their investigation, they talked to this set of             14:37:54

17    witnesses.                                                  14:37:56

18            I wouldn't have had a specific time set             14:37:58

19    up to go back and say, Dr. Emmert, we had this              14:38:01

20    call today, this is what they said on the call.             14:38:05

21            I don't remember anything like that.                14:38:07

22       Q    I get that.  That you don't -- we're not            14:38:09

23    talking about some sort of specific internal                14:38:11

24    setup.  Let's say more generally, were there                14:38:14

25    folks inside NCAA who you kept generally                    14:38:17
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1    apprized of what was going on in the Freeh                  14:38:22

2    investigation, at least based on what you knew              14:38:25

3    about it?                                                   14:38:26

4       A    I like the word you used earlier which              14:38:27

5    was "ad hoc."  And not in the context of this               14:38:29

6    question, but in the context of my response to              14:38:32

7    your question.                                              14:38:34

8            There may have been times where                     14:38:36

9    periodically after one of these calls I would               14:38:38

10    have a conversation with Dr. Emmert about the               14:38:41

11    call.  You know, and again, there's not a lot of            14:38:46

12    information coming out the call, but I may have             14:38:49

13    had those calls from time to time and those                 14:38:52

14    conversations from time to time.                            14:38:55

15       Q    Do you remember ever having a                       14:38:56

16    conversation like that with Ms. Roe?                        14:38:58

17       A    I don't recall that.  I mean, other than            14:39:05

18    early on when we were trying to establish, can              14:39:08

19    you come provide some educational information.              14:39:09

20       Q    How about Mr. Berst?                                14:39:13

21       A    I don't think so.  I mean, you know,                14:39:19

22    with Dave and I, it was more after the Freeh                14:39:20

23    Report was released that we began talking and               14:39:23

24    working together to communicate with Penn State             14:39:28

25    about the issues moving forward.                            14:39:33
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1       Q    Mr. --                                              14:39:34

2       A    So I mean, I don't have a specific                  14:39:37

3    recollection of that.  And I just don't think               14:39:38

4    that I would have been doing that with -- with              14:39:41

5    Dave.                                                       14:39:43

6       Q    Mr. Williams?                                       14:39:44

7       A    Other than what I mentioned to you                  14:39:46

8    earlier around -- around, at the end before the             14:39:48

9    Freeh Report was released and the press                     14:39:53

10    announcement came out.                                      14:39:55

11            Now, there may have been a case where,              14:39:57

12    in the context of a senior management group                 14:39:59

13    meeting, or, you know, a group meeting that I               14:40:03

14    said, Hey, you know, hey, guys, talked to Omar              14:40:06

15    McNeill and John Barrett, learned this today.               14:40:10

16            That might have been happened in the                14:40:14

17    context of one of our little senior management              14:40:15

18    group meetings, maybe.                                      14:40:19

19       Q    You didn't have any kind of regular                 14:40:20

20    engagement or appointment to brief folks on what            14:40:22

21    you were learning from these calls?                         14:40:25

22       A    Not that I recall, no.                              14:40:27

23       Q    Did you take notes?                                 14:40:29

24       A    No.                                                 14:40:30

25       Q    Did you record the time you spent on                14:40:35
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1    these calls in any way?                                     14:40:40

2       A    What do you mean by that?                           14:40:42

3       Q    Well, I assume --                                   14:40:43

4       A    One of the reasons you go in-house is so            14:40:44

5    you don't have to keep track of your time in                14:40:47

6    six-minute increments.                                      14:40:50

7       Q    That was my -- that was going to be my              14:40:50

8    assumption.                                                 14:40:52

9            So there is not going to be anything                14:40:52

10    like that?  NCAA doesn't have any kind of                   14:40:54

11    internal tracking system or calendaring system              14:40:56

12    to say what you're doing during the day?                    14:40:59

13       A    Not that I'm -- I mean, we have Outlook.            14:41:01

14    We have a calendar, but it doesn't track your               14:41:02

15    time in six-minute increments, no.                          14:41:04

16       Q    It's going to not show any more                     14:41:06

17    information than -- than the, say, the Outlook              14:41:07

18    invite would show?                                          14:41:09

19       A    Yeah, which is the standard time set                14:41:11

20    aside for this particular communication.                    14:41:13

21       Q    This will be another quick-hit question.            14:41:16

22            MR. HAVERSTICK:  While he does that, mark           14:41:33

23       this as 17.                                              14:42:21

24            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 17 was marked            14:42:22

25       for identification purposes.)                            14:42:22
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1       Q    I have shown you an e-mail reflecting               14:42:35

2    correspondence between you, Mr. Barrett, and                14:42:37

3    Mr. McNeill on May 25, 2012.                                14:42:39

4            And I'm particularly interested in                  14:42:46

5    Mr. McNeill's e-mail to you and Mr. Barrett that            14:42:50

6    reads -- and it's in the middle of the page --              14:42:54

7    "I also likely will have more to report on                  14:42:56

8    Tuesday rather than today."                                 14:42:59

9            Do you see that?                                    14:43:01

10       A    I do.                                               14:43:01

11       Q    Do you have -- do you know why                      14:43:03

12    Mr. McNeill believed he would have more to                  14:43:12

13    report after Memorial Day weekend than before?              14:43:15

14       A    You know, first of all, all these                   14:43:18

15    e-mails end with, Have a great New Year, Have a             14:43:20

16    Merry Christmas, Have a great Memorial -- we do             14:43:24

17    things around holidays.  We never get a break.              14:43:26

18            Yeah, he probably didn't have any                   14:43:30

19    interviews, for whatever reason, during that                14:43:32

20    time period and said, Look, there is no reason              14:43:34

21    to have a call now.  Let's have a call at some              14:43:36

22    later point in time so that I can actually tell             14:43:39

23    you what we did.                                            14:43:41

24       Q    Okay.                                               14:43:42

25            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 18 was marked            14:43:43
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1       for identification purposes.)                            14:43:43

2  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:44:05

3       Q    We are on to Remy 18.                               14:44:06

4            I'm interested here in the block quote              14:44:26

5    in the middle of the page.                                  14:44:31

6            Do you recall whether that block quote              14:44:36

7    was a press statement that had been released by             14:44:38

8    NCAA prior to the date of this e-mail, which is             14:44:45

9    June 30, 2012?                                              14:44:47

10       A    It indicates that it had, but you would             14:44:52

11    have to pull it up.  I mean, here it says, "Our             14:44:56

12    previous statement still stands which I have                14:45:00

13    provided below as an FYI."                                  14:45:02

14            So it indicates that at some point in               14:45:06

15    time this statement was released by the NCAA.               14:45:08

16       Q    Do you recall, as you sit here, when it             14:45:12

17    was released the first time?                                14:45:14

18       A    I don't.                                            14:45:16

19       Q    Any reason looking at it that it would              14:45:17

20    be -- would not be accurate?                                14:45:21

21            MR. JOHNSON:  What would not be accurate?           14:45:24

22       Q    The statement.                                      14:45:26

23       A    All of it?                                          14:45:26

24       Q    Sure.                                               14:45:27

25       A    On June 30th, 2012?                                 14:45:28
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1       Q    Yes.                                                14:45:30

2       A    It says, "We will not interfere with                14:45:35

3    those efforts.  We will determine whether any               14:45:37

4    additional action is necessary on our part at               14:45:39

5    the appropriate time."  It says, "We're actively            14:45:42

6    collecting information or actively monitoring."             14:45:46

7       Q    So the first sentence of this press                 14:45:49

8    release says that, yes, in fact, the NCAA is                14:45:51

9    actively collecting information from the special            14:45:54

10    committee investigative council, which we know              14:45:58

11    to be the Freeh Group.                                      14:46:01

12            What information was NCAA actively                  14:46:02

13    collecting from the Freeh Group in June 30,                 14:46:04

14    2012?                                                       14:46:07

15            THE COURT REPORTER:  June 30 or 3rd?                14:46:07

16            MR. HAVERSTICK:  June 30, 3-0.                      14:46:07

17            THE WITNESS:  3-0.                                  14:46:07

18  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:46:07

19       Q    If you know.                                        14:46:08

20       A    Well, this goes back to the same thing              14:46:14

21    we've been talking about.  You know, the status             14:46:15

22    updates, the witness interviews, the progress of            14:46:17

23    the investigation, you know, again, to determine            14:46:21

24    our next steps, when we are going to do this.               14:46:24

25            This information will aid in our review             14:46:27
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1    once the council's work is complete and the                 14:46:29

2    university will likely need to formally respond             14:46:32

3    to questions raised by Dr. Emmert.                          14:46:34

4       Q    Is there any other information that NCAA            14:46:36

5    was actively collecting from the Freeh Group                14:46:41

6    other than the information you just told us?                14:46:43

7       A    I'm -- I'm not aware of anybody else                14:46:46

8    communicating with the Freeh Group from within              14:46:49

9    inside the NCAA, so...                                      14:46:52

10       Q    The second sentence of the press release            14:46:54

11    reads -- and I will go only out to the first                14:46:57

12    comma -- "Although this information will aid in             14:47:01

13    our realtime review."                                       14:47:03

14            And it goes on to talk about what will              14:47:06

15    happen after Freeh is done.                                 14:47:08

16            As of June 30, 2012, was NCAA doing a               14:47:11

17    real-time review?                                           14:47:14

18       A    Yeah.  I don't know if this is meant to             14:47:18

19    connote real-time in terms of from the                      14:47:19

20    commencement of the Freeh investigation or                  14:47:23

21    real-time in terms of once the council's work is            14:47:25

22    complete, the university likely will need to                14:47:28

23    formally respond to the questions raised.                   14:47:31

24            I mean, it's inartfully drafted and I               14:47:33

25    don't know -- I see there is a privileged part              14:47:36
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1    blocked out and I can't talk about that.                    14:47:38

2            But in terms of looking at this here and            14:47:42

3    responding to your questions, you know, our                 14:47:44

4    real-time in the context that you're describing             14:47:47

5    it and as you interpret this sentence, would                14:47:49

6    have merely been collecting information,                    14:47:53

7    gathering information.                                      14:47:54

8       Q    At this point in time, that is, June --             14:47:56

9    late June 2012, was anyone at NCAA taking the               14:47:58

10    information you were learning from Freeh Group              14:48:02

11    and in any way doing a review of the Penn State             14:48:04

12    situation from an enforcement standpoint?                   14:48:11

13       A    Well, the only group that handles                   14:48:14

14    enforcement actions, traditional enforcement                14:48:16

15    actions would be enforcement.  And I have no                14:48:19

16    knowledge that they were engaged in their                   14:48:22

17    processes under the enforcement process you have            14:48:25

18    just described that says enforcement action.  So            14:48:27

19    I don't think so.                                           14:48:29

20       Q    Was anyone at NCAA, to your knowledge,              14:48:32

21    in late June 2012, taking the information you               14:48:35

22    received and doing a real-time review with                  14:48:37

23    respect to potentially sanctioning Penn State,              14:48:42

24    either within or without the formal infractions             14:48:44

25    or enforcement process?                                     14:48:51
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.  I'm not          14:48:53

2       sure I understand, Donald.                               14:48:54

3            THE WITNESS:  You stole my line.                    14:48:56

4            I'm not sure I understand your question.            14:48:57

5       Q    And I didn't ask it very well.                      14:48:59

6            You just, I believe, answered that you              14:49:01

7    don't know whether or to your knowledge, nobody             14:49:03

8    in enforcement was doing a real-time review                 14:49:07

9    based on the information you were receiving,                14:49:10

10    correct?                                                    14:49:12

11       A    I think what I said was the enforcement             14:49:14

12    staff is the organizational unit within the NCAA            14:49:16

13    that conducts enforcement matters, enforcement              14:49:19

14    investigations that ultimately may be brought to            14:49:22

15    committee on infractions.                                   14:49:25

16            To my knowledge, they had not opened any            14:49:27

17    type of investigation into Penn State at the                14:49:29

18    time June 30th, 2012.                                       14:49:31

19       Q    Now, we know, and we will get there                 14:49:34

20    sooner rather than later, I promise, that                   14:49:37

21    ultimately the Sandusky matter was not treated              14:49:39

22    as a traditional enforcement action, correct?               14:49:42

23       A    That is correct.                                    14:49:45

24       Q    And it was -- "it" being the process of             14:49:46

25    sanctioning Penn State was done by folks outside            14:49:52
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1    of the enforcement process, correct?                        14:49:54

2       A    The executive committee ultimately                  14:49:57

3    determined that it was appropriate for the                  14:49:59

4    president of the NCAA to engage in discussions              14:50:02

5    with Penn State through its counsel to reach an             14:50:05

6    agreement about appropriate sanctions, yes.                 14:50:08

7       Q    So there are other people outside of                14:50:10

8    enforcement who ended up doing a review of the              14:50:13

9    Penn State matter in determining sanctions to               14:50:17

10    Penn State?                                                 14:50:19

11       A    Well, no.  Not in terms of a review.  I             14:50:20

12    mean, we can -- we can fast forward to that                 14:50:23

13    process if you would like.  But I would not                 14:50:25

14    characterize that as a review.  We talked about             14:50:27

15    what the executive committee did.                           14:50:30

16            Let me try it this way:  The information            14:50:32

17    that -- that I received through the periodic                14:50:36

18    telephone calls with Omar McNeill at the Freeh              14:50:39

19    Group wasn't used for any purpose other than to             14:50:42

20    understand the progress of that investigation               14:50:48

21    and the direction of this investigation.                    14:50:51

22            So it wasn't provided to the enforcement            14:50:53

23    staff or anybody else for the purposes of                   14:50:55

24    conducting any kind of review into what was                 14:50:58

25    happening at Penn State.                                    14:51:00
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1       Q    And I appreciate that answer.                       14:51:02

2            In answering it, does it cause you to               14:51:09

3    remember that, in fact, you were forwarding                 14:51:11

4    information to others within NCAA beyond what               14:51:13

5    you remember already?  I think you've testified             14:51:16

6    you might have said something to Dr. Emmert.                14:51:18

7            Do you now remember giving information              14:51:21

8    you received from the Freeh folks to anyone else            14:51:24

9    inside of NCAA?                                             14:51:26

10            MR. JOHNSON:  I'm going to object to the            14:51:28

11       form because I don't think his last answer               14:51:29

12       implied that, but you can ask if he has a                14:51:32

13       different memory.                                        14:51:34

14            THE WITNESS:  Well, it was my last answer           14:51:35

15       that you were trying to paraphrase back; it was          14:51:37

16       the answer prior to that.  And I don't think I           14:51:39

17       said that.                                               14:51:40

18            What I said a couple of answers ago was             14:51:41

19       that it may have been the case that from time            14:51:43

20       to time in the -- in our group meetings I                14:51:46

21       talked about the information that we                     14:51:49

22       received -- that I received on the calls with            14:51:51

23       Omar McNeill.                                            14:51:55

24            So yes, I may have had conversations                14:51:55

25       from time to time with Dr. Emmert, I may have            14:51:58
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1       had conversations or may have provided                   14:52:00

2       information in the context of our senior                 14:52:02

3       management group or smaller group in the                 14:52:05

4       context of those meetings.  So let's just                14:52:08

5       make sure the record's clear about that.                 14:52:10

6            Not for the purpose of providing a                  14:52:13

7       report, not for the purpose of conducting a              14:52:14

8       review, but for the purpose of providing the             14:52:17

9       status update that I was receiving with --               14:52:22

10       with respect to my conversations with the                14:52:24

11       Freeh Group.                                             14:52:28

12       Q    In late June 2012, were you aware of                14:52:30

13    anyone in NCAA -- I'm struggling to come up with            14:52:33

14    the correct verb -- considering whether Penn                14:52:45

15    State University should be sanctioned based on              14:52:52

16    what was known to date about the Sandusky                   14:52:57

17    matter?                                                     14:53:01

18            MR. JOHNSON:  That has -- depending on              14:53:03

19       your answer, that question has the potential to          14:53:05

20       be privileged, but right now you can answer              14:53:06

21       "yes" or "no."                                           14:53:08

22            THE WITNESS:  No.                                   14:53:09

23  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:53:10

24       Q    No, you don't -- to your knowledge, that            14:53:10

25    was not --                                                  14:53:13
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1       A    Now I understand your question and the              14:53:14

2    context of the questions.  No.                              14:53:15

3       Q    No, it wasn't happening, or no, you're              14:53:17

4    not aware of it happening?                                  14:53:19

5       A    No, I'm not aware of it happening.                  14:53:22

6            MR. HAVERSTICK:  We are now on to Remy 19.          14:53:24

7            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 19 was marked            14:53:39

8       for identification purposes.)                            14:53:39

9       Q    In the middle of the document, John                 14:53:55

10    Barrett asks Mr. McNeill what he terms a few                14:53:58

11    questions.  And at first it's about Graham                  14:54:02

12    Spanier.                                                    14:54:06

13            Do you recall whether Freeh Group                   14:54:08

14    informed you that Graham Spanier had been                   14:54:10

15    interviewed?                                                14:54:11

16       A    At some point in time, yes, they did.               14:54:12

17       Q    And he uses the term "contemplated," so             14:54:15

18    my assumption is in one of your periodic calls              14:54:17

19    you had been briefed that he was going to be                14:54:20

20    interviewed?                                                14:54:22

21       A    Yes.                                                14:54:22

22       Q    Mr. Barrett then asks, If so, can you,              14:54:26

23    Freeh Group, share any information with us?                 14:54:29

24            Did Freeh Group share any information               14:54:32

25    with either you or Mr. Barrett about                        14:54:34
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1    Mr. Spanier's interview?                                    14:54:36

2       A    The fact that it had occurred.                      14:54:38

3       Q    Was there any substance of what                     14:54:40

4    questions were asked discussed with you?                    14:54:42

5       A    No.  Not that I can recall.                         14:54:44

6       Q    No answers?                                         14:54:45

7       A    No.                                                 14:54:46

8       Q    You don't -- you don't recall?                      14:54:48

9       A    I don't recall the Freeh Group ever                 14:54:49

10    sharing anything.                                           14:54:52

11            You know, I read this -- this message               14:54:53

12    and I understand the direction of the questions             14:54:55

13    that you likely will pose, but other than yes,              14:54:57

14    we interviewed Graham Spanier, maybe not when it            14:55:01

15    was contemplated but at some other point in                 14:55:05

16    time, I don't know when, would have been Omar's             14:55:08

17    answer to this question.                                    14:55:11

18       Q    You don't recall, as you sit here today,            14:55:12

19    ever being provided information of a substantive            14:55:14

20    nature about what was asked or answered in                  14:55:18

21    interviews of witnesses?                                    14:55:21

22       A    I don't recall that.                                14:55:22

23       Q    Do you recall being informed by the                 14:55:24

24    Freeh Group, either generally or specifically,              14:55:26

25    about documents that were uncovered in its                  14:55:30
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1    investigation?                                              14:55:33

2            MR. JOHNSON:  So I understand your                  14:55:35

3       questions, Matt, to mean prior to July 12,               14:55:36

4       prior to the release of --                               14:55:37

5            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Correct.  That's exactly           14:55:41

6       right.                                                   14:55:42

7       Q    And I think you -- you picked up on                 14:55:43

8    that, too, Mr. Remy.  We're talking -- we're                14:55:44

9    following along with what Mr. Barrett is asking             14:55:45

10    you here.                                                   14:55:47

11       A    Yeah.  I don't.  I don't recall                     14:55:48

12    documents produced, answers given, anything of              14:55:53

13    that sort.                                                  14:55:56

14       Q    Do you ever recall being briefed, either            14:55:56

15    generally or specifically, on some of the                   14:55:59

16    investigative findings of the Freeh Report prior            14:56:01

17    to its release?                                             14:56:04

18       A    I was not.                                          14:56:05

19       Q    Do you recall ever being briefed or                 14:56:07

20    informed about whether NCAA believed it was                 14:56:10

21    seeing issues of a -- whether it was, through               14:56:14

22    its investigation, uncovering a lack of                     14:56:18

23    institutional control prior to time the report              14:56:20

24    was released?                                               14:56:23

25            MR. JOHNSON:  You didn't say what you               14:56:23
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1       meant in that question.                                  14:56:24

2            Can you read that back?                             14:56:25

3            THE COURT REPORTER:  Sure, but he didn't            14:56:25

4       finish his question.                                     14:56:25

5            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yeah, I think I tried to           14:56:25

6       correct it halfway through but I didn't do it            14:56:25

7       right.                                                   14:56:25

8            (Thereupon, the requested portion of the            14:56:25

9       record was read back by the court reporter.)             14:56:25

10            MR. JOHNSON:  You meant to ask the Freeh            14:56:46

11       Group -- whether the Freeh Group not the NCAA?           14:56:46

12            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yes.  Yes.                         14:56:49

13            THE WITNESS:  Can you just...                       14:56:50

14  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:56:50

15       Q    I can.                                              14:56:51

16            Prior to the Freeh Report coming out, so            14:56:52

17    assume that in the question, did you ever get               14:56:54

18    briefed or informed by Mr. McNeill that Freeh               14:56:57

19    Group was finding a lack of institutional                   14:57:00

20    control in its investigation?                               14:57:04

21       A    No, I didn't -- I never got that kind of            14:57:06

22    briefing.                                                   14:57:08

23       Q    No?                                                 14:57:09

24       A    No.                                                 14:57:10

25       Q    Mr. Barrett asks in a second question,              14:57:12
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1    "Has the Freeh Group decided how and when it                14:57:14

2    will share its report with NCAA and Big Ten?"               14:57:16

3            There is no written answer to that                  14:57:19

4    question.                                                   14:57:24

5            Did you ever receive an answer to that              14:57:25

6    question on a call with Mr. McNeill?                        14:57:26

7       A    I think we -- we talked about the fact              14:57:31

8    that at some point in time on a later call he               14:57:32

9    confirmed that they had interviewed President               14:57:36

10    Spanier.                                                    14:57:38

11       Q    But how about the answer to the question            14:57:40

12    of how, when Freeh Group will share its --                  14:57:42

13       A    Oh, I'm sorry.  I miss -- I                         14:57:46

14    misunderstood you.                                          14:57:47

15       Q    Yeah, I'm looking at the second one                 14:57:49

16    down.                                                       14:57:49

17       A    Okay.  Yeah, at some point in time what             14:57:52

18    Mr. McNeill said was, We will give you guys                 14:57:57

19    48-hours' notice or 24-hours' notice or                     14:58:00

20    something like that before the report is                    14:58:03

21    released.                                                   14:58:04

22            MR. JOHNSON:  Donald, that has the                  14:58:05

23       potential to be misunderstood.  Did you mean             14:58:07

24       you would get the report 48 hours in advance or          14:58:08

25       notice that it was going to be released?                 14:58:11
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1            THE WITNESS:  No.  You can read my answer           14:58:14

2       back.  I thought I said that he said he would            14:58:15

3       give us 24-, 48-hours' notice before the report          14:58:16

4       was released.  So it's about the release of the          14:58:21

5       report, not a copy of the report.                        14:58:22

6  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            14:58:24

7       Q    You never saw a draft of the report --              14:58:24

8       A    Absolutely not.                                     14:58:26

9       Q    No -- no -- let's do it that way.                   14:58:28

10            You never saw a draft of the report                 14:58:29

11    before it was formally released?                            14:58:31

12       A    No.                                                 14:58:32

13       Q    Did you see a final copy of the report              14:58:33

14    before it was released?                                     14:58:35

15       A    No.                                                 14:58:36

16       Q    Prior to report's release, were you                 14:58:36

17    orally briefed on what the report said, either              14:58:38

18    generally or specifically?                                  14:58:41

19       A    No.                                                 14:58:42

20       Q    Do you know if Mr. Barrett was?                     14:58:44

21       A    I doubt it.                                         14:58:46

22       Q    Prior to the -- I think I asked that                14:58:52

23    question.                                                   14:58:53

24            First time you saw any of the                       14:59:01

25    substantive conclusions of the Freeh Report was             14:59:05
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1    when you read it after it had been distributed              14:59:08

2    publicly?                                                   14:59:10

3       A    The first time I saw any part of the                14:59:11

4    Freeh Report was after it had been made a public            14:59:12

5    document.                                                   14:59:14

6       Q    Is the first time you learned any of the            14:59:15

7    information contained in the Freeh Report when              14:59:17

8    you saw it after it had been released publicly?             14:59:19

9       A    Well, we talked about witnesses that had            14:59:21

10    been interviewed, so clearly I had --                       14:59:23

11       Q    Right.                                              14:59:24

12       A    -- some knowledge about the fact that               14:59:25

13    they had interviewed certain witnesses.                     14:59:26

14            But in terms of their factual findings              14:59:28

15    or substantive conclusions, no.                             14:59:30

16       Q    And I think we talked about documents               14:59:33

17    and whether you became aware of any of those                14:59:38

18    ahead of time.  And you don't recall whether you            14:59:40

19    were told --                                                14:59:43

20       A    I do not.                                           14:59:43

21       Q    Were you given 48 hours' prior advance              14:59:59

22    warning of the release of the report?                       15:00:06

23       A    I learned about it on Twitter.                      15:00:08

24       Q    I will ask you about Twitter later.                 15:00:12

25            So that's a "no"?                                   15:00:13
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1       A    Well, I learned it about around 48 hours            15:00:15

2    before it was released on Twitter.                          15:00:17

3       Q    I got it.                                           15:00:19

4            After the report's release, did you have            15:00:21

5    another of your periodic calls with Omar and                15:00:27

6    John Barrett?                                               15:00:31

7       A    I don't know about whether it was one of            15:00:36

8    the periodic calls because we call -- the                   15:00:37

9    periodic calls were for the purposes of just                15:00:40

10    giving us updates.  So then the report was                  15:00:42

11    released.                                                   15:00:44

12            I do have some recollection of a call               15:00:46

13    after the report was released, but I wouldn't               15:00:48

14    characterize it as one of the periodic calls.               15:00:53

15       Q    Do you know whether Ms. Roe Lach's                  15:01:00

16    presentation was recorded in any way?  Did there            15:01:04

17    exist a tape recording of it or a video                     15:01:10

18    recording of it that -- that may still exist?               15:01:13

19       A    Not that I am aware of.  I don't think              15:01:16

20    it was -- it was done that way.                             15:01:18

21            As I indicated, it was either one of                15:01:19

22    those Meet-Me lines, or maybe it was we provided            15:01:21

23    the slides and then they walked through them.  I            15:01:24

24    don't remember what the technology was.  It                 15:01:28

25    wasn't a recorded presentation.                             15:01:31
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1       Q    It wasn't transcribed?                              15:01:33

2       A    No.                                                 15:01:35

3       Q    Are you aware of whether after the Freeh            15:01:37

4    Report was issued that Dr. Emmert and Judge                 15:01:42

5    Freeh met?                                                  15:01:46

6       A    I know that there was an attempt to have            15:01:49

7    them have a phone call, but I don't know whether            15:01:51

8    it ever occurred.                                           15:01:54

9       Q    Do you -- do you know why President                 15:01:55

10    Emmert would have wanted to talk to Judge Freeh?            15:01:59

11            MR. JOHNSON:  So it is possible that in             15:02:04

12       answering that question you could be revealing           15:02:05

13       communications between yourself and President            15:02:07

14       Emmert.  And if so, let's think about whether            15:02:09

15       that could be privileged.                                15:02:12

16            THE WITNESS:  It's not, because the answer          15:02:15

17       is no, I don't know -- I don't know why.                 15:02:16

18       Q    You don't know?                                     15:02:19

19            Are you aware of whether in 2012 NCAA               15:02:23

20    was being solicited by the Freeh Group for Freeh            15:02:29

21    Group to do investigative work for NCAA in                  15:02:32

22    enforcement actions?                                        15:02:36

23       A    I don't have -- I don't recall that.                15:02:40

24       Q    No?                                                 15:02:45

25       A    No.                                                 15:02:45
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1       Q    You would -- don't know one way or the              15:02:47

2    other whether it happened?                                  15:02:48

3       A    Yeah, I don't -- I don't remember that,             15:02:49

4    is, I guess, what I'm saying.                               15:02:51

5            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Kip?                               15:03:00

6            MR. JOHNSON:  Is this a good time to take           15:03:03

7       a break?                                                 15:03:04

8            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yeah, for maybe five or            15:03:07

9       ten minutes because I'm about to shift gears             15:03:07

10       into -- into a new world.                                15:03:09

11            MR. JOHNSON:  Are we done with three?               15:03:13

12            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I believe that we are,             15:03:16

13       yeah.  I just -- that's why I want to take five          15:03:17

14       minutes.  I think -- I think that we're -- I             15:03:19

15       think I'm done with it.                                  15:03:19

16            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Now ending Video 3.              15:03:22

17       We're now off the record at 15:01.                       15:03:23

18            (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)              15:03:26

19            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This begins Media 4 in           15:20:59

20       the videotaped deposition of Donald Remy.  We            15:21:01

21       are now on the record at 15:19.                          15:21:04

22  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:21:07

23       Q    Mr. Remy, I want to pivot now and talk              15:21:12

24    about post Freeh Report stuff.  And I'm not                 15:21:16

25    going to recite all the testimony I think you               15:21:26
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1    gave prior to this to get up to the Freeh                   15:21:28

2    Report, but I want to make sure I understand a              15:21:29

3    lot of what we discussed earlier today.                     15:21:32

4            The education that NCAA provided to                 15:21:37

5    Freeh Group was to assist in Freeh Group's                  15:21:41

6    evaluation of responses to the four questions               15:21:49

7    posed in the letter?  I mean, is that mostly                15:21:53

8    right?                                                      15:21:56

9            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.                   15:21:57

10            THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Again, I describe it a          15:21:58

11       little differently.  The education that was              15:22:00

12       provided was to help the Freeh Group understand          15:22:02

13       how the NCAA traditionally thought about the             15:22:06

14       issues of institutional control and unethical            15:22:09

15       conduct, because those issues appeared in the            15:22:12

16       questions that we had provided to Penn State.            15:22:16

17       So as they conducted their investigation, they           15:22:18

18       would have a framework to understand how we              15:22:21

19       think about those things.  How they used it was          15:22:23

20       entirely up to them.                                     15:22:27

21            And then, ultimately, we were going to              15:22:28

22       expect Penn State to use that information, if            15:22:29

23       it was in the Freeh Report, they had gathered            15:22:32

24       to provide answers to the questions.                     15:22:35

25
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1  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:22:36

2       Q    And, indeed, if I remember one of the               15:22:37

3    exhibits right, there was even early                        15:22:40

4    contemplation with Cynthia Baldwin that her                 15:22:42

5    response to Dr. Emmert's letter be phrased                  15:22:47

6    carefully so that one could not draw a                      15:22:51

7    conclusion that the Freeh Report was going to be            15:22:54

8    sort of the answer to the four questions.                   15:22:56

9       A    Again, I wouldn't say "be phrased                   15:22:58

10    carefully."  But I want to say that it was                  15:23:00

11    designed to accurately reflect how we perceive              15:23:01

12    the appropriate manner to move forward.                     15:23:05

13       Q    Why -- and I expect counsel is going to             15:23:10

14    caution you to think about this one.                        15:23:17

15            Why, after the Freeh Report, did NCAA               15:23:18

16    not require Penn State to respond in writing to             15:23:22

17    the four questions?                                         15:23:25

18            MR. JOHNSON:  You might be able to answer           15:23:27

19       that by talking about your conversations with            15:23:28

20       Penn State, in which case there is no issue              15:23:30

21       there.                                                   15:23:33

22            THE WITNESS:  If you don't mind me giving           15:23:35

23       you a long answer to a short question, I can --          15:23:37

24       I can walk you through that, because there's a           15:23:40

25       complicated response to it that involves many            15:23:43
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1       different parts.                                         15:23:47

2            So once the Freeh Report was released               15:23:48

3       and we had an opportunity to read it and                 15:23:53

4       review it, we were thinking about what our               15:23:56

5       next steps would be.  If you recall, through             15:24:00

6       some of the documents, some you haven't                  15:24:04

7       presented to me, others you may present to me            15:24:06

8       later on, before the Freeh Report was                    15:24:08

9       released, when we learned of its impending               15:24:11

10       release -- meaning a couple of days out, it              15:24:15

11       was going to be released -- we started                   15:24:16

12       thinking about, what are our next steps going            15:24:17

13       to be?                                                   15:24:19

14            And one of the things that we had                   15:24:19

15       communicated back to Penn State was, once                15:24:21

16       this comes out, we will be expecting that you            15:24:24

17       provide answers to those four questions.                 15:24:27

18       So --                                                    15:24:31

19       Q    I'm sorry.  "We" --                                 15:24:31

20       A    We, the NCAA.                                       15:24:33

21       Q    Right.  Okay.  Now, we're not talking               15:24:34

22    about specific groups of people sitting around              15:24:35

23    talking about this yet.                                     15:24:37

24       A    No.                                                 15:24:38

25       Q    You're thinking "we," NCAA.                         15:24:38
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1       A    The communication from the NCAA to                  15:24:40

2    Penn State was, once the report comes out and we            15:24:41

3    all have an opportunity to read it, you will                15:24:45

4    have an opportunity to read it.  Then you will              15:24:46

5    be in a better position to the respond to the               15:24:49

6    questions.  So that's what we thought.                      15:24:52

7            When the report was released, one of the            15:24:54

8    first things that happened, as I recall, was the            15:24:57

9    Penn State Board of Trustees, on the day of the             15:25:00

10    release, indicated that they took full                      15:25:03

11    responsibility for the findings in the                      15:25:07

12    Freeh Report that delineated some of the                    15:25:09

13    failures that had occurred on Penn State's                  15:25:11

14    campus.                                                     15:25:14

15            So just to put it in context, that                  15:25:14

16    occurred almost simultaneously with the release             15:25:17

17    of the report.  So you have, then, that                     15:25:20

18    knowledge that the trustees, after having                   15:25:23

19    reviewed presumably and read the report, are                15:25:26

20    taking responsibility for those failures that               15:25:28

21    are articulated in the report.                              15:25:31

22            With that information, we then moved                15:25:34

23    forward to determine, how are we going to deal              15:25:36

24    with Penn State's response to the questions and             15:25:40

25    how are we going to move forward.                           15:25:43
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1            And I can't give you dates and times,               15:25:47

2    because I don't recall that specifically, but I             15:25:49

3    know that at that time -- if you go back to when            15:25:52

4    the public notice came out that the report was              15:25:56

5    going to be issued, I had a conversation with --            15:25:59

6    by that time Cynthia Baldwin was probably gone,             15:26:01

7    and there was some interim --                               15:26:04

8       Q    Faulkner?                                           15:26:07

9       A    Yes.  That's probably his name.  And                15:26:08

10    some other lawyers that were on that call -- it             15:26:09

11    may have even been Frank Guadagnino -- that we              15:26:11

12    were going to be expecting answers to the                   15:26:14

13    questions.                                                  15:26:17

14            After the report came out, I think we               15:26:18

15    actually even said that.  We said, "Now we have             15:26:21

16    the report.  Penn State can provide answers to              15:26:23

17    these questions."  So that was the thinking,                15:26:26

18    going into it.                                              15:26:27

19            Later on that same week, I received a               15:26:31

20    call from Gene Marsh, indicating that he was                15:26:35

21    representing Penn State in connection with their            15:26:39

22    response to the questions.  That was his first              15:26:43

23    communication to me.  I think he was going off              15:26:46

24    on vacation, left a voice mail, or something,               15:26:48

25    saying, "Hey, I'm Gene Marsh.  Penn State's                 15:26:50
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1    hired me.  I'm going to help them with our                  15:26:53

2    response to these questions.  I might not be                15:26:55

3    available over the weekend" -- because I                    15:26:59

4    remember it was a weekend.  He was traveling --             15:27:00

5    but, you know, "Let's try to get together soon."            15:27:02

6            I responded back to him.  We didn't                 15:27:04

7    connect.  I think I may have even left a voice              15:27:06

8    mail, "Thanks.  Great to meet you.  Look forward            15:27:08

9    to working with you," talking about how to                  15:27:11

10    answer the questions.                                       15:27:13

11            But given that Penn State's Board of                15:27:15

12    Trustees had taken responsibility for the                   15:27:18

13    actions in the Freeh Report, I think                        15:27:21

14    conversations were had -- and I don't know the              15:27:25

15    exact time or where -- over the course of that              15:27:27

16    weekend between Dr. Emmert and Dr. Erickson                 15:27:30

17    about answering the questions and how we were               15:27:37

18    going to go about answering the questions.                  15:27:40

19            And my recollection is, during those                15:27:42

20    conversations, the concept came up -- don't know            15:27:45

21    from whom, whether it was Dr. Emmert or                     15:27:48

22    Dr. Erickson -- that there might be another way             15:27:51

23    to move this thing forward and get it behind us             15:27:53

24    all, given that Penn State's Board of Trustees              15:27:56

25    had already said, "We take responsibility for               15:28:00
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1    the information in the Freeh Report."                       15:28:03

2            So, from that point on, we started                  15:28:05

3    having a discussion around what alternative                 15:28:08

4    ways -- when I say "we," I mean, just generally,            15:28:12

5    we, myself and Gene Marsh and David Berst, who              15:28:16

6    was part of that -- what alternative mechanisms             15:28:22

7    might be appropriate to move this along more                15:28:25

8    quickly.                                                    15:28:28

9       Q    So I appreciate that narrative.  It's               15:28:30

10    quite helpful.                                              15:28:34

11            Several questions pop into my head,                 15:28:37

12    though, as a result of it.  So let me sort of               15:28:40

13    work through them in my mind seriatim.                      15:28:42

14            So your understanding of the genesis of             15:28:48

15    the notion that the four questions would not                15:28:56

16    have to be answered came from a conversation you            15:28:58

17    had with Dr. Emmert?                                        15:29:01

18       A    My understanding came from, yes, a                  15:29:05

19    conversation with Dr. Emmert about a                        15:29:10

20    conversation that he had with Dr. Erickson.                 15:29:13

21       Q    And if I understand your testimony about            15:29:15

22    the Erickson-Emmert conversation, somebody, it              15:29:19

23    sounds, spontaneously came up with the idea,                15:29:25

24    "Well, maybe we don't actually need to answer               15:29:27

25    the questions.  Can we do something else"?  Is              15:29:29
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1    that about right?                                           15:29:32

2       A    I don't know that I would characterize              15:29:32

3    it as "spontaneous," because I can't speak for              15:29:33

4    what was in either of those individual's minds              15:29:36

5    at the time, or anybody else's.                             15:29:38

6            What I would say is -- and what I'm                 15:29:41

7    trying to make clear is -- I don't know how the             15:29:44

8    idea originated, who first thought of it.  I                15:29:45

9    know that in my early conversations with -- with            15:29:51

10    Marsh, it was an idea that we began to explore.             15:29:53

11       Q    Prior to you learning about Dr. Emmert's            15:29:57

12    call with Dr. Erickson, had anyone in NCAA, up              15:30:01

13    to that point, discussed the possibility that               15:30:04

14    the four questions could be dispensed with and              15:30:06

15    there be another mechanism to resolve                       15:30:08

16    Penn State's discipline issues?                             15:30:11

17            MR. JOHNSON:  Donald, if your answer to             15:30:15

18       that would be yes, consider whether the                  15:30:16

19       conversation was privileged or not, and we'll            15:30:18

20       talk about that.                                         15:30:20

21            THE WITNESS:  I'm am just trying to think           15:30:24

22       of the time frame here, because I think this is          15:30:33

23       really important to understand the sequence.             15:30:35

24       And the answer probably is yes, that there were          15:30:38

25       thoughts around, how are we going to deal with           15:30:43
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1       this information that we now have that is laid           15:30:48

2       out in the Freeh Report?  Do we have them                15:30:50

3       answer the questions, as we have indicated we            15:30:55

4       are expecting, or is there -- or is there                15:30:56

5       information enough in this Freeh Report to               15:31:00

6       commence an enforcement investigation?  Or is            15:31:02

7       there some other way to go about handling or             15:31:06

8       dealing with all the information that we now             15:31:09

9       have?                                                    15:31:11

10  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:31:11

11       Q    I'm going to ask these questions                    15:31:12

12    gingerly so that we -- we don't get tripped up              15:31:14

13    on privilege issues.                                        15:31:19

14            Following the release of the                        15:31:22

15    Freeh Report, there were internal meetings among            15:31:24

16    the folks that we called "senior staff"; is that            15:31:27

17    right?  In the immediate -- say, in the                     15:31:29

18    immediate couple or -- couple or three days                 15:31:33

19    after the report came out.                                  15:31:35

20       A    And thereafter, yes.                                15:31:38

21       Q    Sure.                                               15:31:39

22       A    There were several meetings, sometimes              15:31:39

23    twice a day.                                                15:31:42

24       Q    Is it at those meetings that folks are              15:31:45

25    beginning to -- I love this word -- socialize               15:31:49
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1    the idea of different approaches to dealing with            15:31:55

2    the Penn State issue in the Freeh Report?                   15:31:57

3       A    Is that a Kip word?                                 15:32:02

4       Q    No.                                                 15:32:04

5            MR. JOHNSON:  Socialize.  Socialist.                15:32:06

6            I think Matt's right to alert us to the             15:32:08

7       reason to be careful around here, Donald.                15:32:10

8       So -- and I'm also mindful of Judge Covey's              15:32:13

9       order about what could be privileged and what            15:32:15

10       isn't.  So you should exclude from your                  15:32:19

11       answer communications to you or by you that              15:32:23

12       were for the purpose of giving legal advice.             15:32:28

13            If there are other communications that              15:32:33

14       you recall in these meetings not for that                15:32:34

15       purpose, you can describe those.  Does that              15:32:36

16       make sense?                                              15:32:42

17            THE WITNESS:  I hear your explanation.              15:32:43

18       I'm trying to be helpful.  So let me offer to            15:32:44

19       the both of you my way of thinking about this,           15:32:49

20       because the reality is in many, if not -- most,          15:32:52

21       if not all, of those meetings subsequent to the          15:32:56

22       Freeh Report, in my mind, they were designed to          15:33:00

23       provide me information so that I could provide           15:33:05

24       legal advice to the association and ascertain            15:33:09

25       how I would engage with Penn State's counsel.            15:33:13
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1            So I'd have a really hard time, to the              15:33:17

2       extent that I remember what anybody said at              15:33:19

3       any particular meeting, deciphering between              15:33:22

4       what was privileged and what wasn't, because,            15:33:26

5       from my perspective, the purpose of the                  15:33:29

6       meeting, for me, really was to gather legal              15:33:31

7       advice.                                                  15:33:36

8            So let me offer this in trying to help              15:33:37

9       go through this, because I'm not going to                15:33:40

10       remember every meeting on every day or                   15:33:42

11       everything that any particular person said,              15:33:44

12       and oftentimes those things were said to me              15:33:46

13       at my request to gather information so I                 15:33:49

14       would understand, from the experts within the            15:33:52

15       organization, how to analyze these issues and            15:33:55

16       how to advise the NCAA and how to engage with            15:33:59

17       Penn State's counsel.                                    15:34:02

18            So, without sharing that back-and-forth,            15:34:05

19       I can share with you how I think about this              15:34:08

20       stuff and what I was thinking as I was going             15:34:14

21       through the process of evaluating what the               15:34:20

22       options are, without saying, "This is what I             15:34:23

23       said to somebody" or "This is what somebody              15:34:26

24       said to me."                                             15:34:27

25
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1  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:34:27

2       Q    Let me ask -- and I may get to that, and            15:34:28

3    I am interested in hearing your evaluation of               15:34:32

4    it.  Let me try to ask some specific questions.             15:34:35

5    And if you can, we can get the answers.  And if             15:34:37

6    we can't, we can't.                                         15:34:42

7            In these early -- first of all, when was            15:34:44

8    it decided that you would be the person who                 15:34:46

9    would be representing NCAA in negotiating with              15:34:48

10    Penn State's counsel?                                       15:34:54

11       A    I think that is a natural role for                  15:34:56

12    general counsel, so probably at the very                    15:34:58

13    beginning.                                                  15:35:00

14            You know, I was also accompanied by                 15:35:00

15    Dave Berst, because of his wealth and knowledge             15:35:04

16    and expertise, at the association.                          15:35:06

17       Q    When was it decided that Ms. Roe would              15:35:07

18    not participate in those conversations?                     15:35:09

19            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.                   15:35:15

20            THE WITNESS:  Well, as we know, she didn't          15:35:16

21       participate in those conversations.  And as, I           15:35:17

22       think our conversation just established, I was           15:35:19

23       the natural person to do that, as the general            15:35:21

24       counsel.                                                 15:35:23

25
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1  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:35:23

2       Q    But that doesn't answer my question.                15:35:25

3            When was it decided that Ms. Roe would              15:35:27

4    not participate in your and Mr. Berst's                     15:35:29

5    negotiations with -- and it ended up being                  15:35:35

6    Mr. Marsh.                                                  15:35:38

7            MR. JOHNSON:  I just object to the form,            15:35:39

8       because it implies that some decision was                15:35:39

9       made --                                                  15:35:42

10            THE WITNESS:  Well -- and that's what I             15:35:42

11       tried to answer the first time.  I apologize             15:35:44

12       for being inartful.  But that wasn't the                 15:35:45

13       decision.  The decision was, who's going to              15:35:46

14       engage?  And that was me and Dave Berst.                 15:35:48

15            What's implied in your question, I                  15:35:54

16       think, is why was Ms. Roe not part of that               15:35:55

17       negotiation team?                                        15:36:00

18            And I think a natural answer to that                15:36:01

19       was, because we were engaging with counsel to            15:36:04

20       Penn State and we were talking about                     15:36:08

21       something that would likely be outside of the            15:36:10

22       enforcement process.  And so Ms. Roe wouldn't            15:36:14

23       have been a natural person to have that                  15:36:18

24       conversation but, rather, I would and Dave               15:36:20

25       Berst, along with me, because of his                     15:36:23
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1       knowledge of the organization.                           15:36:25

2  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:36:26

3       Q    So by the time that Mr. Berst                       15:36:27

4    materialized in the discussions, safe to say                15:36:33

5    that NCAA had concluded that this was not going             15:36:36

6    to be an enforcement action, by virtue of your              15:36:39

7    answer that Ms. Roe was not included?                       15:36:42

8            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to form.                       15:36:45

9            You can answer.                                     15:36:45

10            THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  And, again, I don't            15:36:46

11       want to rephrase everything that you say, but I          15:36:47

12       do want to be clear and make sure that the               15:36:49

13       record's clear about these points, because I             15:36:51

14       think it's very important.                               15:36:54

15            There was always an option to go down               15:36:57

16       the enforcement path, but the letter that                15:37:00

17       Dr. Emmert sent to Dr. Erickson, back in                 15:37:05

18       November, was not an enforcement letter.  It             15:37:07

19       was a letter from a president to a president,            15:37:10

20       soliciting additional information.  The                  15:37:11

21       communications around that letter occurred               15:37:14

22       between me and Cynthia Baldwin and then                  15:37:17

23       general counsel of Penn State.  And                      15:37:20

24       subsequent, her reports and -- status reports            15:37:24

25       came through me -- to me from the                        15:37:27
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1       Freeh Group.                                             15:37:30

2            So the natural extension of that would              15:37:31

3       be, I would still be on point as that -- at              15:37:33

4       that point we were looking at, how do we                 15:37:36

5       respond to those questions or, if we're going            15:37:37

6       to do something other than require a response            15:37:39

7       to the questions that's not an enforcement               15:37:43

8       action, how would we go about doing that.                15:37:46

9            So yes, the negotiation team would                  15:37:49

10       naturally have been me and Dave Berst and not            15:37:51

11       Julie Roe, because Julie Roe participating in            15:37:55

12       that would suggest we're going to have an                15:37:57

13       enforcement action.                                      15:37:59

14            So it's not that we hadn't decided or we            15:38:00

15       decided at that point that we would not do an            15:38:02

16       enforcement action.  It's that we were                   15:38:05

17       evaluating and exploring a different path.               15:38:06

18  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:38:10

19       Q    Let me say it -- let me ask my question             15:38:12

20    another way and see if we agree on it.                      15:38:14

21            When you began negotiating with                     15:38:16

22    Gene Marsh, your primary mode at that point was             15:38:18

23    to find a solution outside the enforcement                  15:38:20

24    process.  Is that a fair way to say what you're             15:38:22

25    saying?                                                     15:38:24
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1       A    I think that's fair.                                15:38:25

2       Q    Why, then, was Ms. Roe involved in your             15:38:27

3    December and January educational sessions with              15:38:31

4    Freeh Group?                                                15:38:36

5       A    That was -- that was before the                     15:38:39

6    Freeh Report was released.                                  15:38:40

7       Q    Right.                                              15:38:42

8       A    Yeah.  So at that point in time, we were            15:38:43

9    providing information -- I think we've gone                 15:38:45

10    through this before -- to the Freeh Group so                15:38:46

11    that they could evaluate this, based upon the               15:38:49

12    four questions that were asked.                             15:38:51

13            And she and her staff were                          15:38:52

14    subject-matter experts around that area in terms            15:38:54

15    of how the NCAA looked at those questions, so               15:38:56

16    she would be the natural person to provide                  15:39:00

17    information to the Freeh Group about the                    15:39:02

18    ordinary and standard practices of the NCAA in              15:39:07

19    evaluating those issues.                                    15:39:10

20            Not sure I'm entirely following you.                15:39:13

21       Q    In that December-January time frame, you            15:39:15

22    were the person who involved Ms. Roe in the                 15:39:22

23    conversations with the Freeh Group?                         15:39:25

24            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to form.                       15:39:28

25            THE WITNESS:  We talked about this a                15:39:28
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1       little bit before.  I don't -- and you laughed           15:39:30

2       and said it happened organically, or maybe that          15:39:32

3       was a different question.                                15:39:36

4            But, yeah, Julie was the natural person,            15:39:37

5       and her staff, to talk about these issues.               15:39:38

6       So to the extent that I was the point of                 15:39:41

7       contact, I would have been the person that               15:39:42

8       provided the information through the expert              15:39:47

9       at the NCAA, who was -- who was Julie Roe and            15:39:50

10       her staff.                                               15:39:52

11  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:39:53

12       Q    At that time, meaning December-January,             15:39:53

13    did you view Penn State's answering of the four             15:39:59

14    questions to likely result in a different                   15:40:03

15    mode -- that is, an enforcement mode?                       15:40:06

16            MR. JOHNSON:  Objection.                            15:40:10

17  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:40:10

18       Q    Do you understand my question?                      15:40:10

19       A    I do understand your question.  Didn't              15:40:11

20    know one way or another.  That's why we needed              15:40:13

21    the information in the questions, to make a                 15:40:14

22    judgment as to what the next steps might be.                15:40:16

23       Q    Back in December and January, then, was             15:40:20

24    one of the possibilities considered, depending              15:40:23

25    on the outcome of the Freeh Report, a solution              15:40:27
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1    similar to the one that you and Mr. Berst                   15:40:32

2    pursued with Mr. Marsh?                                     15:40:35

3       A    I think we talked about this too.                   15:40:38

4            Back then we weren't thinking about any             15:40:39

5    potential solutions.  We were thinking about,               15:40:41

6    how can we provide information that would be                15:40:42

7    helpful to the Freeh Group in gathering data                15:40:45

8    that would be helpful to Penn State to answer               15:40:48

9    the questions?                                              15:40:50

10            We weren't thinking about, are we going             15:40:50

11    to conduct an enforcement investigation?  Are we            15:40:53

12    going to have some alternative solution?                    15:40:55

13            We were thinking about, how do we get               15:40:56

14    the information to Penn State that's necessary              15:40:59

15    to respond so that we can then figure out how to            15:41:01

16    move forward?                                               15:41:04

17       Q    In your conversations, your core group              15:41:06

18    conversations, in those couple days after the               15:41:11

19    report, that, you know, we're talking about and             15:41:14

20    you said that you were receiving information to             15:41:15

21    give legal advice, do you recall whether anyone             15:41:18

22    in those conversations broached the idea of the             15:41:21

23    mechanism that ultimately became the consent                15:41:27

24    degree?                                                     15:41:30

25            MR. JOHNSON:  So, Donald, just so we'll be          15:41:32
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1       careful through this, we're talking about the            15:41:34

2       conversations that you have described as                 15:41:35

3       generally having the purpose of you gathering            15:41:37

4       information.                                             15:41:39

5            So I think you can answer this question             15:41:40

6       if you believe that there are communications             15:41:42

7       that you recall which were not part of that              15:41:44

8       purpose.                                                 15:41:46

9            THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I mean, I tried to             15:41:50

10       give you guys an avenue that, I think, might be          15:41:52

11       helpful to provide some information that's               15:41:55

12       useful in this context.  In the context of               15:41:57

13       those meetings and the information that was              15:42:00

14       being provided to me in the analysis that I was          15:42:03

15       doing, I view that as soliciting information to          15:42:07

16       provide legal advice and kind of work product.           15:42:12

17            And so, as I sit here today and I think             15:42:15

18       about how those meetings occurred, if I were             15:42:19

19       to ask person X, "What do you think about Y,"            15:42:23

20       and they said, "This is what I think about               15:42:29

21       Y," as I think through that, that process was            15:42:30

22       designed for me to get information so that I             15:42:35

23       could formulate the organization's legal                 15:42:37

24       advice and legal opinion and legal direction,            15:42:41

25       strategic legal direction.                               15:42:44
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1            If, during those meetings, somebody                 15:42:46

2       said, "Hey, I think this," and somebody else             15:42:49

3       said, "Hey, I think that," and they had an               15:42:52

4       exchange between one another, I don't know               15:42:55

5       that I remember things that specifically,                15:42:58

6       because, you know, they were collaborative               15:42:59

7       conversations to gather information to figure            15:43:03

8       out the association's position.                          15:43:06

9            So if -- rather than saying who said                15:43:10

10       what, or what I said, or what I might have               15:43:16

11       asked or how things happened, if I could                 15:43:20

12       maybe offer this is how I thought about it --            15:43:25

13       I don't know -- these are the things that I              15:43:31

14       was thinking in my mind, I don't know if that            15:43:34

15       gets us out of this privilege box.                       15:43:36

16            MR. JOHNSON:  It might get us into a                15:43:39

17       work-product box.                                        15:43:40

18            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I think it's --                    15:43:42

19            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 15:43:42

20  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:43:43

21       Q    Yeah.  And I'm happy to entertain that,             15:43:44

22    although we'd have -- your counsel would have to            15:43:45

23    think about that with you.                                  15:43:49

24            Is it your testimony -- because we can              15:43:51

25    skip a lot of this questioning if we establish              15:43:53
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1    it.  And we may not agree, but we can establish             15:43:55

2    it.                                                         15:43:57

3            Is it your testimony -- let me ask a                15:43:57

4    foundational questions.                                     15:44:00

5            Earlier today you testified that these              15:44:02

6    meetings, in general, were, as you said,                    15:44:05

7    collaborative.  Right?                                      15:44:09

8       A    Right.                                              15:44:11

9       Q    People came with --                                 15:44:12

10            MR. JOHNSON:  Lower your hands from your            15:44:15

11       mouth.                                                   15:44:16

12            THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.                            15:44:16

13  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:44:17

14       Q    The folks in the meeting came with a                15:44:17

15    particular expertise, a particular viewpoint,               15:44:19

16    and everybody got together and talked out ideas.            15:44:21

17       A    So earlier today, we were talking about             15:44:24

18    what happened after the Sandusky indictment and             15:44:27

19    the preparation of the November 17 letter.  Now             15:44:30

20    we're talking about what happened after the                 15:44:33

21    Freeh Report came out and how we were going                 15:44:36

22    to -- how I was going to advise the association             15:44:39

23    and how we were going to engage with Penn State.            15:44:43

24    There are two different sets of meetings.                   15:44:46

25       Q    Okay.                                               15:44:48
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1       A    That's all -- I mean, it may be the same            15:44:48

2    set of people.  There may be additional people              15:44:51

3    that were in there, or not.  But there are two              15:44:52

4    different sets of meetings that, in my mind, had            15:44:54

5    two different purposes.                                     15:44:56

6       Q    But are they functioning the same way,              15:44:57

7    or are they functioning differently?                        15:45:00

8       A    They're functioning similarly, but not              15:45:03

9    the same way, because at the end of the day,                15:45:09

10    part of the functioning of that group dynamic               15:45:12

11    was for me to have information to provide legal             15:45:18

12    advice.                                                     15:45:21

13       Q    Was that the entire purpose of these                15:45:22

14    meetings?                                                   15:45:24

15       A    It was the primary purpose of the                   15:45:26

16    meetings, in my mind.                                       15:45:30

17       Q    Is it your testimony that if, in these              15:45:32

18    meetings, meaning the post Freeh Report                     15:45:37

19    meetings, two of your colleagues began a                    15:45:39

20    back-and-forth about different ways to proceed,             15:45:41

21    not in response to a question from you, but sort            15:45:46

22    of sua sponte -- is it your testimony that that             15:45:49

23    still is information that you would consider                15:45:54

24    privileged because that was part of what was                15:45:56

25    factoring in your thinking about what to do?                15:46:02
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  Or what was being                     15:46:04

2       communicated to him.                                     15:46:06

3            THE WITNESS:  Not necessarily.  The                 15:46:07

4       challenge there, though, is, I can't give you            15:46:09

5       specific chapter and verse of who said what to           15:46:14

6       whom and when.  So I'm not going to be able to           15:46:17

7       tell you on this day, these two people had               15:46:21

8       these ideas or this one had that idea, so --             15:46:23

9            MR. JOHNSON:  Can I offer a suggestion?             15:46:26

10            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Sure.                              15:46:29

11            MR. JOHNSON:  This is where I was going to          15:46:29

12       kind of go.  It may well be that we're laying a          15:46:30

13       foundation for something he doesn't recall, and          15:46:33

14       so it might be fruitful to ask him, whether              15:46:38

15       privileged or not, does he have any specific             15:46:42

16       recollection of what -- anything anybody said.           15:46:44

17  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:46:47

18       Q    And, look -- and that's a fair question.            15:46:48

19    Do you recall -- I'm going to ask it                        15:46:51

20    specifically.  Do you recall anyone discussing              15:46:53

21    the option of something like the consent decree             15:46:56

22    as a way to move forward?                                   15:47:03

23       A    I think that I answered that question,              15:47:05

24    and the answer is yes.                                      15:47:06

25          (Clarification by the court reporter.)                15:47:14
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1  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:47:14

2       Q    Do you recall in these meetings anyone              15:47:14

3    advocating for using the traditional enforcement            15:47:21

4    process?                                                    15:47:24

5            MR. JOHNSON:  I think, by putting the               15:47:25

6       content in the question, you make the answer             15:47:26

7       hard.  And I'm not sure I have a better idea,            15:47:29

8       but maybe -- what I'm suggesting -- and tell me          15:47:33

9       to shut up if I'm not being helpful -- what I'm          15:47:38

10       suggesting is if you ask Donald if he has                15:47:40

11       any -- and I'm really thinking about Judge               15:47:41

12       Covey's order -- if he can attribute a                   15:47:44

13       particular thought to a particular person, if            15:47:48

14       the answer is yes, then we will have to decide           15:47:49

15       whether that was privileged or not privileged.           15:47:52

16       If the answer is no, then you couldn't reveal            15:47:53

17       the communication if you wanted to.  Does that           15:47:56

18       make sense?                                              15:47:58

19            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I mean, that's one way to          15:47:59

20       go.  I may be able to dispense with it with the          15:48:00

21       topic matters.  I mean, he answered the                  15:48:04

22       question with respect to the consent decree and          15:48:06

23       said yes, and I'm not pursuing it any further            15:48:07

24       because I assume if I ask him who said what, we          15:48:07

25       are no longer able to --                                 15:48:11
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  I am asking you to pursue it          15:48:13

2       one question further; and that is, do you                15:48:16

3       remember who said what?                                  15:48:18

4            MR. HAVERSTICK:  All right.                         15:48:19

5            MR. JOHNSON:  And that way, if we end up            15:48:19

6       in a dispute --                                          15:48:19

7            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Okay.                              15:48:19

8            MR. JOHNSON:  -- you will know whether at           15:48:20

9       least there's something he's not telling you.            15:48:20

10  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:48:22

11       Q    Do you remember -- let's go back to the             15:48:22

12    consent-decree question.  Do you remember who               15:48:23

13    specifically advocated -- who specifically                  15:48:28

14    discussed the possibility of a                              15:48:31

15    consent-decree-type option as a way to move                 15:48:34

16    forward?                                                    15:48:37

17       A    Yes.                                                15:48:38

18       Q    Do you -- can you identify that person              15:48:41

19    without --                                                  15:48:43

20            MR. JOHNSON:  Well, I think by putting the          15:48:44

21       content in the question, it reveals the                  15:48:46

22       communication.                                           15:48:47

23            I think probably the answer is, Donald,             15:48:48

24       if it is your view that the communication                15:48:49

25       that you're recalling was part of the larger             15:48:52
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1       purpose of advising the organization, I would            15:48:58

2       probably instruct you not to answer further              15:49:01

3       on that -- on that point.                                15:49:03

4            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Then -- and I will --              15:49:05

5       again, for today I'll accept that instruction,           15:49:06

6       understanding that we'll figure out how we're            15:49:10

7       going to deal with this down the road.                   15:49:12

8            MR. JOHNSON:  Sure.  Can I interrupt you            15:49:14

9       just a minute?                                           15:49:15

10            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Yeah.                              15:49:15

11            MR. JOHNSON:  I don't want you to move on           15:49:16

12       without knowing that there are meetings that             15:49:17

13       occurred that he does not ascribe this purpose           15:49:19

14       to -- for example, the executive committee               15:49:22

15       meetings.  And there he can testify much more            15:49:24

16       freely.                                                  15:49:26

17  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:49:26

18       Q    Okay.  I want to ask you the same very              15:49:26

19    structured question with respect to, instead of             15:49:29

20    consent decree as an option, the traditional                15:49:33

21    enforcement paradigm as the option.  Was that               15:49:36

22    discussed by anyone during your meetings as a               15:49:40

23    way to go?                                                  15:49:44

24            MR. JOHNSON:  You can answer "yes" or               15:49:46

25       "no."                                                    15:49:46
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1            THE WITNESS:  Yes.                                  15:49:47

2  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:49:47

3       Q    Do you remember who it was who discussed            15:49:49

4    that?                                                       15:49:51

5            MR. JOHNSON:  So I think, just for                  15:49:52

6       consistency, I would instruct him not to                 15:49:53

7       answer.                                                  15:49:55

8  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:49:56

9       Q    Okay.  Then, last question:  Do you                 15:49:56

10    recall anyone in these meetings having a                    15:49:59

11    solution that was neither the traditional                   15:50:02

12    enforcement mechanism nor a consent-decree-like             15:50:05

13    proposal, in other words, some third, or                    15:50:11

14    alternate, way?                                             15:50:14

15       A    I don't know that I would characterize              15:50:15

16    it as having a solution.  There were ideas that             15:50:16

17    were discussed about how to move forward post               15:50:23

18    receipt of and review of the Freeh Report, and              15:50:26

19    there were many ideas that were discussed in                15:50:30

20    that context.                                               15:50:34

21            And some of those ideas were other than             15:50:36

22    the -- what ultimately became the consent decree            15:50:38

23    or whether or not an enforcement action would               15:50:44

24    move forward at some point in time.                         15:50:46

25       Q    Do you recall the authors of those other            15:50:50
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1    ideas?                                                      15:50:55

2       A    Author connotes that they were written,             15:50:57

3    and I don't think everything was ever written.              15:50:59

4            MR. JOHNSON:  Speaker.                              15:51:03

5            THE WITNESS:  This is the same series of            15:51:05

6       questions.  I want to find a way to get you the          15:51:06

7       information that you're --                               15:51:09

8            MR. JOHNSON:  Well, answer that.  Then              15:51:10

9       I'll instruct you -- then I'll suggest                   15:51:10

10       something that could help.                               15:51:11

11            THE WITNESS:  Yes.                                  15:51:14

12  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:51:14

13       Q    Okay.  And he's instructed you not to               15:51:14

14    answer.                                                     15:51:16

15            Without revealing work product, if you              15:51:21

16    discuss with us what was discussed in the                   15:51:23

17    executive committee meetings, can you give a                15:51:26

18    fuller recitation of some of the ideas that were            15:51:29

19    on the table, at least before the executive                 15:51:31

20    committee?                                                  15:51:34

21            MR. JOHNSON:  So if you -- if I can                 15:51:35

22       persuade you to rephrase that slightly, I think          15:51:36

23       he can give you exactly what you're looking              15:51:38

24       for.                                                     15:51:41

25            I don't want him to discuss                         15:51:41
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1       communications, and I don't want -- but if               15:51:43

2       you ask him to generally describe what he                15:51:43

3       thought the organization's options were at               15:51:46

4       that time, I think he can tell you the answer            15:51:49

5       to that question.                                        15:51:52

6            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Okay.  And do I -- are we          15:51:53

7       limiting this to -- well, actually --                    15:51:54

8            MR. JOHNSON:  I bet you can go to the               15:51:57

9       executive committee and ask him whatever you             15:51:58

10       want.                                                    15:52:00

11  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:52:00

12       Q    All right.  Go ahead, then.  If you can             15:52:00

13    answer that question, please do.                            15:52:02

14       A    Isn't that what I said ten minutes ago?             15:52:04

15            MR. JOHNSON:  We're lawyers.                        15:52:07

16            THE WITNESS:  Pose the question.                    15:52:12

17  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:52:13

18       Q    What was your understanding, at that                15:52:13

19    point in time, of the options on the table, were            15:52:15

20    available to NCAA?                                          15:52:18

21       A    So, again, without revealing any                    15:52:21

22    communications that I provided to other                     15:52:23

23    individuals that reflected my legal advice, and             15:52:26

24    without revealing any communications that they              15:52:29

25    provided to me, reflecting the information that             15:52:32
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1    might be work product or solicitation on legal              15:52:36

2    advice, I believe that there were a number of               15:52:38

3    options that could be considered under a                    15:52:44

4    circumstance similar to this.                               15:52:48

5            Those options could range anywhere from             15:52:51

6    utilizing the process in the constitution for               15:52:58

7    expulsion from the membership, to discussing and            15:53:01

8    reaching an agreement as to how the parties                 15:53:08

9    would move forward, that contain some semblance             15:53:12

10    of penalties, and some process for moving                   15:53:17

11    forward, to having the questions actually                   15:53:20

12    answered and then evaluating what the next step             15:53:26

13    might be, to pursuing the traditional                       15:53:30

14    enforcement process, and if the enforcement                 15:53:36

15    staff thought that there was enough to                      15:53:39

16    investigate, conduct an investigation and take              15:53:41

17    it to the Committee on Infractions, to, I                   15:53:43

18    suppose, doing nothing at all.                              15:53:48

19            Any of those things could be evaluated              15:53:52

20    under a circumstance similar to the circumstance            15:53:55

21    that was being presented as a result of the                 15:53:58

22    information that was provided in the                        15:54:01

23    Freeh Report.                                               15:54:03

24       Q    Were any of those ideas ones that were              15:54:04

25    not discussed in your core group sessions?                  15:54:06
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  So I think -- by coming back          15:54:11

2       to discussions, I think we have to come back to          15:54:13

3       the instruction.  Might have been discussed in           15:54:15

4       executive committee meetings, though.                    15:54:20

5  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:54:22

6       Q    Well, let's ask about executive                     15:54:22

7    committee meetings now.  There were, at roughly             15:54:24

8    the same time, I believe, two executive                     15:54:28

9    committee meetings about potential punishment               15:54:32

10    for Penn State?                                             15:54:36

11       A    There were two executive committees --              15:54:38

12    meetings around this time --                                15:54:39

13       Q    Right.                                              15:54:42

14       A    -- that I recall.                                   15:54:42

15            Can I add to my other answer?  Because              15:54:46

16    one other thing just popped into my head when I             15:54:47

17    went through the things that, I think, under                15:54:50

18    this type of circumstance one might consider.               15:54:53

19    And one of them was whether or not the                      15:54:55

20    association could actually impose penalties on              15:55:03

21    the university without going through the consent            15:55:08

22    decree.  I think I went through three or four or            15:55:11

23    five things in my head, but I think I left that             15:55:14

24    one out.                                                    15:55:16

25       Q    You mean sort of a unilateral imposition            15:55:16
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1    just by fiat almost?                                        15:55:17

2       A    I don't know that I would characterize              15:55:21

3    it "by fiat" --                                             15:55:21

4       Q    Of course not.                                      15:55:22

5       A    -- but under the authorities that the               15:55:22

6    association has and under the authorities vested            15:55:24

7    in the executive committee, whether or not they             15:55:28

8    can move forward with an imposition of                      15:55:29

9    penalties.                                                  15:55:32

10       Q    It is your view that, under the NCAA                15:55:33

11    bylaws, that the executive committee does have              15:55:37

12    the authority to unilaterally impose punishment?            15:55:39

13            MR. JOHNSON:  Answer generally and not              15:55:45

14       with respect to Penn State.                              15:55:46

15            THE WITNESS:  Yeah.                                 15:55:47

16            MR. JOHNSON:  That will protect work                15:55:47

17       product.                                                 15:55:49

18            THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  Generally, yes, they           15:55:49

19       have that authority.                                     15:55:51

20  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:55:52

21       Q    It is generally your view that the                  15:55:52

22    bylaws allow for the executive committee to                 15:55:58

23    proceed in the fashion that it did in this case.            15:56:02

24    And I know that's a specific example, but I                 15:56:05

25    think -- what I'm asking is, do they have the               15:56:09
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1    power --                                                    15:56:09

2            MR. JOHNSON:  They did proceed in that              15:56:10

3       fashion.                                                 15:56:12

4  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            15:56:12

5       Q    Yeah.  Do they have the power to act                15:56:12

6    like the way they did in this case?                         15:56:13

7       A    The executive committee has the                     15:56:15

8    authority to ask the president of the                       15:56:17

9    association to enter into a contract with one of            15:56:19

10    its members, yes.                                           15:56:22

11       Q    And can you direct or cite for me the               15:56:22

12    provision of the NCAA's constitution of bylaws              15:56:27

13    that so empowers the executive committee to do              15:56:29

14    that?  And I can -- it's not a memory quiz.  I              15:56:33

15    can give you the thing, if you want.                        15:56:35

16       A    I mean, the executive committee's                   15:56:36

17    powers, duties and responsibilities are laid out            15:56:37

18    in Section 4.1 of the bylaws.  They're listed               15:56:39

19    there.  They talk about acting with respect to              15:56:43

20    issues of association-wide import, managing,                15:56:47

21    having oversight for the legal affairs of the               15:56:51

22    association, hiring the president of the                    15:56:54

23    association, defining his duties, those kind of             15:56:55

24    things.  They're all in there.                              15:56:58

25       Q    What do you recall about the discussion             15:57:01
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1    of options at the first executive committee                 15:57:03

2    session following the Freeh Report?                         15:57:06

3            MR. JOHNSON:  So, Donald, here I think the          15:57:08

4       way to think about this is, if there are                 15:57:10

5       communications that you recall that are to you           15:57:13

6       or from you for the purpose of giving legal              15:57:16

7       advice, then you should let us know that and             15:57:18

8       we'll instruct you not to answer.  But                   15:57:21

9       generally speaking, you can answer that                  15:57:22

10       question.                                                15:57:24

11            THE WITNESS:  I recall that the executive           15:57:27

12       committee members gathered and had a discussion          15:57:31

13       amongst themselves about how they thought the            15:57:37

14       association should respond to the information            15:57:43

15       learned from the Freeh Report.  They talked              15:57:47

16       about a variety of things.  I don't recall any           15:57:49

17       specific person talking about any specific               15:57:52

18       issues, but the call included executive                  15:57:54

19       committee members.  And to be clear, it also             15:57:58

20       included the Division I board.  And I don't              15:58:01

21       know if you guys now understand the                      15:58:03

22       distinctions and difference of those two                 15:58:06

23       bodies, but they were both present on that               15:58:07

24       call.                                                    15:58:09

25            Talking about how the association should            15:58:10
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1       respond -- should respond in the wake of the             15:58:13

2       information learned in the Freeh Report.                 15:58:16

3       Q    In that first meeting, was there a                  15:58:18

4    prevailing view among the executive committee               15:58:19

5    about the appropriate response?                             15:58:21

6       A    I wouldn't characterize it that way, but            15:58:24

7    there was certainly a majority sense that one of            15:58:26

8    the possibilities here clearly should be the                15:58:32

9    imposition of a stop in play.                               15:58:36

10       Q    When you answered the question in that              15:58:40

11    fashion, is your answer that a majority believed            15:58:42

12    it was possible to impose a suspension of play              15:58:47

13    or that the majority believed that was the                  15:58:50

14    correct way to go or the leading way to go?  Do             15:58:53

15    you understand my question?  I didn't understand            15:58:56

16    your answer and I'm not sure which one you're               15:58:58

17    indicating.                                                 15:59:01

18       A    We've been together a long time.  My                15:59:01

19    answers are starting to sound like your                     15:59:03

20    questions.                                                  15:59:05

21            MR. JOHNSON:  Or some other possibility.            15:59:07

22            THE WITNESS:  But I apologize for my                15:59:11

23       answer being unclear.  You know, part of the             15:59:12

24       way you asked the questions the second time I            15:59:16

25       think would fall into the privilege bucket,              15:59:18
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1       Kip, that you've described.  So let me try to            15:59:21

2       provide greater clarity around how I first               15:59:25

3       responded.  And that is that there was a                 15:59:28

4       majority of the executive committee members              15:59:30

5       that were on that call expressing the sense              15:59:32

6       that the product of what should happen here              15:59:37

7       should include a stop in play.                           15:59:43

8       Q    Was that sentiment communicated by you              15:59:46

9    or Mr. Berst to Gene Marsh at any time?                     15:59:51

10       A    It was.                                             15:59:55

11       Q    Talk about that in a little bit.  If                15:59:56

12    you're able, can you tell me whether the                    16:00:02

13    executive committee discussed the possibility of            16:00:07

14    a consent decree-type solution in that first                16:00:13

15    meeting?                                                    16:00:16

16            MR. JOHNSON:  With the same instruction as          16:00:16

17       before.  In other words, if it's you advising            16:00:18

18       or questions to you about authority, you should          16:00:21

19       not answer, but otherwise, you can answer.               16:00:24

20            THE WITNESS:  I believe they did.                   16:00:34

21       Q    I presume -- I usually get into trouble             16:00:35

22    when I do this.  I presume that the executive               16:00:39

23    committee also discussed the possibility of the             16:00:41

24    traditional enforcement route as a way to                   16:00:47

25    proceed?                                                    16:00:50
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  Same instruction.                     16:00:51

2            THE WITNESS:  I believe that was part of            16:00:52

3       the discussion as well.                                  16:00:53

4  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            16:00:54

5       Q    Did the executive committee discuss the             16:00:55

6    option you mentioned of unilateral action by the            16:00:59

7    executive committee or the president, absent                16:01:03

8    enforcement and absent a consent decree?                    16:01:06

9            MR. JOHNSON:  Same instruction.                     16:01:09

10            THE WITNESS:  I don't think I can answer            16:01:12

11       that question without revealing privileged               16:01:13

12       communication.                                           16:01:15

13            MR. JOHNSON:  Then I instruct you not to            16:01:16

14       answer.                                                  16:01:17

15  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            16:01:18

16       Q    Did you ever -- skipped around a little             16:01:18

17    bit.                                                        16:01:21

18            Did you ever communicate to Gene Marsh              16:01:22

19    the possibility of unilateral action by the                 16:01:25

20    executive committee as a potential sanction                 16:01:28

21    against Penn State?                                         16:01:31

22       A    I did not.                                          16:01:32

23       Q    Why not?                                            16:01:33

24            MR. JOHNSON:  Well, it hurts your brain to          16:01:36

25       ask why you didn't say something, but if you             16:01:41
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1       can answer, you can...                                   16:01:44

2            THE WITNESS:  The engagement with Gene              16:01:48

3       Marsh in which Dave Berst was included was               16:01:49

4       designed to communicate to Gene the sense and            16:01:54

5       direction of where my client, the NCAA, was              16:01:58

6       going with respect to the resolution of this             16:02:01

7       matter and the four questions that had been              16:02:04

8       posed to Penn State.                                     16:02:06

9            So we engaged in a fashion that was                 16:02:08

10       consistent with the direction that we had                16:02:10

11       heard coming out of that first meeting and we            16:02:15

12       reported back information that was                       16:02:19

13       appropriate, consistent with that dialogue.              16:02:21

14       Q    Did you communicate to Gene Marsh -- and            16:02:28

15    you now means Mr. Berst too -- the possibility              16:02:34

16    of Penn State's utilization of the enforcement              16:02:38

17    process?                                                    16:02:41

18       A    We talked about that, yes.                          16:02:43

19       Q    Were those the only two modes that were             16:02:50

20    discussed with Mr.  Marsh of potential                      16:02:52

21    resolution of the Penn State issue?                         16:02:56

22       A    We may have talked about litigation as              16:03:04

23    well.                                                       16:03:07

24       Q    And litigation of what?                             16:03:07

25       A    Over responding to the questions, over a            16:03:10
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1    consent decree that included provisions that                16:03:17

2    were beyond what they wanted at the time.  The              16:03:18

3    context of possibly an injunction or something              16:03:23

4    like that to stop or retard or slow this                    16:03:28

5    process.                                                    16:03:30

6       Q    What would -- what was discussed about              16:03:31

7    what that injunction would prohibit?                        16:03:32

8       A    Moving forward with the consent degree              16:03:36

9    in the fashion that we, the NCAA, thought was               16:03:39

10    appropriate or even demanding a response to the             16:03:44

11    questions that had been posed in the letter, you            16:03:46

12    know, how we were going to move forward.                    16:03:49

13       Q    So -- and I'll break it into constituent            16:03:53

14    parts.  Potential injunction or injunctive                  16:03:56

15    relief could have been directed at keeping Penn             16:03:59

16    State from having to answer the four questions?             16:04:04

17       A    Or other things.  I don't think it was              16:04:06

18    that specific.  Understand you're talking about             16:04:09

19    from my perspective a lawyer representing the               16:04:10

20    NCAA, from Gene's perspective, a lawyer                     16:04:12

21    representing Penn State.  So we're not going to             16:04:15

22    have a conversation specifically about, you                 16:04:18

23    know, what legal cause of action might be                   16:04:19

24    available.                                                  16:04:22

25            And so you asked if there was anything              16:04:23
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1    else that was discussed.  And I recall in one               16:04:25

2    part of our conversation, there was a discussion            16:04:28

3    about well, you know, you guys, if you want to              16:04:30

4    bring litigation, if you want to sue us or                  16:04:34

5    something like that, that's -- that's your                  16:04:35

6    choice as well.                                             16:04:37

7       Q    I suppose I'm struggling with how you               16:04:38

8    would frame an injunction that would stop a                 16:04:44

9    consent decree.                                             16:04:46

10       A    Well, it could stop the whole process,              16:04:49

11    presumably.  If there was a legitimate cause of             16:04:50

12    action that counsel for Penn State thought that             16:04:53

13    they had against the NCAA at the time, they                 16:04:56

14    could pursue that.                                          16:04:59

15       Q    To stop NCAA from proceeding with any               16:05:01

16    type of punitive action against Penn State?  Is             16:05:03

17    that what you mean?                                         16:05:05

18       A    I wouldn't characterize it as punitive.             16:05:06

19    You know, from stopping this process or perhaps             16:05:08

20    any other process.  I don't know, maybe they                16:05:11

21    would pursue an injunction to stop an                       16:05:13

22    enforcement investigation.  I don't think that              16:05:16

23    having spent time talking to Gene Marsh that                16:05:19

24    that was the way he was thinking, but you asked             16:05:21

25    me the questions of whether there was anything              16:05:23
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1    other than moving down the path of a possible               16:05:25

2    agreed-upon resolution or the path of a possible            16:05:29

3    enforcement investigation.  And that was the                16:05:32

4    only other thing that I can recall in those                 16:05:34

5    conversations with Gene Marsh that came out.                16:05:36

6       Q    So those were three and those are the               16:05:39

7    three, the only three, rather, that you recall              16:05:41

8    sitting here today of options that you discussed            16:05:43

9    with Gene Marsh?                                            16:05:46

10       A    That -- yeah.                                       16:05:48

11            MR. JOHNSON:  I think you just miscounted,          16:05:50

12       because I think the fourth was answering the             16:05:52

13       questions.                                               16:05:54

14       Q    Just answering the questions was                    16:05:57

15    discussed with Mr. Marsh as an option for Penn              16:05:59

16    State?                                                      16:06:02

17       A    It was the first discussion with                    16:06:03

18    Mr. Marsh before we got to the point of agreeing            16:06:04

19    that the questions didn't need to be answered.              16:06:06

20            If you recall, I said in our first                  16:06:08

21    conversation that was the purpose for his                   16:06:10

22    retention was to help Penn State respond to the             16:06:12

23    questions.                                                  16:06:14

24       Q    How -- walk me through how Mr. Berst                16:06:15

25    became involved in the negotiations.                        16:06:23
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1            MR. JOHNSON:  Here, Donald, there's the             16:06:28

2       potential for privileged communications, so              16:06:30

3       keep that in mind as you answer the question.            16:06:32

4            THE WITNESS:  I think we talked about this          16:06:37

5       a little earlier, so I think I can do it                 16:06:38

6       without revealing any privileged                         16:06:40

7       communications.                                          16:06:42

8            Dave Berst is a well respected                      16:06:43

9       individual with a wealth of knowledge about              16:06:46

10       the NCAA, had a relationship with the issues             16:06:47

11       that were in here from his many, many years              16:06:54

12       with the NCAA, had knowledge of Gene Marsh.              16:06:57

13       And so he just -- he was the natural person              16:07:01

14       to actually work with me on trying to find               16:07:05

15       the right resolution here.                               16:07:08

16       Q    Mr. Berst testified -- and this is a                16:07:11

17    rough paraphrase, so anybody can feel free to               16:07:15

18    pull out the transcript.  But Mr. Berst                     16:07:17

19    testified that he more or less injected himself             16:07:20

20    into the process because of his knowledge of                16:07:23

21    Gene Marsh, because of his knowledge of NCAA as             16:07:26

22    an institution, much of the things you just                 16:07:30

23    said.  Is that a fair characterization?                     16:07:32

24       A    That sounds like something Dave Berst               16:07:34

25    would say.  He was the right person to be part              16:07:38
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1    of this process.  I don't know if it was Dave's             16:07:40

2    idea, if it was my idea or somebody else's idea,            16:07:42

3    but I think it was -- it was appropriate for                16:07:45

4    Dave to be part of the process.                             16:07:47

5       Q    I'm not -- I've asked this, I think.                16:07:49

6    I'm not sure I got an answer, or if I did, I                16:07:51

7    forgot.  How were you designated as the lead                16:07:53

8    negotiator for NCAA in this whole thicket?                  16:07:59

9            MR. JOHNSON:  You did ask that, but you             16:08:04

10       can answer.                                              16:08:05

11            THE WITNESS:  I -- again, I think -- I              16:08:05

12       think I was the natural person.  If you're               16:08:06

13       saying who says who's going to take the lead             16:08:08

14       for the NCAA, we go all the way back to when             16:08:11

15       the Sandusky indictment came out and the                 16:08:15

16       natural progression of things, I think that Dr.          16:08:18

17       Emmert made it clear to the staff that I was             16:08:20

18       the right person to help manage this moving              16:08:23

19       forward.  But again, that was natural.                   16:08:26

20       Q    I get that.  But Dr. Emmert, I think, is            16:08:29

21    the -- is that the answer?  Dr. Emmert is                   16:08:31

22    ultimately the person who decided that you were             16:08:33

23    going to lead the effort on behalf of NCAA?                 16:08:36

24       A    It naturally occurred, but yes.                     16:08:40

25    Dr. Emmert made it clear that I would be the                16:08:42
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1    person.                                                     16:08:44

2            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 20 was marked            16:08:44

3    for identification purposes.)                               16:08:44

4       Q    Okay.  I'm going to give you a document             16:08:44

5    that we're marking as Remy 20.  And I'll                    16:09:04

6    represent to you that this is the ESPN Van Natta            16:09:10

7    article.  Just by way of background, in Gene                16:09:14

8    Marsh's deposition, I offered him this article              16:09:23

9    as a way to give an overview of his impression              16:09:28

10    of the negotiations or discussions between you,             16:09:33

11    he, and Mr. Berst and whether this article                  16:09:37

12    accurately characterized his understanding of               16:09:39

13    it.  So I, in fairness, wanted to do the same               16:09:43

14    with you.  And take some time to review it.                 16:09:45

15            MR. HAVERSTICK:  This has been previously           16:09:48

16       marked as Marsh 3.                                       16:09:48

17            MR. KOWALSKI:  And that's what we're                16:09:57

18       calling it today?                                        16:09:58

19            MR. GARDEN:  No.  It's now also Remy 20.            16:10:01

20            THE WITNESS:  This is pretty long.  If you          16:10:09

21       want to ask me specific questions, you can or I          16:10:11

22       can read the whole thing.                                16:10:13

23       Q    Are you familiar enough with it?  Do you            16:10:15

24    remember enough of it that I can -- that I can              16:10:16

25    ask you some general questions about it with, of            16:10:19
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1    course, your ability to go back and --                      16:10:21

2       A    I have a recall of it.                              16:10:27

3            MR. JOHNSON:  That feels dangerous.  If             16:10:28

4       your questions are going to be general, I feel           16:10:32

5       like you should kind of glance through it at             16:10:34

6       least or respond to specific pieces of it,               16:10:36

7       whichever.                                               16:10:38

8            THE WITNESS:  I remember it.  I just don't          16:12:23

9       remember it being this long.  All right.                 16:12:49

10       There's a lot in here.                                   16:12:50

11       Q    To keep it hopefully -- easy might not              16:14:25

12    be the right word, but brief, with respect to               16:14:29

13    the parts of the article that discuss your or               16:14:31

14    characterize your negotiations with Marsh about             16:14:34

15    the consent decree, do they -- were they                    16:14:39

16    accurate?                                                   16:14:46

17       A    Well, I mean, these are Don Van Natta's             16:14:47

18    words, not my words and not Gene's words.  So if            16:14:52

19    you go to the first paragraph, it says that I               16:14:56

20    called Gene.  Yeah, that's -- that's accurate.              16:14:59

21    We talked on the telephone.  Van Natta                      16:15:01

22    characterizes it as "the news was grim."  I                 16:15:07

23    think that's editorial license.  I don't know               16:15:10

24    how you want to go through this.  When it says              16:15:11

25    Remy said Penn State was facing unprecedented               16:15:12
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1    punishment, a multiple season death penalty, no             16:15:17

2    football for years, no, I don't think that's                16:15:19

3    accurate.  I don't recall ever saying that Penn             16:15:23

4    State would receive a multiple season death                 16:15:27

5    penalty, no football for years.                             16:15:31

6       Q    You don't recall ever saying that to                16:15:33

7    Mr. Marsh?                                                  16:15:34

8       A    No.  So I do recall him asking are you              16:15:35

9    overselling this.  And this, in my mind, was the            16:15:45

10    fact that the majority of the board of directors            16:15:49

11    and the executive committee were at that point              16:15:52

12    in time discussing the stop in play as an                   16:15:55

13    appropriate penalty to -- to resolve this                   16:16:00

14    matter.                                                     16:16:04

15            So when Marsh asked are you overselling             16:16:05

16    this, which I do recall that phraseology being              16:16:07

17    used, the response was no, absolutely not.  The             16:16:10

18    majority of the board is talking about this and             16:16:13

19    the way they're talking about it includes a stop            16:16:15

20    in play.                                                    16:16:18

21       Q    But you remember that's as far as you               16:16:19

22    went with your statement, a stop in play?  You              16:16:21

23    didn't characterize how long it would be or                 16:16:23

24    whether it was multiple season, et cetera?                  16:16:25

25       A    No, I did not.                                      16:16:30
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1       Q    Do you know if David Berst did?                     16:16:34

2       A    I don't recall whether Dave did or not.             16:16:35

3    That wasn't part of the message that I can                  16:16:40

4    recall with respect to many folks on the board,             16:16:42

5    the majority of the board were looking at a stop            16:16:48

6    in play.  Because there weren't many folks on               16:16:50

7    the board talking about a multiple season stop              16:16:55

8    in play, no football for years.  So we wouldn't             16:16:58

9    -- we would not have said that.                             16:17:03

10       Q    Was it that the board was not                       16:17:09

11    quantifying how many years a stop in play would             16:17:10

12    be or was the board contemplating a single-year             16:17:12

13    stop in play?                                               16:17:15

14       A    Well, remember, as we talked about                  16:17:16

15    before, there was a free-flowing discussion                 16:17:18

16    amongst members of the executive committee.                 16:17:20

17       Q    I understand.  I understand.                        16:17:22

18       A    And I don't recall any specific person              16:17:24

19    saying any specific thing.  Could it have been              16:17:26

20    the case that somebody talked about a stoppage              16:17:29

21    in play for more than one year?  Sure.  Was that            16:17:33

22    a sentiment that was being expressed by the                 16:17:36

23    majority of the board?  I don't recall it that              16:17:38

24    way at all.                                                 16:17:41

25       Q    And is it your recollection that you                16:17:43
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1    portrayed it -- it, stoppage of play                        16:17:46

2    possibility -- to Mr. Marsh as simply the board             16:17:49

3    is thinking about a stoppage of play without                16:17:53

4    quantifying how long it would be?  Is that                  16:17:56

5    what's inaccurate, in other words, about that               16:17:58

6    sentence?                                                   16:18:00

7       A    There's two parts.  The first is --                 16:18:00

8    understand I'm not saying the board's thinking              16:18:01

9    about this.  I'm saying this is the sentiment               16:18:04

10    we're receiving back from the board.  We had a              16:18:06

11    board meeting, executive committee meeting --               16:18:08

12    excuse me, and the majority of the people on                16:18:09

13    that call had expressed that a stoppage in play             16:18:11

14    was appropriate under these circumstances.  Full            16:18:16

15    stop.                                                       16:18:19

16            The notion that somebody may have,                  16:18:20

17    during that dialogue, said, well, should that               16:18:22

18    stoppage of play, I think that stoppage of play,            16:18:25

19    maybe that stoppage of play is more than one                16:18:28

20    year, my recollection is somebody may have said             16:18:31

21    that.                                                       16:18:33

22            That didn't reflect the majority of the             16:18:35

23    board's views at that point in time or at any               16:18:37

24    point in time, just to be clear.  So I wouldn't             16:18:41

25    have said that to Gene Marsh.                               16:18:44
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1       Q    Do you recall when you put on the table             16:18:49

2    with Mr. Marsh the possibility of a stoppage in             16:18:51

3    play whether Mr. Marsh asked, well, how many                16:18:56

4    years are we talking about?  How many seasons?              16:18:58

5       A    I don't recall that.  Because again,                16:19:01

6    remember, this -- at this point in time in this             16:19:07

7    first call that he's describing here, it really             16:19:09

8    is just reporting now to him the sentiment that             16:19:11

9    we heard during this board meeting, executive               16:19:16

10    committee meeting, excuse me, in order to begin             16:19:21

11    a conversation about how we were going to move              16:19:22

12    forward.  Gene, you should know that what we                16:19:25

13    heard coming back from the people on the call               16:19:27

14    was a clear majority of people thinking that a              16:19:30

15    stoppage of play was appropriate.  It wasn't                16:19:37

16    that, this is where the direction we're going.              16:19:39

17       Q    When you're communicating the sentiment             16:19:42

18    that a stoppage in play is appropriate to                   16:19:44

19    Mr. Marsh, are you also communicating, but we               16:19:47

20    have another possibility that we'd like you to              16:19:51

21    consider?  A negotiated settlement?                         16:19:53

22            MR. JOHNSON:  Are you talking about this            16:19:57

23       call on the morning of --                                16:19:58

24            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Well, really, I mean, it           16:20:00

25       sounds like we're talking in general.  We're             16:20:00
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1       maybe bleeding into multiple conversations               16:20:03

2       with -- between Marsh and Remy and Berst.  And           16:20:05

3       I don't want to miss one by saying it's only             16:20:10

4       this call.                                               16:20:13

5            MR. JOHNSON:  I think my -- I think my              16:20:14

6       helpful insertion was unhelpful.  We know that           16:20:14

7       they did pursue a different course.                      16:20:18

8            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Right.                             16:20:19

9            MR. JOHNSON:  Are you asking when did that          16:20:20

10       first come up?                                           16:20:22

11  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            16:20:22

12       Q    Well, I'm asking -- and in conjunction              16:20:22

13    with this discussion or any discussion at any               16:20:24

14    point in time about the possibility of the death            16:20:26

15    penalty being imposed.  Do you understand my                16:20:28

16    question?                                                   16:20:32

17       A    I thought I did until that colloquy                 16:20:33

18    again.                                                      16:20:36

19       Q    Could we read it back?                              16:20:36

20            (Thereupon, the requested portion of the            16:20:38

21       record was read back by the court reporter.)             16:20:38

22       Q    For me, it wasn't a bad one.                        16:20:39

23       A    So we're on this morning of July 17                 16:21:03

24    call, and I think as I described it, the purpose            16:21:06

25    of the call was, Gene, this is what we're                   16:21:09
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1    hearing from our executive committee and our                16:21:14

2    board.  It was all in the context of how are we             16:21:17

3    going to move forward.  It wasn't the death                 16:21:21

4    penalty or a stoppage of play is this, or we go             16:21:25

5    down this route.  It was this is what they're               16:21:29

6    thinking in terms of what an appropriate                    16:21:32

7    sanction would be under the circumstances that              16:21:35

8    were described in the Freeh Report.                         16:21:37

9            And this is what we're hearing from a               16:21:39

10    majority of the board members.  That could have             16:21:41

11    very well been a component of the consent                   16:21:43

12    decree, right?  When you talk about what the                16:21:46

13    appropriate penalties would be, one of those                16:21:48

14    penalties could have been a stoppage of play.               16:21:50

15            But at this point on this call, it's --             16:21:53

16    it's merely reporting back this is what we're               16:21:54

17    hearing, that he could go back and talk to his              16:21:58

18    clients about what we're hearing in our                     16:22:01

19    executive committee and board of directors                  16:22:05

20    meeting and we can engage in a continued                    16:22:07

21    dialogue about how to get to what ultimately                16:22:09

22    became the consent decree.                                  16:22:12

23       Q    So in that first call -- and let's                  16:22:13

24    confine it.  Kip's right.  Let's confine it, for            16:22:14

25    simplicity's sake, to this phone call.  You're              16:22:17
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1    not discussing the possibility of the consent               16:22:19

2    decree.  You're merely reporting what your                  16:22:23

3    executive committee is telling you so Gene knows            16:22:25

4    what he's up against.                                       16:22:27

5       A    No.  The context of the conversation                16:22:30

6    around the possible use of the stoppage of play             16:22:33

7    as one of the penalties or a penalty or the                 16:22:38

8    penalty, was really to communicate with him what            16:22:41

9    was going on on our side.  The concept of how we            16:22:45

10    might resolve the matter that has arisen as a               16:22:49

11    result of the Freeh Report and the information              16:22:54

12    came -- coming out of that Freeh Report was a               16:22:55

13    concept that we were working through.  It was a             16:22:58

14    fluid kind of conversation around what's next,              16:23:02

15    what are we going to do, how are we going to do             16:23:06

16    this.  So the notion that there might be some               16:23:08

17    summary resolution was a notion, but I'm trying             16:23:09

18    to separate out the two.  The conversation                  16:23:14

19    around communicating what we heard from our                 16:23:16

20    executive committee.                                        16:23:20

21       Q    I appreciate that, but I want to make               16:23:20

22    sure that I'm right -- and I think I am -- that             16:23:22

23    the conversation about your report on your                  16:23:26

24    executive committee is not happening in a                   16:23:30

25    vacuum.  In other words, it's not the only thing            16:23:32
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1    you're communicating.  You're also in the same              16:23:34

2    discourse at that time with Gene Marsh talking              16:23:38

3    about, hey, how can we move this forward.                   16:23:41

4       A    Yeah.  I think that's -- that's an                  16:23:43

5    ongoing conversation.  And we talked earlier                16:23:43

6    about my first call, well, voice mails back and             16:23:47

7    forth with Gene.  We were talking about                     16:23:50

8    specifically answering the questions.  And as               16:23:51

9    this thing evolved, we started talking about is             16:23:54

10    there another way to get to an agreed-upon                  16:23:57

11    resolution.                                                 16:24:00

12       Q    As you evolved the conversation with                16:24:00

13    Gene Marsh -- and now we're away from this phone            16:24:03

14    call and we're moving on to the continuum of                16:24:05

15    time where you discussed this with Gene Marsh --            16:24:08

16    are you getting to in your conversation a point             16:24:10

17    where you're saying our board -- our executive              16:24:15

18    committee may want to do this, but we think we              16:24:18

19    could work out another solution involving the               16:24:20

20    consent decree with some other penalties                    16:24:24

21    imposed?                                                    16:24:25

22       A    You're separating them out as to                    16:24:29

23    suggest, if I think I understand your question,             16:24:31

24    that the notion of the death penalty was or the             16:24:33

25    stoppage of play was standalone, like, you know,            16:24:38
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1    our executive committee is going to do this                 16:24:42

2    unless you enter into a consent decree.  That --            16:24:46

3    that didn't happen.  And I just want to make                16:24:48

4    clear that that's not the context of this                   16:24:51

5    conversation.                                               16:24:52

6            We talked about a lot of things over the            16:24:53

7    course of the few days that we had discussions              16:24:56

8    about how to move forward and various penalties             16:24:59

9    and various approaches.  And, you know, while we            16:25:01

10    had firm beliefs about how we should proceed and            16:25:04

11    what the penalties and corrective actions should            16:25:09

12    be, so too did Gene.  And, you know, so we had              16:25:11

13    conversations around that and what ultimately               16:25:18

14    became the consent decree, we can all read.                 16:25:20

15       Q    I'm going to paraphrase testimony, but              16:25:24

16    if people dispute it, we can pull the                       16:25:29

17    transcripts.  Both Mr. Berst and Mr. Marsh have             16:25:31

18    testified that the discussion you had over that             16:25:39

19    period of time about the consent decree was not             16:25:43

20    a negotiation.  Do you agree with that                      16:25:46

21    characterization?                                           16:25:48

22       A    Yeah.  I don't know how either David or             16:25:53

23    Gene define negotiation.  And that term, I                  16:25:55

24    suppose, has different meanings for different               16:26:00

25    people.                                                     16:26:02
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1            All that I'll say is during this period             16:26:03

2    of time, we had a back and forth.  There were               16:26:05

3    things that the NCAA believed needed to be                  16:26:09

4    included in any kind of resolution that would be            16:26:12

5    agreed upon at the end of the day.  There were              16:26:15

6    things that Penn State believed needed to be                16:26:18

7    included in any kind of resolution that was had             16:26:20

8    by the end of the day.                                      16:26:24

9            I'm sure you have documents that reflect            16:26:25

10    this.  There were modifications to the consent              16:26:28

11    decree.  There were lists of items.  In fact, I             16:26:30

12    think I even saw some in this article that --               16:26:32

13    that reflected what needed to be included in an             16:26:38

14    agreed-upon resolution.                                     16:26:42

15            So if negotiation's not the right                   16:26:44

16    word -- and I'll take it for the purposes of                16:26:47

17    what these gentlemen have said, that it's not               16:26:49

18    the right word -- there certainly was a                     16:26:51

19    discussion.  And there certainly was a back and             16:26:53

20    forth, and there certainly were modifications to            16:26:55

21    the approach, to the potential penalties, to the            16:26:58

22    language that was included in the ultimate                  16:27:03

23    consent decree before it was signed.  There was             16:27:06

24    all of that.                                                16:27:08

25       Q    What were the modifications to the                  16:27:08
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1    penalties that Penn State desired?                          16:27:11

2            MR. JOHNSON:  You have documents that show          16:27:15

3       some of those.  But if you recall, you can say.          16:27:16

4       Q    If you recall.  Actually, I'm not sure.             16:27:19

5    What are -- do you recall any modifications to              16:27:22

6    the penalties that Penn State desired and that              16:27:25

7    NCAA, in turn, agreed to?                                   16:27:29

8       A    Well, one of the things early on that we            16:27:33

9    were thinking about is -- is how many years                 16:27:36

10    would there be a post-season ban.  Initially, it            16:27:39

11    was five.  It was pushed back, so it was moved              16:27:43

12    to four.                                                    16:27:46

13            That's one of the areas.  We were                   16:27:48

14    talking about what the scholarship reduction                16:27:53

15    would be.  Initially, there was one number, and             16:27:56

16    I confess that I'm not an expert on how the                 16:27:58

17    scholarships were awarded or reduced or what                16:28:00

18    ordinarily happens in this space, but there                 16:28:03

19    was -- there was push-back on the initial                   16:28:05

20    scholarships granted versus the overall                     16:28:08

21    scholarships that one would have and what would             16:28:10

22    make sense in the context of a penalty                      16:28:13

23    structure.  And so we made adjustments to                   16:28:16

24    reflect rationality in that process.  There were            16:28:18

25    discussions around going the other way, going               16:28:24
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1    around -- there was an early discussion about a             16:28:28

2    fine and what the fine should be, and, you know,            16:28:30

3    before there was absolute certainty on our side             16:28:34

4    in terms of what the number was going to be, I              16:28:37

5    believe David had put out one number and we came            16:28:39

6    back and said no, this is -- we've done the                 16:28:43

7    calculations.  This is the actual number.                   16:28:44

8       Q    I'm sorry.  That's the 30 to 60 change?             16:28:46

9       A    Correct.  You know, there were                      16:28:49

10    provisions in the consent decree that ultimately            16:28:53

11    we talked about that Penn State desired for them            16:28:57

12    to be in there.  The way things were worded.                16:29:00

13    What was ultimately in there with respect to the            16:29:03

14    Athletic Integrity Agreement and how we were                16:29:09

15    going to structure the Athletic Integrity                   16:29:11

16    Agreement.  Throughout the process, there were a            16:29:15

17    number of times when there was push-back and we             16:29:16

18    said yes.  And there were a number of times                 16:29:21

19    where there was push-back and we said no, that's            16:29:24

20    a nonstarter.                                               16:29:26

21            We believed that that needs to be a                 16:29:28

22    component of any agreed-upon resolution of this             16:29:30

23    project, of this process -- excuse me, and we're            16:29:33

24    not going to change that.                                   16:29:36

25            So this is the direction we're going.               16:29:38
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1    Now, I suppose at that time, Gene could have                16:29:41

2    said, well, I don't -- I don't like that.  I'm              16:29:43

3    going to tell my client this is not a good deal.            16:29:45

4    We're going to go down the regular enforcement              16:29:47

5    infractions process.  He could have done that               16:29:51

6    with respect to those terms we weren't wavering             16:29:53

7    on.                                                         16:29:55

8            But again, you asked about some examples            16:29:57

9    and I think there are lots of e-mails on this               16:30:01

10    kind of stuff, so you probably can find them in             16:30:05

11    the documents, of a back and forth.                         16:30:07

12       Q    What do you recall being the                        16:30:11

13    nonnegotiable penalty terms for NCAA?                       16:30:12

14       A    The concepts, right?  So I believe one              16:30:17

15    of the first conversations we had was around --             16:30:20

16    when you say "the penalty," there are two                   16:30:24

17    components in this.  There's also a corrective              16:30:28

18    action component we were talking about.                     16:30:31

19       Q    I'm not really getting into that.                   16:30:33

20       A    So, you know, initially, there might                16:30:35

21    have been some conversation around having                   16:30:39

22    prohibitions with respect to trustee                        16:30:43

23    participation in athletics event or some system             16:30:46

24    that would manage how trustees would participate            16:30:50

25    in athletics events.  And that kind of went                 16:30:55
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1    away.  So that wasn't, to your question, a                  16:30:57

2    non-negotiable provision, but it was a provision            16:31:02

3    that went away.                                             16:31:06

4            In -- in terms of concepts, you had a               16:31:07

5    post season ban.  You had a fine.  You had a                16:31:12

6    reduction in scholarship.  You had a vacation of            16:31:18

7    wins.  And off the top of my head -- and if you             16:31:22

8    showed me the documents, I probably could do                16:31:26

9    this a little better -- were concepts and ideas             16:31:28

10    that we believed should be included in the                  16:31:32

11    consent decree.  First and foremost, beyond all             16:31:34

12    of that was the recognition and acknowledgment              16:31:38

13    that -- that the Penn State University accepted             16:31:43

14    the Freeh Report as the basis for moving forward            16:31:48

15    in this action.                                             16:31:52

16            If they had said, no, we don't accept               16:31:53

17    the Freeh Report, we reject the Freeh Report,               16:31:55

18    then I think that we might have had to examine              16:31:58

19    going in a different direction, but they didn't.            16:32:01

20            You know, out the box.  As I said I                 16:32:03

21    think earlier, the day the Freeh Report was                 16:32:06

22    released, there was a statement released by the             16:32:09

23    board of trustees and as we moved into this                 16:32:11

24    conversation, it became clear to us early on                16:32:13

25    because we were told this, that Penn State was              16:32:16
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1    willing to accept for the purposes of reaching              16:32:19

2    this agreed-upon resolution, the facts as laid              16:32:23

3    out in the Freeh Report and adopt the corrective            16:32:27

4    actions as laid out in the Freeh Report.  That              16:32:30

5    was essential.                                              16:32:32

6       Q    That included an acceptance by Penn                 16:32:33

7    State that there was a lack of institutional                16:32:35

8    control demonstrated by the university with                 16:32:37

9    respect to Jerry Sandusky?                                  16:32:40

10       A    I think that was Penn State's                       16:32:43

11    determination after the reading the Freeh                   16:32:45

12    Report.  You read the Freeh Report, it comes                16:32:46

13    back to the questions.  Everything goes back to             16:32:48

14    the questions.  Were there violations of NCAA               16:32:51

15    bylaws?  Penn State determined that yes, there              16:32:53

16    were violations of NCAA bylaws.  It appears that            16:32:55

17    way in the consent decree.  That -- I think that            16:32:58

18    was useful in moving this along.                            16:33:01

19       Q    You know, I meant to ask you earlier, do            16:33:04

20    you know why the Freeh Report, after receiving              16:33:07

21    all of the education it did from you, did not               16:33:09

22    discuss any specific NCAA bylaw violations, if              16:33:14

23    you know?                                                   16:33:19

24            MR. JOHNSON:  Well, no.  I was just going           16:33:20

25       to say there are a couple of ways you might              16:33:20
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1       know because someone told you or you might know          16:33:22

2       because you would be guessing.  I think you              16:33:25

3       should answer with respect to the former, but            16:33:27

4       not the latter.                                          16:33:29

5            THE WITNESS:  Well, I read the Freeh                16:33:39

6       Report, like all of us in this room I suspect            16:33:40

7       have.  And you're right.  It didn't cite NCAA            16:33:43

8       bylaws.  It didn't talk about institutional              16:33:45

9       control or unethical conduct.  I wasn't an               16:33:47

10       author of the Freeh Report, so I can't tell you          16:33:51

11       what they were thinking at the time.                     16:33:53

12            Subsequent to the release of the Freeh              16:33:56

13       Report, I think there -- I have some                     16:33:58

14       recollection of a conversation with the Freeh            16:34:02

15       Group about this.  And their communication to            16:34:05

16       me was that those are issues that were left              16:34:09

17       to the university to ultimately make the                 16:34:12

18       determination as to whether or not it                    16:34:14

19       believes there was a lack of institutional               16:34:17

20       control or unethical conduct or other bylaws             16:34:19

21       that might have been violated under these                16:34:22

22       circumstances.  They said we did the same                16:34:24

23       thing with the criminal work or the same                 16:34:26

24       thing with the Clery investigation.  We                  16:34:28

25       provided the facts.  We provided the                     16:34:31
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1       information that we found and the facts that             16:34:33

2       we found and we provided some corrective                 16:34:35

3       actions to deal with those.  But where there             16:34:38

4       were other organizations that were better                16:34:41

5       suited to make judgments based upon those                16:34:43

6       facts, we left it to those organizations to              16:34:46

7       do so.                                                   16:34:48

8       Q    Did NCAA, as part of the overall process            16:34:48

9    in which you engaged in, make a determination               16:34:53

10    that there was a lack of institutional control              16:34:55

11    at Penn State such that these penalties were                16:34:58

12    justified?                                                  16:35:00

13            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.  But you          16:35:02

14       can answer the question.                                 16:35:03

15            THE WITNESS:  Penn State did.  I mean,              16:35:05

16       that's what they said to us and so that's the            16:35:05

17       basis upon which we moved forward.  We didn't            16:35:08

18       have to.                                                 16:35:12

19       Q    You didn't have to, because Penn State              16:35:12

20    said we had -- there was a lack of institutional            16:35:13

21    control and you accepted that?                              16:35:15

22       A    Well, they said these are the bylaws,               16:35:17

23    these are principles, these are the issues.  It             16:35:19

24    may have been described as institutional                    16:35:21

25    integrity, which goes beyond the notions of                 16:35:23
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1    institutional control under these circumstances             16:35:26

2    that violate the values and principles of the               16:35:27

3    NCAA and that was enough.  The acceptance of the            16:35:31

4    factual findings and the corrective actions in              16:35:34

5    the Freeh Report and the acknowledgment that                16:35:37

6    there were violations of NCAA bylaws assisted us            16:35:40

7    in determining if this route would work.                    16:35:45

8       Q    And that indeed the punishments that                16:35:47

9    were imposed upon Penn State were correct, given            16:35:49

10    the admission of lack of institutional control?             16:35:52

11       A    I don't know that I would characterize              16:35:56

12    them as correct or not.  Those were the -- those            16:35:57

13    were the corrective actions.  Those were the                16:35:58

14    punitive actions that we thought were                       16:36:01

15    appropriate under the circumstances and                     16:36:03

16    ultimately, Penn State agreed.                              16:36:05

17       Q    I assume you'd agree that they were                 16:36:07

18    permitted under the -- under the concession or              16:36:08

19    admission by Penn State?                                    16:36:11

20            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.                   16:36:14

21            THE WITNESS:  Well, it goes back to they            16:36:15

22       were permitted as part of the resolution of              16:36:16

23       this matter through a consent agreement and              16:36:19

24       Penn State agreed to them.  The NCAA agreed to           16:36:21

25       them.  We signed a document that reflects that           16:36:23
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1       agreement.  That's what all the parties                  16:36:26

2       contemplated would happen.  And so, of course,           16:36:27

3       they were authorized and permitted under that            16:36:29

4       agreement.                                               16:36:33

5            MR. JOHNSON:  I'm just going to need a              16:36:33

6       bathroom break whenever there's a good stopping          16:36:35

7       place.                                                   16:36:36

8            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  End of media file 4.             16:36:37

9       We're now off the record at 16:35.                       16:36:39

10            (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)              16:36:43

11            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This begins Media                16:51:23

12       File 5 in the videotaped deposition of Donald            16:51:24

13       Remy.  We are now on the record at 16:49.                16:51:27

14  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            16:51:31

15       Q    Mr. Remy, earlier today you testified --            16:51:33

16    actually, it was, I think, within the past hour             16:51:37

17    or so -- testified that you were the -- you were            16:51:39

18    the -- sort of the natural lead to handle the               16:51:41

19    process with Penn State, correct?                           16:51:47

20       A    Yes.  That's a fair characterization.               16:51:50

21       Q    Had you ever been the lead on any other             16:51:52

22    matter in which sanctions were either threatened            16:51:59

23    or imposed as part of a -- part of the                      16:52:02

24    enforcement process or not part of the                      16:52:05

25    enforcement -- part of the enforcement process?             16:52:09
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1       A    Well, if you'll recall, we talked about             16:52:10

2    enforcement.  And I don't have a role in the                16:52:13

3    enforcement process at all, actually, or no head            16:52:14

4    of enforcement has ever reported to me.  So that            16:52:18

5    process is a separate process and a separate                16:52:21

6    component of the organization.  So, no, I don't             16:52:23

7    have a role in that space.                                  16:52:24

8       Q    How about in any other nonenforcement               16:52:26

9    proceeding or venue where sanctions were meted              16:52:30

10    out?  Have you ever been the lead in any                    16:52:35

11    situation there?                                            16:52:37

12       A    Yes.  I'm not sure I entirely understand            16:52:38

13    your question.  It wouldn't be any role to deal             16:52:41

14    with -- to deal with an enforcement issue.  Here            16:52:44

15    we're talking about a -- a legal issue, in large            16:52:46

16    measure, and the resolution of which is achieved            16:52:50

17    through an agreement between two parties.  That             16:52:53

18    includes sanctions, to be sure, but not the                 16:52:55

19    structure of which is, this is a sanction                   16:53:02

20    matter, but rather this is an issue of huge                 16:53:05

21    association-wide import, that has a variety of              16:53:09

22    different ramifications, one; and, two,                     16:53:13

23    understand I had just come to the NCAA in 2011,             16:53:16

24    and so, from that time to this time, wasn't --              16:53:23

25    wasn't very long before I was brought in to talk            16:53:27
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1    about what the legal issues were associated with            16:53:30

2    this.                                                       16:53:32

3       Q    So, with that clarification, is the                 16:53:34

4    answer "no"?                                                16:53:37

5       A    I mean, there weren't any other matters             16:53:39

6    in which I think it would have made sense for me            16:53:41

7    to be involved.  There are many pieces of                   16:53:43

8    litigation that the NCAA has that involve                   16:53:47

9    sanctions, against individuals or institutions.             16:53:50

10    And, yes, I am involved in those matters.  I am             16:53:53

11    involved in those cases.  They're the product of            16:53:57

12    enforcement/infractions, processes, that                    16:54:01

13    ultimately find their way into litigation.  And             16:54:03

14    so I'm involved in those cases to the extent it             16:54:06

15    involves representing the association with                  16:54:09

16    respect to those matters.                                   16:54:11

17       Q    "Yes" or "no"?  Were you ever the lead              16:54:14

18    in another matter, another legal matter, in                 16:54:16

19    which sanctions were either imposed or                      16:54:20

20    implemented?                                                16:54:24

21            MR. JOHNSON:  Just -- just -- before you            16:54:25

22       answer that, because I know you can't answer             16:54:25

23       that -- do you mean even up to and including             16:54:27

24       today or as of that time?                                16:54:29

25            MR. HAVERSTICK:  As of that time.                   16:54:31
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1            THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'm trying to be               16:54:33

2       clear here.  I mean -- and I'm trying to get to          16:54:34

3       your question, because the answer is, there are          16:54:36

4       litigation matters that involve sanctions.               16:54:40

5       And, yes, I am the lead.  So -- and they might           16:54:42

6       involve the resolution of a case where a                 16:54:47

7       sanction was issued.  And so in that context,            16:54:50

8       yes.                                                     16:54:55

9            But in this context, as I think everyone            16:54:56

10       recognizes, this was an unprecedented                    16:54:59

11       circumstance, with unprecedented issues being            16:55:02

12       placed before the association, and a path                16:55:06

13       that was taken that certainly was authorized             16:55:10

14       under our bylaws, but a path that was taken              16:55:12

15       that was different than any other.                       16:55:15

16            So it's not the case that there was ever            16:55:17

17       a circumstance like this, either before or,              16:55:19

18       quite candidly, after this has occurred.                 16:55:23

19  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            16:55:25

20       Q    This wasn't a litigation?                           16:55:26

21       A    This could have resulted in litigation.             16:55:28

22    In fact, we are all here today because this                 16:55:30

23    consent degree was entered into and there are               16:55:34

24    some who think that it shouldn't have been.                 16:55:37

25       Q    Fair enough.                                        16:55:39
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1            But -- and I would love to get you out              16:55:39

2    of here on time.  But if we ask a "yes" and                 16:55:41

3    "no," if you want to answer "yes" and "no" and              16:55:43

4    then -- and then explain, we can move on.  I                16:55:45

5    think the answer's no, but I just want to make              16:55:49

6    sure.                                                       16:55:51

7            MR. JOHNSON:  Ask him if he's ever done             16:55:52

8       anything like this before.                               16:55:54

9            THE WITNESS:  Well, I said no.  I mean,             16:55:54

10       no.  This is unprecedented.                              16:55:55

11            MR. JOHNSON:  All right.                            16:55:59

12  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            16:56:00

13       Q    Let me show you a document we've marked             16:56:07

14    as -- no, not that one.  124.                               16:56:09

15            While Andrew pulls that up, earlier,                16:57:01

16    half hour or so ago, you testified about                    16:57:05

17    Penn State's -- and correct me if I'm                       16:57:08

18    characterizing wrong, but Penn State's                      16:57:16

19    concession that it violated NCAA's bylaws, or               16:57:19

20    admission it violated NCAA's bylaws.                        16:57:23

21            Where is -- where is that?  To what are             16:57:25

22    you referring?                                              16:57:30

23       A    I mean, if you -- if you put -- I don't             16:57:32

24    have the consent decree in front of me, but                 16:57:35

25    it's -- and I don't know if it's admitted in                16:57:36
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1    evidence, but I'm happy to look at it, to refer             16:57:38

2    back to it.                                                 16:57:40

3       Q    We can do it.                                       16:57:41

4       A    I believe it -- I believe it's in there             16:57:42

5    in terms of their understanding with respect to             16:57:45

6    the information that was provided in the                    16:57:50

7    Freeh Report and their acknowledgment that that             16:57:51

8    information was a violation of institutional                16:57:54

9    integrity, or whatever the language is in there.            16:57:58

10    We can pull it out and read it.                             16:58:00

11       Q    Yeah.  Let's -- but that's where you                16:58:02

12    believe the source of Penn State's admission                16:58:03

13    that it violated NCAA bylaws is, in the consent             16:58:05

14    decree?                                                     16:58:09

15       A    No.  That's where it's finally                      16:58:09

16    memorialized.  The acknowledgment that that                 16:58:11

17    occurred came through the conversations that we             16:58:15

18    had with Gene Marsh.                                        16:58:16

19       Q    I thought you told me that there was a              16:58:19

20    reference or an admission by Penn State that it             16:58:22

21    had violated NCAA bylaws.  Is there is a                    16:58:27

22    document that says that?                                    16:58:29

23       A    Well, again, I mean, if you pull out the            16:58:31

24    consent decree, it's the document that reflects             16:58:33

25    the acknowledgment of Penn State -- and I don't             16:58:35
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1    recall the language, as we sit here today -- and            16:58:37

2    the data that was provided in the Freeh Report              16:58:42

3    serving as the basis that -- that there had been            16:58:45

4    a violation of the concepts of institutional                16:58:49

5    control or integrity and the like.                          16:58:53

6            I don't know if the cites are in there              16:58:56

7    or not.  And there may be documents that are                16:58:58

8    reflective of the communications back and forth             16:59:01

9    with Gene Marsh, where the point about                      16:59:04

10    acknowledgment and recognition that the                     16:59:08

11    information that was provided in the                        16:59:10

12    Freeh Report demonstrated the violation of the              16:59:12

13    NCAA principles, the values, and all the things             16:59:19

14    that were in the four questions in the letter,              16:59:21

15    but not specifically delineated in that way.                16:59:23

16       Q    So we'll all take a look at the consent             16:59:28

17    decree and the Freeh Report, and they say what              16:59:30

18    they say.                                                   16:59:32

19            Other than those two source documents,              16:59:32

20    are you aware, as you sit here today, of any                16:59:34

21    other document in which Penn State conceded or              16:59:37

22    admitted to NCAA bylaw violations?                          16:59:42

23       A    You keep saying "NCAA bylaw violations"             16:59:47

24    as if there are chapter and verse cites.  And               16:59:50

25    what I said to you earlier was, during the                  16:59:52
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1    conversations that I had with Gene Marsh, one of            16:59:55

2    the things that we talked about that was                    16:59:58

3    important in this conversation was an                       17:00:01

4    acknowledgment that the information that was                17:00:04

5    provided in the Freeh Report demonstrated a                 17:00:07

6    violation of the NCAA's constitution or the                 17:00:10

7    principles that are in that constitution.                   17:00:14

8            That was part of the discussion, because            17:00:16

9    when we talked about this, it was about the                 17:00:18

10    back-and-forth with Gene Marsh, and you asked               17:00:20

11    were there any areas that were important and I              17:00:23

12    said that was one of the areas that we talked               17:00:24

13    about.                                                      17:00:26

14       Q    I want to -- I would like to be very,               17:00:27

15    very precise with this, because maybe one of us             17:00:28

16    isn't communicating well with the other or maybe            17:00:30

17    we both aren't.                                             17:00:32

18            We can go back before the break and read            17:00:33

19    back the testimony and get clear.  How about we             17:00:36

20    do that?  Because I would like to make sure I               17:00:39

21    understand what you're saying.                              17:00:40

22            MR. HAVERSTICK:  We are -- prior to the             17:00:47

23       break, maybe ten minutes prior to the break,             17:00:48

24       there was a question and answer about                    17:00:49

25       Penn State admitting to violating NCAA bylaws.           17:00:53
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1       I'm not sure what words we're going to see.  So          17:00:58

2       I'm not sure how to search for it.                       17:01:01

3            We can go off the record.                           17:01:02

4            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now going off             17:01:07

5       record at 16:59.                                         17:01:08

6            (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)              17:04:45

7            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Back on the record at            17:04:46

8       17:03.                                                   17:04:47

9  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:04:49

10       Q    Mr. Remy, let's read back a portion of              17:04:51

11    your prior testimony.  I think we can get to the            17:04:54

12    bottom of --                                                17:04:56

13       A    Fair enough.                                        17:04:57

14       Q    -- this question and answer and then                17:04:57

15    move on.                                                    17:04:57

16            (Thereupon, the requested portion of the            17:04:58

17    record was read back by the court reporter.)                17:04:58

18  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:04:58

19       Q    Now, after hearing that answer -- and I             17:05:57

20    think we are agreeing on what the precise answer            17:05:59

21    was I was trying to get at, because it was just             17:06:03

22    read back -- is your source of information for              17:06:06

23    that answer the consent decree?                             17:06:13

24       A    The context of the conversation that we             17:06:16

25    had in that question was around the                         17:06:19
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1    back-and-forth.  So we have to put the whole                17:06:22

2    thing in context.                                           17:06:24

3            My recollection is that we discussed the            17:06:25

4    issue of violation of NCAA principles, bylaws,              17:06:29

5    whatever you want to call it.  And the product              17:06:33

6    of those discussions is the language that's in              17:06:35

7    the consent decree.  So if you look at the                  17:06:38

8    consent decree, that's what we ultimately got to            17:06:40

9    after going back and forth around the issue of              17:06:43

10    what violations occurred.                                   17:06:47

11       Q    The consent decree is the vehicle                   17:06:49

12    through which, based on your testimony,                     17:06:51

13    Penn State agreed -- accepted that there were               17:06:54

14    violations of NCAA bylaws?                                  17:06:58

15       A    The consent decree reflects what we got             17:07:01

16    to at the end of the day.  What we were talking             17:07:03

17    about there was the back-and-forth, and what my             17:07:05

18    recollection was, was go to the consent decree.             17:07:07

19    Let's see what it says.                                     17:07:10

20       Q    Is there any other place I can look to,             17:07:12

21    to see where Penn State agreed that there were              17:07:15

22    NCAA bylaws?  Do you recall, for instance, any              17:07:18

23    e-mail interchanges between you and Mr. Marsh               17:07:20

24    where that was accepted by Penn State?                      17:07:23

25       A    There may be.  You would have to pull up            17:07:26
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1    the e-mails.  I recall an e-mail where there                17:07:28

2    were a number of different items delineated -- I            17:07:30

3    don't know if it was in that e-mail or not --               17:07:33

4    where it talked about acceptance of the                     17:07:34

5    Freeh Report, you know.  And I don't know                   17:07:38

6    what -- the other things that were in that                  17:07:42

7    e-mail.  But if you pull that e-mail up, we can             17:07:44

8    look at and see if it's in there.                           17:07:46

9            That is my vague recollection of where              17:07:48

10    it occurred.                                                17:07:50

11       Q    Okay.  We'll look for that.  And if we              17:07:51

12    pull it up, we will.  Any other source, though,             17:07:54

13    that you can think of, as you sit here today,               17:07:57

14    other than that e-mail potentially or the                   17:07:59

15    consent decree, reflecting acceptance by                    17:08:03

16    Penn State of NCAA bylaw violations?                        17:08:05

17       A    The conversations that we had with                  17:08:08

18    Gene Marsh.                                                 17:08:10

19       Q    Understood.                                         17:08:11

20            I'm going to show you a document we've              17:08:14

21    marked as Exhibit 21.                                       17:08:15

22            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 21 was marked            17:08:17

23       for identification purposes.)                            17:08:17

24  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:08:17

25       Q    This document reflects some of the                  17:08:46
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1    back-and-forth between you and Mr. Marsh over               17:08:47

2    the language in the consent decree?                         17:08:51

3       A    Yes.  It's one of many e-mails that                 17:08:56

4    reflects that.                                              17:08:58

5       Q    All right.  There's a note here that a              17:08:59

6    sentence has been deleted from in the consent               17:09:02

7    decree.  I'll read it.  "Yet, by concealing the             17:09:04

8    conduct in question, the university may have                17:09:08

9    obtained a competitive advantage over an                    17:09:09

10    extended period of time."                                   17:09:12

11            That language was deleted from the final            17:09:14

12    version of the consent decree?                              17:09:18

13       A    If you show me the final version -- I               17:09:19

14    mean, this is -- I don't know at what point this            17:09:22

15    is back and forth, but I'll take it, from this              17:09:25

16    e-mail, that Gene requested that it be deleted              17:09:28

17    and it was deleted.                                         17:09:30

18       Q    I can -- I can put a copy of the consent            17:09:31

19    decree in front of you, if you'd like to see it.            17:09:36

20    I think it also represented that language is not            17:09:37

21    in the final version of the consent decree.                 17:09:39

22       A    If you say it's not in there, it's not              17:09:41

23    in there.                                                   17:09:43

24       Q    The consent decree, just so we have it              17:09:46

25    in case we need it, has been previously marked              17:09:48
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1    as Lennon 13.  I have it --                                 17:09:50

2       A    Okay.                                               17:09:54

3       Q    -- if we want to take a look at it.                 17:09:54

4            Do you -- your belief about why this                17:09:56

5    language was deleted was that Mr. Marsh asked               17:10:00

6    that it be deleted?                                         17:10:03

7       A    I mean, based upon this e-mail, that's              17:10:05

8    what I would think.  And I don't see any other              17:10:13

9    reason it would be -- let's look at what he says            17:10:17

10    back here.                                                  17:10:21

11            Yeah, I don't see in this e-mail where              17:10:36

12    he requested that it be deleted.  So I can't say            17:10:38

13    for certain.  But in reading this e-mail, it's              17:10:40

14    kind of what I took from it.                                17:10:43

15       Q    Okay.  Why, if you recall, did NCAA                 17:10:44

16    agree to delete that language from the consent              17:10:49

17    decree?                                                     17:10:51

18       A    I don't recall.                                     17:10:54

19       Q    Do you recall over how many days the                17:11:12

20    consent-decree concept was -- was discussed and             17:11:18

21    then finalized with Mr. Marsh?                              17:11:19

22            MR. JOHNSON:  Your question is from the             17:11:25

23       beginning of the discussion with Mr. Marsh and           17:11:27

24       then the consummation of the consent decree?             17:11:31

25            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Sure.                              17:11:32
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1            THE WITNESS:  No.  All I know is, it was            17:11:32

2       all day and all night.  It seemed like every             17:11:33

3       single day.  So nobody slept for days and days           17:11:35

4       and days.                                                17:11:38

5  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:11:39

6       Q    Is it your recall that it occurred in a             17:11:40

7    relatively brief span of time?                              17:11:42

8       A    Yeah.  I don't know what "brief" is.                17:11:46

9    But it occurred in a period of time sufficient              17:11:47

10    to actually go through the issues.  But it                  17:11:50

11    was -- it was pretty intense in terms of time               17:11:53

12    commitment toward those discussions.                        17:11:57

13       Q    Do you recall that NCAA wanted to have              17:11:59

14    the consent decree, or the discussions about the            17:12:03

15    consent decree, finalized before the executive              17:12:08

16    committee's August meeting?                                 17:12:10

17       A    Vaguely.  You know, there was                       17:12:14

18    something -- I mean, that would have given us an            17:12:16

19    opportunity to have a regularly scheduled                   17:12:19

20    meeting to talk about things.  I don't know if              17:12:22

21    it happened before then, because there was --               17:12:27

22    Penn State had a regularly scheduled meeting or             17:12:30

23    what the reason was to conclude it on the day               17:12:32

24    that we did, which is obviously before the                  17:12:35

25    August meeting.                                             17:12:38
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1            But I have some vague recollection of               17:12:39

2    there was a target to try to get go to that next            17:12:41

3    regularly scheduled meeting.                                17:12:44

4       Q    Do you recall telling Mr. Marsh that                17:12:46

5    NCAA desired to have the consent decree                     17:12:51

6    finalized prior to the time that NCAA working               17:12:54

7    groups were going to either suggest or implement            17:12:58

8    some policy changes at NCAA?                                17:13:01

9       A    No.  I don't have any recollection of               17:13:04

10    that.                                                       17:13:05

11       Q    You don't remember saying that to him?              17:13:05

12       A    No.                                                 17:13:07

13       Q    If Mr. Marsh testified that, in fact,               17:13:07

14    you and Mr. Berst had those conversations with              17:13:12

15    him, do you have any reason to believe he would             17:13:15

16    be wrong about that?                                        17:13:16

17       A    That I talked about the working groups              17:13:18

18    as the reason for the deadline?  That doesn't               17:13:22

19    sound familiar to me at all.                                17:13:25

20       Q    You don't -- it doesn't ring a bell?                17:13:26

21       A    No.                                                 17:13:28

22       Q    Don't remember Mr. Berst talking about              17:13:29

23    it?                                                         17:13:31

24            MR. JOHNSON:  You just asked a different            17:13:31

25       question.  Your earlier question was about him.          17:13:33
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1            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Right.  And now I'm                17:13:36

2       asking -- I'm asking if he doesn't recall it.            17:13:36

3            MR. JOHNSON:  Now you're asking whether             17:13:38

4       he --                                                    17:13:39

5            MR. HAVERSTICK:  And whether he recalls             17:13:39

6       Mr. Berst saying it.                                     17:13:39

7            THE WITNESS:  Right.  And I don't.  I               17:13:41

8       mean, I don't recall that being related to the           17:13:42

9       these conversations around when we needed to             17:13:46

10       get things done at all.                                  17:13:48

11  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:13:49

12       Q    At the time the consent decree was being            17:13:51

13    worked out with Mr. Marsh, were there -- were               17:13:56

14    there groups inside, NCAA working groups, that              17:14:03

15    were reformulating some NCAA policies, that you             17:14:07

16    know of?                                                    17:14:11

17       A    So the working groups would have been               17:14:14

18    established after the presidential retreat,                 17:14:16

19    which was in the summer of 2011.  And I don't               17:14:20

20    know when they provided their final report out,             17:14:28

21    but it -- because it was staggered.  But it                 17:14:30

22    probably was the case that some of the working              17:14:34

23    groups were still meeting at this time.                     17:14:36

24       Q    Was one of the working groups that came             17:14:38

25    out of the presidential retreat process working             17:14:46
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1    on some sort of revamp of retooling of the                  17:14:49

2    enforcement process at NCAA?                                17:14:52

3       A    Yeah.  There was an enforcement working             17:14:53

4    group.                                                      17:14:55

5       Q    And what do you recall its charge being?            17:14:55

6       A    To examine the enforcement process, to              17:15:00

7    make it more efficient and streamlined, to                  17:15:04

8    examine the penalty structures and create a                 17:15:09

9    penalty matrix to where you could see better                17:15:12

10    what the charges would be, to what a penalty                17:15:15

11    might be, to just overall look at our                       17:15:19

12    enforcement/infractions process and improve it.             17:15:23

13       Q    You know, you just said something that              17:15:28

14    reminded me of very early testimony you gave                17:15:30

15    today.  You testified this morning that there               17:15:32

16    were changes in -- at the staff level for the               17:15:35

17    Committee of Infractions, or the Office of                  17:15:41

18    Committee of Infractions.                                   17:15:44

19       A    The Office of Committee on Infractions.             17:15:45

20       Q    And am I remembering right that one of              17:15:46

21    the changes implemented when Mr. -- is it?                  17:15:48

22       A    Mr. McGormley?                                      17:15:53

23       Q    Yeah.  Thank you.                                   17:15:55

24            -- came in was that now staff would                 17:15:55

25    create bench memos for those folks sitting on               17:15:59
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1    the commission?                                             17:16:03

2       A    Yeah.  That was one of his improvements             17:16:04

3    to the process in that group.                               17:16:05

4       Q    Did that improvement come out of the                17:16:07

5    working group process, or was that a reform                 17:16:10

6    that -- or "reform" is not the right word, but a            17:16:12

7    change that Mr. McGormley came up with?                     17:16:16

8       A    It was his own idea.  It didn't come out            17:16:21

9    of a working group process.                                 17:16:23

10       Q    Is there a -- if you know, a document or            17:16:25

11    is it memorialized anywhere on NCAA's                       17:16:29

12    Web site -- something that would reflect what               17:16:34

13    the working group did?  The enforcement working             17:16:36

14    group, rather.                                              17:16:39

15       A    I believe so.                                       17:16:41

16       Q    Okay.                                               17:16:41

17       A    All the information should be out there             17:16:42

18    somewhere.                                                  17:16:46

19       Q    It's not a secret.  I mean, we could go             17:16:46

20    look for it, if we wanted to?                               17:16:48

21       A    Sure.                                               17:16:50

22       Q    I'm going to mark this as Remy 22.                  17:16:51

23            I'm going to ask you a question about an            17:18:08

24    e-mail from you to Gene Marsh in the second                 17:18:10

25    page, but read -- read as much of it as you want            17:18:13
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1    before we get there.                                        17:18:15

2            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 22 was marked            17:18:16

3       for identification purposes.)                            17:18:16

4            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                                 17:19:26

5  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:19:26

6       Q    Quick question about the May 29 e-mail              17:19:27

7    from you to Gene Marsh, that's dated 5:16 p.m.              17:19:32

8            I'm looking at the second sentence.  "As            17:19:39

9    a heads-up, we may be forced to respond to                  17:19:40

10    public inquiry with factual statements that                 17:19:43

11    heretofore we have reserved for litigation."                17:19:46

12            What factual statements do you mean                 17:19:51

13    there?                                                      17:19:56

14            MR. JOHNSON:  You're looking at me.  Did I          17:20:02

15       miss something?                                          17:20:03

16            THE WITNESS:  Well, it says that                    17:20:04

17       "heretofore, we have reserved for litigation."           17:20:04

18       And to my way of thinking, you know, to the              17:20:06

19       extent we were thinking about the potential of           17:20:10

20       litigation down the road, this would be                  17:20:12

21       included in that analysis.  And, ultimately, I           17:20:15

22       sent this document to counsel.  I don't recall           17:20:18

23       it.  This is the first time I'm looking at it            17:20:22

24       again.                                                   17:20:24

25            To the extent that I'm not revealing any            17:20:26
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1       privileged information or work product                   17:20:28

2       information, you know, many of the things                17:20:31

3       that we've talked about here today in this               17:20:33

4       deposition, we haven't talked about                      17:20:36

5       generically or publicly, in any way, shape,              17:20:39

6       or form.  And I believe that I'm providing               17:20:42

7       you with factual information, honest                     17:20:45

8       information, in response to your questions.              17:20:47

9            So I don't know if that answers this.               17:20:50

10       But, you know, to the extent that this                   17:20:54

11       article and the people quoted in this article            17:20:56

12       are misrepresenting what actually happened               17:20:59

13       during the time of the discussions around the            17:21:03

14       consent decree and the actual agreement at               17:21:06

15       the end of the day, of the consent decree,               17:21:09

16       this approach to this by the litigants may               17:21:14

17       result in us having to respond to that, and              17:21:17

18       perhaps even in a public fashion.                        17:21:20

19  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:21:22

20       Q    If you -- as you sit here today, do you             17:21:23

21    remember what specific factual statements you               17:21:26

22    refer to in this e-mail, that you cite to                   17:21:29

23    Gene Marsh to communicate that there are factual            17:21:32

24    statements, that "If this doesn't stop, we are              17:21:35

25    going to have to be public about it"?                       17:21:37
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1       A    I like your question, and the answer is             17:21:40

2    no.  As I sit here today --                                 17:21:42

3       Q    You don't remember.                                 17:21:43

4       A    -- I can't recall any specific factual              17:21:44

5    statements that were on my mind --                          17:21:47

6       Q    Okay.                                               17:21:48

7       A    -- at the time that I wrote this e-mail             17:21:49

8    to Gene Marsh.                                              17:21:50

9       Q    All right.  That -- that's really all               17:21:51

10    I'm driving at, whether you remembered what you             17:21:52

11    meant by that e-mail specifically.  And the                 17:21:54

12    answer is you don't.                                        17:21:57

13       A    I don't.                                            17:21:58

14            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 23 was marked            17:22:14

15       for identification purposes.)                            17:22:14

16  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:22:14

17       Q    We are now at Remy 23.                              17:22:15

18       A    Okay.                                               17:22:38

19       Q    Couple questions.  This document, sent              17:22:38

20    on July 21, as far as you recall, attached what             17:22:46

21    was the final draft and consent decree?                     17:22:53

22       A    That's what it says here, yes.                      17:22:56

23       Q    You don't have any reason to think that             17:22:58

24    that's an error?                                            17:23:00

25       A    No.  That's what the document says.                 17:23:02
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1       Q    As of this date, at least, you write                17:23:06

2    that there -- that major substantive changes                17:23:12

3    likely will not be acceptable.                              17:23:15

4            Was that an accurate assessment of                  17:23:17

5    NCAA's position at that point in time?                      17:23:19

6       A    That's what I communicated to the party             17:23:21

7    on the other side.  This is a final draft,                  17:23:24

8    meaning we are getting down to the final                    17:23:27

9    stretches.  So we've had our conversations                  17:23:30

10    around substantive changes.  So at this point,              17:23:33

11    major substantive changes likely will not be                17:23:36

12    acceptable.                                                 17:23:39

13            If there were changes that they came                17:23:40

14    back that we thought we need to make, I suppose             17:23:42

15    we would have made them.  We were far down the              17:23:44

16    road at that point.                                         17:23:47

17       Q    What was NCAA's interest in                         17:23:49

18    confidentiality of the terms of the consent                 17:23:51

19    decree throughout the process?  It's mentioned              17:23:54

20    here, for instance, in this e-mail.  And I can              17:23:57

21    show you others where confidentiality is                    17:23:59

22    discussed as something important to NCAA.                   17:24:02

23       A    I think it was important both to the                17:24:04

24    NCAA and to Penn State.  This -- we were engaged            17:24:05

25    in a process in an unprecedented circumstance               17:24:07
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1    where we're evaluating what our next steps are              17:24:10

2    and engaged in a discussion about those next                17:24:13

3    steps that may never come to fruition.  So the              17:24:15

4    last thing you would want to do in that                     17:24:19

5    context -- and I'm sure you recognize this in               17:24:21

6    your law practice -- is to breach the                       17:24:24

7    confidentiality of the process in some way that             17:24:26

8    might have people look at it and have                       17:24:29

9    misinformation out to the public stream or                  17:24:31

10    misperceptions by those who are not to supposed             17:24:34

11    to have data related to this impact the ability             17:24:37

12    to have those conversations.                                17:24:38

13       Q    Understanding that you can't speak for              17:24:41

14    Penn State when you give that answer, is that               17:24:42

15    answer reflective of why NCAA was interested in             17:24:45

16    confidentiality for the process?                            17:24:50

17       A    Again, I said I think both parties were             17:24:51

18    interested.  But we were interested indeed,                 17:24:54

19    because this was a confidential process, from               17:24:56

20    our perspective.                                            17:24:59

21       Q    I'm going to attack a little bit to a               17:25:04

22    different topic area that will be, I think,                 17:25:26

23    quite quick.                                                17:25:28

24            (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 24 was marked            17:26:08

25       for identification purposes.)                            17:26:08
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1  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:26:08

2       Q    This is Remy 24.                                    17:26:09

3       A    Okay.                                               17:26:58

4       Q    Am I correct that this e-mail reflects a            17:26:59

5    press conference that Governor Corbett intended             17:27:02

6    to hold in State College?                                   17:27:11

7       A    That's what it says.                                17:27:13

8       Q    And do you recall the subject of the                17:27:14

9    governor's press conference?                                17:27:19

10       A    There's a link to a story that appears              17:27:29

11    to suggest State's Sandusky turn out, in the                17:27:31

12    original stream of the e-mail.  So I presume it             17:27:37

13    has something to do with the Sandusky matter and            17:27:42

14    Paterno litigation.  That's what I would posit              17:27:46

15    from this e-mail.                                           17:27:49

16       Q    You don't remember.  And I confess I do             17:27:50

17    not have the article attached --                            17:27:52

18       A    Okay.                                               17:27:54

19       Q    -- to this.                                         17:27:54

20            And then there's, injected into the                 17:27:57

21    e-mail stream, an e-mail from you to Charles                17:28:01

22    Scheeler.  Who is Charles -- who is Charles                 17:28:04

23    Scheeler?                                                   17:28:07

24       A    He's an attorney at DLA Piper that is               17:28:11

25    part of the monitor team for Senator George                 17:28:15
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1    Mitchell that is implementing the Athletics                 17:28:18

2    Integrity Agreement.                                        17:28:21

3       Q    Does he have a particular role on the               17:28:22

4    monitor team --                                             17:28:26

5       A    I think --                                          17:28:29

6       Q    -- to your knowledge?                               17:28:29

7       A    I think he's their day-to-day lead.                 17:28:30

8       Q    Throughout -- when was the monitor --               17:28:34

9    when was Senator Mitchell installed as the                  17:28:39

10    monitor, if you remember?                                   17:28:44

11       A    After the consent decree was entered                17:28:46

12    into and just before the Athletics Integrity                17:28:48

13    Agreement was entered into.  So the date of the             17:28:51

14    consent decree was July 22nd, -3rd.                         17:28:56

15            MR. JOHNSON:  It was finalized on the               17:29:02

16       23rd.                                                    17:29:04

17            THE WITNESS:  23rd.  And the date of the            17:29:04

18       Athletics Integrity Agreement is August                  17:29:05

19       something.  Yeah, I don't have all these dates           17:29:08

20       right.  But somewhere right before the                   17:29:12

21       Athletics Integrity Agreement was put in place.          17:29:15

22  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:29:17

23       Q    Who chose Senator Mitchell as the                   17:29:18

24    compliance monitor?                                         17:29:20

25       A    I think the NCAA, the Big Ten, and                  17:29:23
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1    Penn State together.                                        17:29:25

2       Q    Were you involved in the selection                  17:29:28

3    process on behalf of NCAA?                                  17:29:29

4       A    Yes.                                                17:29:32

5       Q    Were you lead in interfacing with the               17:29:36

6    compliance monitor on behalf of NCAA?                       17:29:41

7       A    Once the monitor was installed?                     17:29:47

8       Q    Yes.                                                17:29:48

9       A    No.  Wally Renfro was.                              17:29:49

10       Q    Under what circumstances would you be               17:29:52

11    communicating with the monitor or staff?                    17:29:54

12       A    You asked about lead.  We were so -- we             17:29:57

13    were both together, communicating with the                  17:29:59

14    monitor, but Wally was the person that took the             17:30:01

15    lead on those communications.  I was with him               17:30:04

16    for many of them, but not all of them.                      17:30:08

17       Q    Why would you be writing, if you                    17:30:13

18    remember, to Mr. Scheeler with a question about             17:30:15

19    why this press conference was being held on                 17:30:21

20    Penn State's campus?                                        17:30:25

21       A    You know, we would have to pull the                 17:30:27

22    article really to understand the context of the             17:30:30

23    press conference.  I just noted what I thought              17:30:33

24    it would be, based upon the tagline and the --              17:30:35

25    and the HTTP line.                                          17:30:38
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1            But if you want me to just presume,                 17:30:45

2    based on that, that the conference might have               17:30:46

3    had something to do with the Paterno lawsuit or             17:30:49

4    Sandusky things, in that context, the question              17:30:53

5    would be, is this something that Penn State                 17:30:59

6    endorses?  And, you know, if it is, then let us             17:31:01

7    know.  If it's -- if it's not, then it certainly            17:31:06

8    appears that way.                                           17:31:08

9            MR. JOHNSON:  I think your guess about the          17:31:10

10       subject matter may not be accurate.                      17:31:11

11  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:31:13

12       Q    And I thought -- I was just informed                17:31:14

13    that this is about what I kind of thought what              17:31:17

14    it was about.                                               17:31:20

15            Do you recall this press conference                 17:31:21

16    being about Governor Corbett's antitrust lawsuit            17:31:23

17    against NCAA?                                               17:31:27

18       A    Well, again, I made a presumption, based            17:31:28

19    upon the tagline.  But if you tell me that                  17:31:30

20    that's what it was about, then that's what it               17:31:31

21    was about and I would have the same answer.                 17:31:34

22       Q    Somebody told me that.                              17:31:36

23       A    Okay.                                               17:31:37

24       Q    And I believe that somebody who told me.            17:31:38

25    So we are both making an assumption.                        17:31:39
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1       A    It doesn't change -- I'm sorry.                     17:31:42

2       Q    There is a colloquy between you and                 17:31:46

3    Mr. Scheeler in which Mr. Scheeler first writes,            17:31:48

4    "We can look into that" -- which -- and I                   17:31:53

5    believe the "that" is why the press conference              17:31:56

6    was being held on campus.  You see that?                    17:31:59

7       A    I do.                                               17:32:02

8       Q    And then he -- in response to an e-mail             17:32:03

9    from Mr. Renfro, he, being Scheeler, writes, "We            17:32:06

10    can try to find out under what conditions the               17:32:09

11    governor's office secured the space for the                 17:32:12

12    press conference."  You see that?                           17:32:15

13       A    I see that.                                         17:32:16

14       Q    Do you know if Mr. Scheeler or DLA Piper            17:32:17

15    did look into the circumstances or conditions               17:32:23

16    under which the governor's office got space at              17:32:26

17    the press conference?                                       17:32:31

18       A    I don't recall.                                     17:32:33

19       Q    Why would the compliance monitor, or                17:32:36

20    someone working for the compliance monitor, be              17:32:39

21    looking into whether Pennsylvania's governor --             17:32:42

22    or how Pennsylvania's governor secured                      17:32:46

23    press-conference space?                                     17:32:50

24       A    Well, now that you've described the                 17:32:51

25    context, if it's about the discussion of a                  17:32:53
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1    lawsuit, an antitrust lawsuit, that's been filed            17:32:57

2    against the NCAA, the image that would be                   17:33:00

3    portrayed by having a press conference about                17:33:03

4    that lawsuit was that Penn State supported the              17:33:06

5    lawsuit.                                                    17:33:09

6            And I suppose at some point in time, we             17:33:10

7    had been told that Penn State was not involved              17:33:13

8    at all in the lawsuit.  So raising this issue to            17:33:16

9    Charlie Scheeler would be, you know, in the                 17:33:21

10    context of, "What's going on?  You guys are                 17:33:24

11    monitoring the activity on campus.  You're                  17:33:25

12    examining the culture.  You're examining all of             17:33:28

13    the issues that are laid out in the Athletics               17:33:31

14    Integrity Agreement.  Does it make sense to you?            17:33:34

15    And why is it the case that there's a portrayal             17:33:37

16    of a desire to endorse a lawsuit against the                17:33:41

17    NCAA by Penn State, when we had entered into                17:33:46

18    this consent decree which talked about no                   17:33:50

19    lawsuits, we had entered into an Athletics                  17:33:52

20    Integrity Agreement which talked about                      17:33:56

21    examination of the culture there?"                          17:33:57

22            I don't read this as being about the                17:33:58

23    governor.  I read this as being, because you                17:34:00

24    told me what the subject of the article was,                17:34:02

25    about something that appears as an endorsement              17:34:04
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1    of a lawsuit.                                               17:34:07

2       Q    Are you aware of other instances in                 17:34:08

3    which Mr. Scheeler or the monitors and his staff            17:34:10

4    looked into -- looked into similar conduct that             17:34:19

5    NCAA viewed as -- as somehow not in spirit or               17:34:35

6    language of a consent decree?                               17:34:39

7            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to form.                       17:34:43

8            You can answer.                                     17:34:43

9            THE WITNESS:  You know, you would have to           17:34:44

10       look at the Athletics Integrity Agreement and            17:34:46

11       the contract between the monitor and Penn State          17:34:49

12       to examine the full scope of what their roles            17:34:52

13       and responsibilities are on campus.                      17:34:55

14            So I don't know the answer to your                  17:34:58

15       question as to whether or not they looked at             17:34:59

16       anything else that might have been derivative            17:35:01

17       of the consent decree or Athletics Integrity             17:35:03

18       Agreement.  That was their set of                        17:35:06

19       responsibilities, and that's what they did on            17:35:07

20       campus.                                                  17:35:09

21            To the extent that the NCAA would see               17:35:10

22       something that might present an inconsistency            17:35:14

23       with what we believed we were being informed             17:35:18

24       by Penn State and what was actually                      17:35:21

25       occurring, then that's something that would              17:35:23
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1       be naturally raised with the monitor.                    17:35:24

2  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:35:26

3       Q    Do you recall any instance in which the             17:35:26

4    NCAA asked the monitor to investigate other                 17:35:28

5    potential instances where Penn State was not                17:35:34

6    acting in the spirit or language of the consent             17:35:36

7    decree or the Athletic Integrity Agreement?                 17:35:38

8       A    Well, I don't think that we asked the               17:35:40

9    monitor to investigate anything.  I'm looking at            17:35:42

10    this as just simply a question to the monitor.              17:35:45

11            Charlie could have written back and                 17:35:47

12    said, "Hey, this is why.  I don't know."  So --             17:35:48

13       Q    I'm asking -- I'm sorry.  I'm asking                17:35:51

14    you --                                                      17:35:51

15       A    So I don't know -- I'm not aware of any             17:35:52

16    circumstance where we asked --                              17:35:53

17            MR. JOHNSON:  We have to separate your              17:35:55

18       conversations or our court reporter will kill            17:35:56

19       you both.                                                17:35:58

20  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:35:58

21       Q    I'm asking you if you're aware of any               17:35:59

22    such instance, not whether this is one.  I'm                17:36:01

23    asking whether you're aware of any such                     17:36:04

24    instance.                                                   17:36:06

25       A    Can you rephrase the question?                      17:36:12
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1       Q    Are you aware of any instance in which              17:36:13

2    the NCAA requested the monitor or his team to               17:36:15

3    investigate Penn State's perceived noncompliance            17:36:20

4    with either the consent decree or the Athletic              17:36:26

5    Integrity Agreement?                                        17:36:29

6       A    A couple points.  One, I don't know that            17:36:33

7    the monitor would necessarily characterize their            17:36:35

8    work as investigations.                                     17:36:38

9            Two, if you think that that's what this             17:36:40

10    is, there are communications with the monitor               17:36:44

11    about what's going on on campus -- those are                17:36:48

12    described in the Athletics Integrity Agreement,             17:36:50

13    and they are known to all -- where they may have            17:36:52

14    provided information about what they're seeing,             17:36:55

15    what's happening, what's not happening, not as a            17:36:57

16    product of any investigation, but just simply,              17:37:00

17    "This is what we're seeing on campus."  And,                17:37:02

18    quite candidly, most often it was favorable to              17:37:04

19    an evolution of cultural change within the scope            17:37:09

20    of what they can see at Penn State.                         17:37:12

21            So -- and that sounds like a nonanswer              17:37:16

22    because I'm trying to really understand your                17:37:19

23    questioning and get to what you're trying to ask            17:37:22

24    me.                                                         17:37:24

25            It's not the case that the NCAA, to my              17:37:27
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1    knowledge, anybody -- myself, Wally Renfro --               17:37:30

2    would ask the monitor, "Hey, we heard about this            17:37:32

3    on Penn State.  Can you go investigate it?"                 17:37:36

4            No.  Things didn't happen that way.                 17:37:38

5       Q    You're not aware of anybody making a                17:37:41

6    request of the monitor to look into an activity             17:37:44

7    on campus to see if it was out of line with the             17:37:47

8    consent decree?                                             17:37:52

9       A    No.  The reason I gave the long-winded              17:37:52

10    answer is because there are communications with             17:37:56

11    the monitor about their monitorship, but they               17:37:56

12    are not in the context of, "Hey, go look into               17:38:00

13    that."                                                      17:38:03

14       Q    Are your -- your, Donald Remy --                    17:38:06

15    communications with the monitor regular?                    17:38:09

16       A    They're periodic.  That's the word we               17:38:21

17    chose before.  They're not periodic in a                    17:38:24

18    scheduled kind of way, except that there are                17:38:28

19    requirements in the Athletics Integrity                     17:38:31

20    Agreement about the monitor reporting back to               17:38:33

21    the NCAA and the Big Ten and to Penn State, for             17:38:36

22    that matter, their findings on a periodic basis.            17:38:39

23    I'm not sure what that basis is.                            17:38:43

24            So -- and there are also -- there also              17:38:45

25    are requirements in the Athletics Integrity                 17:38:47
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1    Agreement for the athletics integrity officer at            17:38:49

2    Penn State to report back to the NCAA and the               17:38:53

3    Big Ten things that are happening on campus.  So            17:38:56

4    to that extent, they are periodic.                          17:38:58

5       Q    What's the purpose of the periodic, sort            17:39:00

6    of nonformal communications between you and the             17:39:04

7    compliance monitor?  Why do you communicate with            17:39:07

8    him?                                                        17:39:10

9       A    I don't know that I characterize any of             17:39:11

10    them as "nonformal."  They are all part of the              17:39:12

11    responsibility of the monitor and carrying out              17:39:15

12    its duties.  If you look at the Athletics                   17:39:19

13    Integrity Agreement, it talks about providing               17:39:21

14    periodic reports about the progress or                      17:39:23

15    deficiencies of what they're observing on the               17:39:26

16    Penn State campus.  That's the way monitors                 17:39:31

17    work.  That's -- I don't find that particularly             17:39:34

18    unusual.  So I'm not sure I'm understanding your            17:39:37

19    question.                                                   17:39:39

20            And it's what was agreed upon in the                17:39:40

21    AIA.  And we received the information.                      17:39:42

22    Penn State's received the information.  And the             17:39:44

23    Big Ten receives the information of how things              17:39:47

24    are evolving there.                                         17:39:51

25       Q    And identifying that it's not irregular             17:39:54
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1    for a monitor to be looking at and communicating            17:39:57

2    about deficiencies, it's your recall that                   17:40:00

3    neither you nor anyone else in NCAA ever asked              17:40:02

4    the monitor to look into a particular deficiency            17:40:07

5    or perceived deficiency?                                    17:40:09

6            MR. JOHNSON:  Object to the form.  I don't          17:40:12

7       think that's what he said.                               17:40:13

8            THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  And I'm trying my              17:40:14

9       best -- and I know it's late in the day -- to            17:40:15

10       really get to your question and give you an              17:40:17

11       answer.  And part of my inability perhaps to             17:40:19

12       communicate a clear answer is because I'm not            17:40:23

13       sure what where you're going with your                   17:40:25

14       questioning.                                             17:40:28

15            They are -- they are a monitor that is              17:40:29

16       put in place under the Athletics Integrity               17:40:32

17       Agreement.  They observe activity on the                 17:40:34

18       campus, and they report back to three                    17:40:38

19       entities:  The NCAA, the Big Ten, and                    17:40:40

20       Penn State.  That's what they do.  That's                17:40:44

21       kind of why they're there.                               17:40:47

22  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:40:48

23       Q    I asked it the way I asked it so that               17:40:49

24    there was no -- so that you didn't feel                     17:40:50

25    constrained by the word "investigate," that                 17:40:54
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1    there was either a connotation or an express                17:40:56

2    meaning to that word, when I asked before                   17:41:00

3    whether there had been requests made of the                 17:41:03

4    monitor to look into potential deficiencies by              17:41:05

5    Penn State.                                                 17:41:09

6       A    Well, I did -- when you used the word               17:41:10

7    "investigate," I think -- I didn't accept that              17:41:11

8    word for the purposes of my answer, because I               17:41:13

9    don't think it accurately reflects what goes on             17:41:15

10    with the monitorship.                                       17:41:18

11       Q    Then, we're probably saying the same                17:41:19

12    thing.                                                      17:41:22

13       A    Okay.                                               17:41:22

14       Q    So when you answered the question                   17:41:22

15    before, you were talking about the entire                   17:41:23

16    universe of communications between NCAA and the             17:41:25

17    monitor about the potential deficiencies, that              17:41:27

18    you -- in other words, you aren't aware or don't            17:41:30

19    remember any requests to look into deficiencies,            17:41:33

20    from NCAA to the monitor?                                   17:41:36

21            MR. JOHNSON:  Well, is it -- earlier the            17:41:39

22       question was whether Donald made such a                  17:41:41

23       request, and now you're asking whether the NCAA          17:41:45

24       made such a request.                                     17:41:47

25            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I'm sorry.  I thought I            17:41:49
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1       asked also whether the NCAA -- whether he knew           17:41:49

2       if anyone at the NCAA did as well.                       17:41:51

3  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:41:54

4       Q    If I didn't, I apologize, and I ask that            17:41:54

5    question.  So the question can be asked for both            17:41:56

6    you and anyone at the NCAA.                                 17:42:00

7       A    Well, to my knowledge, there weren't a              17:42:05

8    whole host of people communicating with the                 17:42:07

9    monitor at NCAA.  It would have been myself and             17:42:09

10    Wally Renfro.  There may have been others and I             17:42:11

11    just don't recall that.                                     17:42:13

12       Q    Okay.                                               17:42:13

13       A    And I don't recall either of us ever                17:42:14

14    putting to the monitor, "Hey, can you go look at            17:42:18

15    this issue," or -- or something like that.                  17:42:22

16            There were conversations about what's               17:42:27

17    going on on the campus and perhaps "What do you             17:42:29

18    guys think about that?  What are you seeing                 17:42:32

19    there?"  But they weren't requests to go, to use            17:42:34

20    this word, "investigate" or explore or look at              17:42:37

21    potential deficiencies.  And I don't know that I            17:42:40

22    talked about it in terms of potential                       17:42:43

23    deficiencies, in any event.  I think what I said            17:42:46

24    is in their report, which occur periodically,               17:42:48

25    they would talk about progress and deficiencies,            17:42:51
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1    if they saw that.                                           17:42:54

2            MR. HAVERSTICK:  Let's take a five-minute           17:42:56

3       break.  I want to collect where we are at, and           17:42:58

4       we may be done or within 3 feet of being done.           17:43:01

5            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going off the record at          17:43:08

6       17:41.                                                   17:43:10

7            (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)              17:43:11

8  (Thereupon, Exhibit Number 25 was marked for                  17:52:42

9    identification purposes.)                                   17:52:42

10            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now back on the           17:53:08

11       record at 17:51.                                         17:53:09

12  BY MR. HAVERSTICK:                                            17:53:11

13       Q    A couple of cleanup, and I will be right            17:53:12

14    quick with them, Mr. Remy.  I put in front of               17:53:15

15    you a document we marked as Remy 25.                        17:53:17

16       A    Okay.                                               17:53:22

17       Q    While we are breaking we looked around              17:53:22

18    for the e-mail we thought you may have been                 17:53:26

19    referring to when you were talking about the                17:53:29

20    e-mail exchange between you and Mr. Marsh on                17:53:32

21    Penn State's acceptance of NCAA violations --               17:53:36

22    bylaw violations.                                           17:53:38

23            Is this the e-mail that you remembered              17:53:41

24    might have that information in it?                          17:53:43

25       A    It is the e-mail that I was thinking                17:53:45
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1    about.                                                      17:53:47

2       Q    We, I assume, can agree that there is               17:53:50

3    nothing in here specifically referencing Penn               17:53:52

4    State's acceptance of NCAA bylaws?                          17:53:55

5       A    There is not in this particular e-mail.             17:53:58

6    But, you know, like I said, it is just the one I            17:54:00

7    was thinking of, because I remember there was a             17:54:02

8    whole list of items that they wanted included in            17:54:05

9    the discussions.                                            17:54:09

10       Q    Did you -- we are done with that one                17:54:11

11    now.                                                        17:54:14

12            Did you have an understanding of whether            17:54:15

13    President Erickson needed Penn State board of               17:54:17

14    trustee approval before he could sign a consent             17:54:21

15    decree?                                                     17:54:24

16       A    I did.                                              17:54:25

17       Q    What was your understanding?                        17:54:26

18       A    The lawyers representing Penn State told            17:54:28

19    me he that had full authority to execute the                17:54:30

20    consent decree.                                             17:54:33

21       Q    Did they say he had full authority                  17:54:34

22    because he had board approval or merely that he             17:54:36

23    had full authority?                                         17:54:39

24       A    I don't recall the precise words, but               17:54:44

25    with respect to the process that they used to               17:54:46
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1    ultimately finalize the consent decree, they                17:54:48

2    represented that he had the authority to do                 17:54:52

3    that.                                                       17:54:54

4       Q    Do you recall -- I should put this word             17:54:55

5    in quotes, because I think someone said it -- do            17:55:03

6    you recall any sort of heated or vigorous                   17:55:05

7    conversation between Gene Marsh and David Berst             17:55:09

8    over whether the death penalty could be imposed             17:55:12

9    on Penn State in this case or whether it was                17:55:16

10    applicable?                                                 17:55:18

11       A    First.  Have you met Gene Marsh?                    17:55:21

12       Q    I have.                                             17:55:23

13       A    And David Berst?                                    17:55:23

14       Q    Yes.                                                17:55:24

15       A    So you can imagine the communication                17:55:25

16    between the two of them?                                    17:55:26

17       Q    Somehow when they both denied there was             17:55:28

18    ever a heated conversation, I find that                     17:55:31

19    difficult to --                                             17:55:34

20       A    So I can't say with respect to the                  17:55:35

21    specific issue that you just defined, meaning               17:55:37

22    whether or not the death penalty can be imposed.            17:55:40

23    But the conversations were frank.  They were                17:55:44

24    direct.  They were clear.  And I don't know that            17:55:46

25    I would characterize them as heated, but these              17:55:50
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1    are two very passionate men, who believe in                 17:55:52

2    their principles and their positions and were               17:55:55

3    not afraid to articulate them to one another.               17:55:59

4    It's a fair way to communicate in my book.                  17:56:02

5       Q    I think I understand the answer.  You               17:56:05

6    remember debate between the two of them, for                17:56:09

7    lack of a better word, over whether the death               17:56:11

8    penalty could be applied.                                   17:56:13

9            MR. JOHNSON:  I don't think that was his            17:56:15

10       answer.                                                  17:56:15

11       Q    I'm sorry, I thought you said --                    17:56:16

12       A    No.  I said not with respect to the                 17:56:18

13    issue you have identified but, you know...                  17:56:19

14       Q    Got it.                                             17:56:22

15       A    The way they communicate, I appreciate              17:56:22

16    because it is candid and direct.                            17:56:24

17            MR. HAVERSTICK:  I don't have any more              17:56:31

18       questions.  Thank you for hanging in.  I                 17:56:32

19       appreciate it.  It's pleasure.                           17:56:34

20            MR. JOHNSON:  No questions.                         17:56:39

21            MS. DOBLICK:  The University doesn't have           17:56:40

22       any questions.                                           17:56:41

23            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the end of               17:56:42

24       Media File 5 in the videotaped deposition of             17:56:43

25       Donald Remy.                                             17:56:47
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1            This concludes today's deposition at                17:56:47

2       17:55.                                                   17:56:49

3            MR. KOWALSKI:  Earlier this morning we              17:59:14

4       were asked to review 22 redacted documents to            17:59:16

5       confirm their privileged designation with the            17:59:21

6       witness, Mr. Remy.  We confirmed our privilege           17:59:24

7       position on 21 of the 22.                                17:59:31

8            The Bates numbers of those documents are            17:59:33

9       as follows:  NCAAJC6933.  Next 135439, 39449,            17:59:35

10       35434, 37312, 41589, 19736, 7048, 16325,                 17:59:58

11       16152, 16205, 19523, 6757, 12476, 6081,                  18:00:33

12       11984, 16113, 6940, 12484, 14321, 14361.  The            18:00:52

13       one document which we determined was not                 18:01:22

14       privileged and produced to plaintiffs is NCAA            18:01:27

15       JC14375.                                                 18:01:33

16                                                                18:01:35

17             (Whereupon, at  17:55 p.m., the

18    deposition was concluded.)

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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3
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